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DEATH TOLL

98 PER GENT

FORMER PARSON
BEING HELD ON

IN RIOTS

IN

E

D. Stewart Is Alleged
Mill E FIELD Donald
to Have Taken 4 Wives;

it

Larceny and Conspiracy

EXCEEDS 75
in

Fighting

Illinois

Stops

Only When All the Non-UniMen Are Killed or
on

-

Disappear.

STATE TROOPS MAY
NOT BEJCALLED OUT

Trouble Is the Result of a
uddarr and Passionate
Flare Up of Mob Spirit,
Black Claims.
Springfield, Ills., June 22
(By the Associated Press)
Private and official advices
from Herrin, were in sub-

stantial agreement at 5 o'clock this afternoon that
trouble at Herrin was the
result of a sudden and passionate flareup of mob spirit, which subsided as soon
as its immediate purpose
had been accomplished. Adjutant General Black, in
close touch with his representatives, said the rioting
had apparently burned itself out, and that unless
there were further serious
developments, he would not
recommend that the militia
be called out.
Colonel Hunter reported,
General Black said, that he
had counted 23 dead.

General Black also had before
him the report received by Hal
Trevilion, member of the Illinois
commerce commission and editor
of the Herrin News, who said his
manager, Joe Barnes, at Herrin
had Informed him that the death
toll of today's rioting would exceed
seventy-fivMr. Barnes reported,
Mr. Trevilion said, that the fight-Ju- g
had stopped - because all the
n
workers had either been
killed or had disappeared.

i

e.

non-unio-

WjACk
.

nrci'oirrs

21

mk

SLAIX IX flHIUtlX

RIOT

Waukegan, III., June 23 (by the
Twenty-fou- r
Associated
Press).
men are known to have been slain
today in rioting between striking
n
men at
coal miners and
Herrin, 111., Carlos Black, adjutant
general of Illinois, reported to Governor Len Small at 8 o'clock tonight. This la the first report the
governor has received on the trou.
ble.
General Black reported to the
governor that Colonel Hunter, his
representative whd has been at
Herrin for several days, reported
tonight that a disc unized, drunken mob of strike sympathizers wayn
laid and massacred the
men this morning in violation of a
truce entered into last night.
Under the truce the
workers were to quit work this
morning and leave the mine field,
Colonel
shortly after daybreak.
Hunter reported, a mob, Inflamed
liquor, attacked the
by home-mad- e
strike breakers' camp and shot
'"ontinuecl on i'aga Two.;
non-unio-

non-unio-

non-uni-

I

Also Charged.
m Th. Anantlnted Preii.)
Los Angeles, Calif., June 22 (by
the Associated Press.) Donald D.
Stewart, the unfrocked clergyman
who is held in the city Jail awating
the arrival of officers from Boston
where he is wanted on charges of
bicamy. grand larceny and con
spiracy, has met interviewers with
this comment:
'I ran t live, down my past: tne
nubile, won't let me."
with Stewart when he was ar
rested Tuesday night was Mrs,
K.thol Tnrnnr OsbaldestOn Stewart
the second of the four wives he is
said to have married, and who also
She
was taken into custody.
with havlna conspired wiL.
marriage
his
alleged
him to effect
M .mm lOhrenseller. of Boston,
from whom Be 13 eaid to have
to kiio
the prl
n,n,.t' ,,( nnpr.it Ives of arrested
vnt detective atrency who
the couple were incomplete, it was
" l"
stated, as to tne cnurges Stewart
hMv
heen olaced against
in various sections of the country
bi . they listed his anegea mam
ages as follows:
Tn Marv Mitchell, at Wilming
tn,, Del.. 1918. A child was born
to them and Stewart Is alleged to
have deserted his wife and baby.
To Kthel Turner Osbaldeston. at
New York, in 1920. He is said to
have deserted l.er.
Tn Hertha Ellen Grannls, at In
dlanapolis, in 1921. He is said also
to have deserted again.
To Norma Khrenseller, at
in 1921, with the alleged
nf Mrs. Kthel Turner Osbah
deston Stewart, with whom he is
said to have effected a reconcilia
tion a short time before. He dis
appeared shortly after the niarriug
to Miss Ehre seller.
In addition to the e marriages,
charce he obtained
$2,250 through the endorsement of
:. f.hpnic bv Bertha
Ellen Grannls
suoivart and that when he deserted
his
departure in her
her, he took
brother's automobile; that he stole
Norma Ehrensellet1
12.500 from
toHrt mid that through an al
leced courtshiu of Miss Gertrude
Van Lopik, an art teacher of
in 1921 he defrauded her rel
atives of $850.
Stewart, 37 years old, and a na
tive of Scotland, attained consid- t
erable nroininence in California
few years ago through his work as
a vice crusader and temperance
leader, and as the author of a
campaign song "We !1
Make California Dry." After Mrs.
Maude Heudrlcks committed sui
Pi.io ut Havward. Calif., near Oak
land, Decei.iber 30, 1S14, when he
refused to marry her and he was
arrested on a statutory offense, he
although the
i.hiirffn was dismissed for lack of
'
evidence.
Ktfnv.irt Is known also as Donald
AUister Stewart and as Hobert Allan
Krriwne.
Mnr.nron
Tne laicer IK
said to he his true name. He has
filled pastoral . in Dundee Lake,
N. J.; Paterson, N. J.; Sanderson,
Texas: Douglas. Ariz., and Chlco.
Calif.
t

nhH

Bos-ton-

connl-vn.ir-

ms

REARS
Hl'SUAND NO ILL WILL

KTFTWA11T

"

June 22. A
Detroit, Mich.,
charge of conspiracy to defraud
mav be brought here against Don
ald D. Stewart, held in Los Angeies,s
on a fugitive warrant, but autnori-tieof Massachusetts, New York or
Inrtlnna nrobablv will have first
claim of the prisoner, a private detective agency announced here tocon
day. The conspiracy charge isuruce
templated, It was said, by
Grannls, who claims Stewart aeTwo.)
'Contlnued on Page

COUNTRY WITHIN SIXTY DAYS
Bernalillo Residents Agree to Procure the
and a Site for the
y
Necessary
Means Opening
Line
Lumber Mill; New
Up a Rich Section of New Mexico.
Right-of-Wa-

'

'fat

"Tallin .Tnofrpla.' .Titllufl Rellffman
clfffrlatl Hptifrmnn nf Bernftlliln
have agreed to secure rnt, necesy
and to procure
sary
right-of-wa-

I
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Denver, Colo., June
Mexico: Friday and Saturday partly cloudy, probably showers northsoutheast
west portion; warmer
n
portion Friday; cooler 'north
Saturday.
Atrisoiw:
and Saturday
' Fr(day
fair, except showers east portion
not
much
change In temFriday;
i
perature,
22.

New

por-tio-

v

;

LOCAL REPORT.
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
at p. m. yesterday,
ended
hours
recorded' by the' university:
91)
Highest temperature
63
Lowest '. . .

.Range
7
,S

H

a, m.
p. m.

6f

78

Mean . . i
Humidity at

at
liumiony
n....,,lritt,i llnti

.

it

IIVllflMIIVII
wind velocity.
Pirectlon of wind
daj'j..
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EMPLOYES

RAIL

the lumber'mlll site of

100 acres,"

said Mr. Well last night. "The
mill will have equipment equal to
that of the McKinley Land and
Lumber company," he continued,
"and will be equipped with sash
and door and box factory. It will
board
have a capacity of 260,000
feet ft day. This mill and the deabout
to
be
by
velopment
brought
the railroad probably wljl make
Bernalillo a city of 6)00 population.
"The new railroad will mean the
reopening of the copper mines of
the Cuba district.
Investigations
of the pulping quality of the
woods In the district warrant the
n
construction of a
paper
plant. A market for the paper can
he found easily, as It Is known that
30 tons dally Is used by the newspapers In the territory t of the
Southwestern Newspaper Publlsn-er- s'
association. Including Denver,
and extending Into Arizona. '
"Sulphur found In the district
has been found adaptable to the
sulphide process In paper making,
and huge quantities of gypsum are
readily,at ha,nd for use In the making of wall board."
Rood Pntronnge Now Exists. .
That the new railroad will find
plenty of customers tinder present
conditions and not dependent on
development, Is believed' by Mr.
Well, wljo said that the district
now ralses and ships overland
million sheep yearly, and
more than 1,000,000
pounds of
60-to-

J
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Ten General Chairmeiv
rive and Begin Tabulate
the Returns; Delay to Re
turns txplained,
(By Tile Aiiwlnlfd Pratt.)
Chicago, June 22 (by the Asso
elated Press). Despite a lull In
the flow ot strike ballots Into the
headquarters of the railway shop
unions for two days every mail today brought stacks of the colored
sups and tonight union officials
predicted that a canvass of the vote
could be taken by Sunday and that
It would stand 98 per cent In favor
of a walkout.
Ten general chairmen
reached
Chicago today, preparatory to the
chairmen's
general
committee
meeting on Saturday, and began
tabulating the strike votes.
Some dela. in the
of ballots was ascribed byreceipt
union henrt- quarters to the fact that many of
mo niiiiois, wnicn were shipped
out by parcel post, wero returned
tho same way after being marked
and coiiRequently were held up In
,the mails until first class postage
paui. inirtv contract cases.
scnedulcd for hearing before the
railroad labor board Juno 26 can
not have any possible effect oh the
strike ((tiestion over the contracting of shop work to outside firms,
according to John Scott, secretary
of tho railway employes department of tho American Federation
of Labor.
The board recently took Jurisdiction of six roads, where the farming out process l.ad aroused protest from the shopmen, and will
hear those cases along with the two
dozen others next Monday. It Is
expected that the strike vote will
have been compiled by that date,
however, and possibly action taken
on the vote by the general

SENATE ADOPTS
REPORTS FIXING

i xbv

fr Iff 1

The senate

late today adopted the conference
report on the army appropriation

The
killing

mer

mystery
the first degree murder. At tho same tion of grand Jury Rubpoenas.
surrounding
of Clarence Peters, for- time, authorities are investigating Whether Mrs. Margarita Mellen,
who once sued Ward, will enter
sailor, by Walter S Ward, to determne if George S. Ward, into the case remains
to be de

baker is expected to the slayer's father can be in- termined. The younger Ward now
bo cleared up at the trial of dicted for obstructing justice for is in jail in custody ot Sheriff
Ward, who has been indicted fof remaining without tho jurisdic Werner.

millionaire

l

I

HARDING DENIES

WOODRUFF ASKS

fillFIES 'DUPED'

I

ONE DECLARES

Shanghai, June 22 (by the Associated Press). Lives of missionaries in the Catholic Laznrist mission at Taiho are endangered by
the mutinous Jronps of the Peking
government in Kiangsi province,
according to a telegram received
here today from the mission. The
church school was burned and 600
Christian converts who took refuge
in the mission compound have appealed for assistance against the
mutineers.
The report from Taiho, which is
twenty miles south of Kianfu '.n
Kinngsl provii ce, says all the
buildings at Kianfu were razed and
women and children slaughtered.
Although reports to mission stations here tell of thousands of Chinese being slaughtered and great
property damage wrought by tha
mutineers, no authentic reports na
yet of loss of life among foreigners,
has been received.
Great anxiety Is felt, however,
for the Christians In tho Lnzarlst
mission as the telegram said the
refugee converts were besieged lit
the compound by Chinese

MUCH FOR ATTACKING

Strike Breakers Are Given
Arms on Arrival at Camp
and a Machine Gun Is Set
Up at the Mine.
'

(llj

Herrin.
sociated
wounded
or. death

The Amoeiatcd I'reM.)
III.. .Inn.
i... ....

.

Press.) Half a
..
men. iim nt
hd- -' 7
an .Associated Press '"",!""
correspondent th
first actual eye witness
of
the mine fight last nightaccounts
and this
morning which brought dozens of
casua ties when 5,000 armed striking miners attacked the Lester strl,,
mi le near here, which was
being
guard's61 by imported workers and
The substance of the statements
by the wounded, who were
the besieged, was that not aamong
worker wa3 injured during mine
the
fiKhting, but that the numerous
killed were shot down in cold blood
after they had surrendered themselves and their arms. There was
from the union miners to
Three British nnd two American nothing
contradict these claims.
of
gunboats are speeding up the Kan the men imported to workSeveral
the . mine
river to the zone of terror which absolved the atril.-t,,-f.,
.
extends over a considerable area of Isavlllf. thl tho
central Kalngsl. It is believed were those "who sent us here
under
more than a hundred missionaries liaise promises that there would b
In this region are In peril.
..o uiuuuie, ami that "the miners
would not object."
Some of the wounded interviewed
were in the hospital here, others
were
located
in
their homs
FINANCE
through secret channels.
Vivid Account of
light.
Joseph O'Kourke,
of Chicago,
commlHsary clerk at the mine, gave
HOLDS the most vivid account of the fight.
His story was related as he tossed
in pain from half a dozen bullet
holes through his body.
"i was sent down here hr
PARLEYS IN N,
tlio
.
C'omuilwjiir.v
In Chicago," lie siiid. "I
lind no Idea what I was running
I don't hliimo the minerConfers With Lamont, Also into.
much for nttai king us, for we
were
With
unknowingly lieing used
RepreAttorneys
as dupes to keep theni
from
their join. Wo were given arms
senting His Government
when
wo
arrived nnd a
In Oil Matters.
gun was sot up nt one
corner nf the mine, (.uurdi
(Bj The Anoclnttd Preu.)
wero with us nil the time mid
New York, June 22. Currying a
must of the guards wero tough
message from President Obregon,
fellows sent by it Chicago de- Adolfo de la Huerta, Mexican minteetive agency. X understand
ister of finance, today went to the
Hie miners sent us mornings
office of Thomas W. Lamont, chair
to leave town or wo would be
man of the international committee
run out. Wo never got ttieni;
ot bankers on Mexico, and confer-tho bosses did."
red with him for an hour.
"When we saw tho miners apThe finance minister said the proaching
yesterday afternoon, wn
message asked for clarification of 'did not know
what to do. The
certain points in the agreement ar
prepared for fight, but most
rived a last week between the of us workers
wanted
to surrender.
bankers and himself under which
"Through the night the bullets
the external debt of Mexico would rained
in on us. We sought shelter
be readjusted.
There was report as we could, the miners climbed
in the financial district that Presi upon the
coal
r.nd earth emdent Obregon had approved the bankments, andpiles
we were unable to
agreement but Mr. de la Huerta see them. The guards kept firing.
when asked to Confirm this, said hnt mnst nf litt hi1 Than tha
he could not do so at this time.
ers blew
our pumping station.
He said he was sending a mes we naa noupwater ana
our tooq sup
sage to President Obregon tonight plies were in a freight car
in the
in answer to the dispatch which lea hands of the miners. About sunto his conference today with Mr. rise we put up the white flag. The
Lamont. By the early part of noxt miners
In and we surrenderweek, he added, there would pron-abl- y- ed our poured
arms.
be "an important announnTied Together In Groups,
m.nt.
to this time not one of us
Mr. de la Huerta also conferred had"Cpbeen
that I know of,
to'av with the attorneys repreIn although Iinjured
understand that several
senting the Me::lcan government
of
the miners had been shot. Tho
discussion with lawyers for the rue miners spread around quickly and
oil companies which are negotiat tied us together in groups ot three
ing with the finance minister ova- and six. The tied men then were
an agreement under wnicn tney rushed off in different directions.
would Jointly develop new oil field3
In Mexico.
(Continued on Page Two.)
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EN

THE

PLAFIS DEFERS

FILIPINOS

THEIRLIBERTY

PROPERTY GRIEF

Federation Includes in Program Bureau of Lawyers
to Fight Suits Brought "Time Is Not Yet for Inde
Value of Property Held By
Custodian Is Less Than
Under Court Decisions.
pendence," Is President's
ExBe
Reply to Mission now in
Might Reasonably
(By The Amoclnled I'ren.)
22
th"
United 'States.
June
Ohio,
(by
Cincinnati,
pected, He Says.
With tho avowed
Associated Press.
atlciial
ntrrinsn nf niP( tint? all
in. Tha Amnclutatl22. rraa.)
(By The Amoolnted Trent.)
-'

'tacks aimed at labor unions, tho
Washington, June 22. Demand American Federation of Labor to
of
for a congressional investigation
day added to its program forVurh-ini-thor
the nowers exercised by
the office of the alien property custhe establishtodian was made in the house to- courts,at by directing of
a labor dement
Washington
Woodruff,
Representative
by
night
fense council, composed of lawyers
who charged selected
republican, Michigan,
by the federation's ortlcers.
. value
of tho
that the aggregate
The council primarily Will defend
custodian
held
the
by
properties
unions against any suits that
as shown by his latest report was the
may be filed under recent supreme
"nearly a huarter of a billion dol- court decisions adverse to lnb&r.
lars less than we might reasonably
The program of four constituthe
expect to find there."
tional amendments, repeal of
an
Investigation,
law, and enact-miOnly
Impartial
Sherman anti-trudenf tum new measures, whlon
the Michigan representative
clared, would disclose how much jwas adopted by the convention re-by
to
"of this shrinkage is due depre- almost an unanimous vote, win
ciation through maladministration. quire years of campaigning before
how much to sale of properties be- adoption, speakers said in urging
low their reasonable value, how the creation of the defense council.
The amendments include a
much to practical gifts to officials,
vain nf minremc court de
friends and favorites of tho custocisions, the guarantee to- labor of
dian's office."
bargain
Mr, Woodruff Introduced a reso- tho right to organize, to the
proto strike,
lution for an investigation, declar- collectively and
hibition of child labor and adoping that charges of maladministra- tion
than
the
ot an easier method
tion, discrimination between alien
constienemies and American citizens present for amending the
whose property was seized and tution.
Enactment of a new federal child
payment of excessive fees to attor- labor
law, and also a law Interpret"have
so
been
neys
frequent as to ing the labor section of the Clayton
create a condition which cannot be net
were included as a part of the
ignored without grave injury to the program.
good name of our country."
Delegates set aside tomorrowor
morning for the annual election
the federation's officers.
TRANSYLVANIAN MEN
Railroad union delegates at a
they
SHUN MODERN ATTIRE;
meeting tonight declared
,
would nominate Joseph A. trank-linboilermakcrs
GO GARBED IN SKIRTS
president of tho
reni

st

ai

-

to the
union, in opposition
election of Treasurer Daniel Tobln,
who is president of the teamsters
un'oriMaintenance Men Reinstated.
Three jurisdictional disputes wero
tnn
disposed of by the convention,
settlement in one resulting In the
reinstatement, effective July 1, or
the Brotherhood of Maintenance or
suspendWay Employes, whowere
ed from the federation a year ago
In its reinstatement was a part
of a compromise agreement ending
tlm dlsnuta with the carpenters.
The compromise provided that tn
brotherhood should no an worn un
the railroad right of way, except
that new construction work should
be done by the carpenters.
The' electrical workers were suc
cessful In their fight with the steam
engineers as to which union should
have charge of operating traveling l
r.leetrle. cranes nnd machinery use
1 i
shops, factories and power plants.
-

time-honor-

.

.

going-to-praye- r"

et

ever-prese-

nt

'

-

slow-movi-

,

n

lice are Investigating.

Although
Washington, June
ascommending the Philippines compirations to independence and
president
plete
Harding today replied to the Phil"that
mission
ippine parliamentary
the time is not yet for independence."
The president's statement was
made to the members of the mission who last week presented to
him tho Filipinos' argument and
plea for a separate political existence.
Tho policy ot the administration, Mr. Harding stated, would
follow along the lines laid down
by his predecessors in the White
House, notably President McKinley, under whom the Filipinos were
freed from Spain.
of
"With
every mindfulness
your aspirations, with sacred pride
in your achievements, with gratitude for your loyalty, with reiterated assurance that we mean to
hold no people under the flag who
do not rejoico In that relationship.
I must say to you that the time is
not yet for independence," said the
president.
"I can imagine a continued progress which will make our bonds
either easy to sever or rivet them
more firmly because you will it to
be so. We must await that deAt this time It
velopment.
is not for me to suggest the day,
distant or near. Meanwhile, I can
only renew the proven nssurances
of our good Intentions, our desire
to be helpful without exacting from
our private or public purposes, or
restricting the freedom from which
men and peoples aspire and
achieve.
"No backward step is contemplated. No dimunitlon of your domestic control Is to be sought.- - Our
relation to your domestic control
is to be sought. Our relation to
your domestic affairs is that of ap
unselfish devotion, which is born
of our faith in opening to you tho
way of liberty of which you
.
,
dream.
"Our sponsorship in international affairs is related in the common
flag, which is unfurled to you as
It is unfurled for us and security
Is your seal of American relationship."

POSSIBILITY OF BOUT
BETWEEN

DEMPSEY

AND

WILLS IS DISCUSSED
(By The Aamdated Prut.)
New York, June 22. Possibility

of a bout between Jack Dempsey,
world heavyweight champion and
Harry Wills, negro challenger, was
discussed at a conference today between Tex Rlckard,
promoter,
Frank Flournoy. mntchmaker, and
Jack Kcarns, Dempsey's manager.
It was said the outlook was hopeful
and that Rlckard would consider
selection ot.a place for the

FALL OFF A WINDMILL
IS FATAL TO FARMER

to Til Jouruil.)
Fisher and Kmlley have been (Special Corrmpondenca
Clovis, N. M., June 22. Lee C.
working at the Wynn plant of the Smith,
a farmer living 11 miles
H. C. Frlck Coke company.
northwest of Clovis, fell from a
windmill
last Tuesday afternoon
B
DKGRRRS AT DENVER.
later as a
Colo..
Denver,
June 22. The and died a few .minutes Mr.
Smith
weather
bureau , thermometer result of his injuries.
reached 98 degrees here at 12:48 was attempting to oil the machine
o'clock this afternoon.. The first and In some way lost his footing.
heat prostration .as a result ot the In falling his body struck a cedar
hot wave was reported when W. A; post, rupturing an artery, and he
r.lrals, a collector, collapsed on the bled to death before medical assisthome In tho residence ance rould arrive. He Is survived
porrh of
i
section pf Jhe cUjr,
by a wife and, nine children,
'
' .
''-c
''"-- i r -.
J '
i
--

"

.

MEXICO

MINISTER

y,

coui-imn-

have resisted all attempts to deANXIETY IS FELT FOR
prive them of their
shirtwaists and
THE SULTAN'S SAFETY petticoats.
declare that
They
trousers and coats are unsightly
.Bjr Th ANtoctnteo rrru.)
as well as unsanitary and unbeConstantinople. June 22. Anxie
coming, and they have given notice
ty for the safety of the sultan of to
the Rumanian authorities that
has
Turkey
will brook no Invasion 6f their
prompted the local
authorities to consider the substi- they
traditional habits of dress.
tution of a closed American autoIn this part of the Balkans the
mobile for the
'open raiment of the
Is no less
barouche In which the head of novel than that women
of the men.. The
Islam ever Friday la borne to well-to-d- o
natives
wear
garments
prayer from the Ylldes palace l made of solid gold coins over
rich
private mosque, .This public lace embroidery.
coins are
The
ceremonv has handed down to them as heirlooms
existed from the time of Mohom-m- from generation to
generation, the
and Is one of the few remainnumber and
of the gnlil
ing royal spectacles to be witnessed pieces being aweight
sure token to the HOMES OF 2 MINERS
in Europe today.
outside world of the degree of opuDAMAGED BY DYNAMITE
Every Friday at noon thousands lence of the wearer and an
of the faithful, as well an hundreds
incentive to the neighboof foreign visitors, flock to the out- ring swains to
(By The Awortnted Frci.)
marry them.
Unlontown, Pa.,. June 22. The
skirts of Constantinople to witness
homes
of two miners at Falrchance
the Turkish potentate followed by
were damaged by dynamite explosa 'dignified entourage riding in a CONDITIONAL PARDON
ions early today,. No ono was Ingilded carriage to do honor to AlIS MADE
COMPLETE jured.
lah. Throngs of Turkish soldier,
Tha first explosion occurred at
sailors, firemen and policemen 'line
A
Corretpondence to Tiik aVmroJt.j thu home of Churles Fisher.
the curbstone and guard with alert (Srwlal
fcHnta Fe, June
T22
dynamite bomb thrown Into the
and furtive eyes "the sickest man
orders signed by Governor yard broke windows and shook the
erutlye
in Europe.
,
A short time later an
K,. iiiecnem
for the dwelling.
today are
Some of the palace officials feel benefit
in
of
Th
n,ll. unidentified manM. set a bomb
that their sacred Caliph Is too ex- U?.nal Pait,nPrisoner
of
the
J.
Smlley's home
A.
yard
to
James
grantee
to
attack by evildoers, and Wiley on January 20, 1922, Is made near the Fisher residence.
posed
Winthey have suggested that the
complete. Wiley was sentenced In dows were. broken. The state po-

.

m

fo loft: Mrs, Wnlter S. Wnrd; tlio Ward mansion nt Now Rochelle, X. 1'.: Mrs. Mnrgarlto
Kemlall Mellon.
Sliorlff Werner, the
Below, loft to right, lioorgc S. Ward, nillliniiiilro Iwfcor:
slayer's jailor, and Waiter S. Ward, nillllonnlrc ami
slayer of Clarence I'olerg.

bill fixing the size of the army for
the coming fiscal year at 12,000
officers and 125,000 enlisted men.
Tho house has yet to net on the re
port which includes an appropria
tion of $7,500,000 for continuation
of work on the Muscle Shoals pow
er project on which no agreement
was reached in conference.
In adopting the report of its con
ference committee the senate gaa
its approval to a provision placing
a six months ban against promo
tion of all army officers below tho
grade of colonel. Promotions will
cease July l except for colonen
who may be made brigadier gen
erals, if tho house agrees to th
provision. As reported tho bill
carries about J271.000.000, or ap- I7,000,000 below the
proximately
amount it carried when passed by
the senate originally.
irovisions for the reduction nf
the office personnel from the
present number of more than
13,000 was practically
rewritten
from the way In which It was first
passed by the senate. Under tho
conference agreement only the "Inefficient" officers will have lo
(Br The Associated Prcm.)
leave the service. Provision was
Predeal, Transylvania, June 22.
made for a board of reviewing ofSince Rumania wrested
Tranficers which will have power to
rate the efficiency of officers tn.l sylvania from the AustrianB, efforts
been
made
men
to get the
to
recommend those for dischnrora nr have
discard their skirts and wear modretirement.
ern masculine attire. But they

lf

k

Above, riaht

i

ARMY STRENGTH
(By Th AaMiclsIrd

PLEAD

Lives Endangered By Mutin- Half a Dozen Wounded,
ous Troops of Peking
Some of Them Lying on
Death Beds, Describe
Church
Government;
School at Taiho Burned.
Fighting atHerrin, III.
(By The AuMirlutrd l're.)
MINERS NOT BLAMED

TO FINISH CANVAS
r t SUIMUHJ1-rtr
inn l w-'
VUIC DI ni
Ur urtTr

carriage be Grant. county In
1921,
displaced by a speedy, closed to serve six monthSeptember,
in tv. mi.tv
limousine, which will afford him JalL
greater, protection.
Conditional nnrdnn u vrantAil to
J. II. Llndsey, who was sentenced
SPOONING IS ENDED?
from Eddy countv In March 1920.
Calif..
Pasadena,
to serve five years. This sentence
June 22
Spooning on the fire escapes at the was suspended, upon conditions Imrasaaena
auschool
been
has
nign
wool.
posed by the court. When these
ended by a decision of conditions wers violated, Llndsev
Agricultural specialist)! who hae tomatically
the
l
of
board
education that a was committed to th penitentiary
the situation have
Investigated
fire escapes must be hung to serve the sentence. The condi-dltiostated that cheap fuel will be an school
on
so
of the
will lower with
they
pullevs.
in that I.lnd-sw- y
Impnrtnnt factor In the develop- - the weight of persons ehovrt.
shall inks pardon
but
his family and leave
'
can
be
nut
reached
from
UVAU9
VW
.(CouUaued. on paga Jwo.i
below, ,
one-ha-
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LEADERS ASSERT

Washington, June 22.
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FAVOR A STRIKE

Every Mail Brings Stacks
of Ballots Into the Headquarters of the. Shop
Unions in Chicago,

EDITION

Dulij by Carrier or Mull, 83c a Monlb
Single Caulr 8c

1922.

Mystery Surrounding Sailor's
Death May Fade at Ward's 1 rial

nnfi-nrkp-

CONSTRUCTION WORK TO BEGIN
OH RAILROAD INTO THE CUBA

of proml-- .
Promised
and
Bernalillo
men
of
nent business
completion of financial arrangements make possible the beginning
of construction work within 60
days on the proposed railway line
Into the Cuba district, according to
the announcement of Sidney M.
Well, the father of the movement,
the meeting of the Rotary club

OF
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mu-ehi-

'
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CITIZEN ADVISORY COMMITTEE
TO ASSIST CITY FATHERS WITH
COAL AVENUE VIADUCT PROBLEM
Business Men, Attorneys, Engineers, Bankers
to Help Plan Structure Which Will Form a
Main Artery Into Highlands;
of Santa Fe Railway Is Sought.
Co-operati- on

Twenty Albunuernueans, business
men, attorneys, bankers, engineers,
as an advisory com- met
.
... yesterday
to
Illllicc wn .ha nitvv commissionCoal
ooni.t In making the proposed
success.
avenue viaduct project a
The meeting was tne iirsi vi n
and the
type ever held in the city Issued
by
tn the invitation
the city commission to the citizens.
indicates the civic, spirit which im
been instilled into Albuquerque.
a nnmhor of nroblems confront
the city commission In the erection
of the Dig viaauct which vui
the' old structure and whlcn
win make another main artery to
the east side ot the city from the
business section.
Among the questions to be
extent the
Santa Fe railway will
in the erection of the structure, and
exactly what type ot structure will
be erected.
rMtv onfrtneem have made sur
veys of the old viaduct and have
reported that it Is not substantial
enough to be reconstructed unless
a sum of money probably large
enough to build a new viaduct wiis
spent on it. The viaduct was built
for team traffic and Is not suiUd
to automobile and truck travel.
"I doubt if it could stand tho
atroln nf honw nntn trucks." A. tt.
Hebenstrelt, former city manager.
who made a study or tne structure,
He and former
stated yesterday.
ntv Mannsrer Jnme N Gladding
also explained that new flooring
would soon be needed; that the
steel was corroding In places and
that the structural work would not
stand the strain, of the dead weight
of a cement flooring. Coal avenue
Will be paved this summer.
to
Santa
Capluln W. C, Reid, ot tho Santa
de-h- nt

Fe legal department,, stated that
the railway engineers had already
made studies of the condition of
the viaduct and said that he felt

sure they would be willing to co- operate with the city and tint they
would give the city a copy of the
enreport which was made by the
gineers who did the survey work.
A special study of the oid nnd
proposed structure will b niad'
by the engineer members of the
advisory committee, which Includes
James N. Gladding, Edmund Ro.".
A. It. Hebenstrelt and Bert
Captain Reid stated that
it was possible that an engineer of
the road would bo here lollowing
tho study by local engineers and
that a conference could be held
with the end in view of roachlm
at least a definite engineering
point of view of what should bn
done to make the viaduct safe and
comfortable for traffic so that the
Central avenue crossing congestion
can be lightened by a second main
.
crossing.
Head engineers of the Santa F
about
railway will be In the city
July 20 and another conference
will be held with them, using the
data gained in the first conference
as a groundwork for consideration.
Among those who took an
part In the first meeting ot
the advisory committee, including
officials, were Guy L. Rogers, Ivan
Orunsfeld, Willinm R. Walton, Albert G. Simms, Kdmund Ross,
Frances E. Wood. O. N. Marron.
William A. Keleher, Bert H. Cal- -.
kins, H. B. Jamison. Captain W.
C. Reld. Clyde Tinglcy, J. B. Hern-doJames Gladding, George P.
Klock, Thomas Hughes, A. P..
Hebenstreit. Sidney M. Weil, David
8. Tioaonwald and Captain Clark M.
.
.........
L'arr.

uc-ti- ve
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'
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FIELD MARSHAL WILSON, ONE
OF ENGLAND'S ILLUSTRIOUS

5,

I

FESTAT

Two Men, Who Are Arrested, Shoot Him
Down on the Doorstep of His Residence; His
Wife Hears the Shots and Rushes Out to
Find His Body Lying in a Pool of Blood.

(BV THE ASSOCJATKD PRESS.J
At first
nnri
London. June 22 (by the Assocl i,.,,i ihn
the uliots were aimed at
Hted I'ress.) Field Marshal Sir thought
the house.
They rushed to the
J:enry II. Wilson, one of Kugland'B
in time to see the two men
most illustrious soldiers, who was window with the crowd in pursuit,
chief of the imperial Btaff during fleeing,
nrmsionaliv turning to fire a shot
the final sta(?es of the world war, from their weapons.
was assasinatcd on the doorstep of
iipm i
residence in Eaton Tlace today theDuring tne running
policemen and chauffeur were
the
men
who
two
gave
young
by
names of James O'Brien and James wounded.
Connolly.
The assassins had loitered ohout, FORMER PARSON
from
waiting an hour for his return
BEING HELD ON
of
unveiling a memorial to men fell
who
BIGAMY CHARGE
the Great Eastern railway
he alighted
in the war. AVhon
from his motor car, Field Marshal
(Continued from Tag One.)
Wilson walked up the Bteps and
him
the men fired several shots atwhich
him of $1,200 in a stock
frnuded
from close range, three of
Tho field marshall deal in 1920.
took effect.
Grannls'
sister, Bertha Lllen
died before he could be taken into
was one of the four wothe house. His horrified wife heard Grannis,
to
10 men to whom Stewart is alleged
the shooting and rushed out in
the past four
within
married
have
dressed
find her husband's body,
His lawful wife. Mary Barfull uniform, lying in a pool of years.
James Mitchell, also resides
blood, with the sword which he bara
Miss Gertrude Vana
had drawn to meet his assailants here astodoes
Stewart was
whom
Loplk,
I
by his side.
... Vi mnrrled. hut who broke
- tn
..vThis crime was imraeuiaicij
w th h.m after several of herw
inevitably linked in the public mm
with the political assassination of checks issued
by the tormer imnLord Frederick vavenaioii, cmc
l8tMrs.
secretary for Ireland, and Thomas
Mitchell was aware of her
in
It. Burke, tho under secretary, Tho
husband's relations with other woPhoenix park, Dublin, in 1882.
forgavemen, she said today, but had
aefirst impression was in a measure
times after he
Yard him. several
confirmed when Scotland mur. i
n ,crfcf in return.
the
of
made public the names
She bears him no ill will now, she
derers and declared that Connolly
and sympathizes witn mm
had a letter in his possession in- asserted,
his predicament.
dicating he was a member of the in Mrs.
Mitchell said she was sure
Irish republican army.
not marry her for her
General Owen Duffy, chief of Stewart did
money." a was the case In nis
Maff of the Irish republican army,
Jn Dublin, tonight immediately de- other marriages.
"He always told me he loved me
nied that that organization had any
best of them all," she added. Marcrime.
the
in
part
Her baby, 15 months old,
The assassins fled several hunMitchell said, is the
dred yards before their capture, garet, Mrs.
of Stewart.
with police and civilians pursuing daughter
1s
the
"She
image of her father
afoot and in motors. They passed
T
hnm aha ha It hlS brilliant
the residence of the American am- mind and that I can train It in the
bassador. Colonel George Harvey,
motner.
where former President Taft wasthou right channels," said the
cuest. The chief Justice of
Journal Want Ads Bring Results.
JJnited States and the ambassador

chamber ot commerce and various
civic bodies of Clovii are preparing
to entertain 5,000 guests here Sat'
urdny and Sunday, June 24 and 25,
when delegate and visitors will assemble for the big annual meeting
of the Plateau singing convention
which la composed of the singing
Associations of about 40 counties
in eastern New Mexico and West
Texas. According to John F. Taylor, Curry county chairman, some
of the aouth's greatest singers will
attend the meeting and churches
and other bodies are
to the extent that Sunday services
will be dispensed with, so that all
citizens may attend the sing song.
The program committee
has
completed lta work and Saturday
morning's program will be held at
a local theater while the afternoon
program will be conducted at the
Clovis high school auditorium.
A
big community dinner will be held
at the municipal camp grounds on
Sunday and the entertainment will
be completed on that afternoon by
singing sacred music.

I

CONSTRUCTION WORK
ON RAILROAD TO CUBA
WILL BE STARTED SOON

"

....

.....

iand controlled by Q. A. Porter,
Frank H. Porter and Col. G. E.
Breece, will be formed at once to
handle the timber and engage In
The Messrs.
lumber production.
Porter control the West Virginia
Timber company and the Porter
T
II..
l.
J
engaged In timber and lumber
business in West Virginia. Their
interest In the fields to be served
by the new railroad Is taken as an
Indication of the Immense possibilities of the section.
Lancaster, Ont., June 22. L. C.
Bredln, Detroit, advanced to the
semi-finround ot the Canadian
amateur golf championship today,
defeating C. M. Jonea, Toronto, ono
Bredln eliminated the 1921
up.
title holder. Frank Thompson, yesterday.
'

FALL ABANDONS PLANS.
Washington, 'June 22. Plans ol
Secretary Fall, of the department
of the Interior to visit Alaska this
summer have been abandoned, the
secretary advised senators today
during conferences at the capltol.

railroad are being
abandoned than are being built, ac
cording to figures complied by the
U. H. Interstate Commerce
More miles of

The POLAR Is Very Inexpensive
But It's Good

$2

Don't confuse the Polar with cheaply
made freezers. It is all metal heavy
galvanized tub and tinned cream can
and beater. It is the best of the less
expensive freezers. Comes in
size only,

$2.00

at

YOU DON'T NEED TO CRANK

m

The FAMOUS
AUTO
You

VACUUM

just put in the cream

mix-

ture and the ice and set it aside.
Freezes itself without further
attention. The vacuum feature
also eaves ice ana keeps the
The
cream hard indefinitely.
size is

priced at

'

sup-pile- s,

for-muc-

LAUNDRY BOOK.
WRITE TODAY FOR
UNCLE SAM'S FREE
Learn the correct 'way to
plan your laundry room, the
proper equipment to use, all
about rinsing, starching, hanging, drying, sprinkling and
Ironing.
Be familiar with the different processes In washing cottons, linens, woolens and silks.
Understand now to whiten
clothes when they are yellow,
how to test soaps In fact
learn how to overcome every
problem of home laundering.
Expert advice and Information on this Important household work Is contained In a free
booklet issued by the States
Relation service.
Our Washington Information
Bureau will secure a copy of
this publication for any reader
who fill out and malls the
coupon below, enclosing two
cents In stamps for return
postage. Be sure to write your
name and address clearly on
the lines ol the coupon:

McDowell, superintendent of
tne lmponea workers at the mine,
was among the dead. It was said
he was the first selected to be shot
after tne mine was captured and
that he was given no chance to

IS ALMOST

IMPOSSIBLE

Herrln, 111., June 22 (by the Associated Press). The death toll in
the disaster last night and today
when 5.000 striking union miners
attacked the Lester strip mine being operated under guard of imported workers, may run past the
forty mark. It was said tonight by
those in touch with the situation,
although thus far only twenty-seve- n
positively are known to be
dead.
In the Herrln hospital are eight
wounded men, only one a miner,
and six of them are believed to be
fatally Injured, There were nine,
but one died,
told the Associated
A miner
Press correspondent that he had
seen fifteen bodies thrown into a
pond with rocks around their necks
About twenty imported
today.
workers are missing.
Checking the death list has
proved almost Impossible. The victims, all but three of them imported workers, so far as is known,
were found scattered over an area
within seven miles ot the mine.
Some were lynched, some were
burned when the mine was fired,
others were beaten to death, and
the majority fell before the scores
ot bullets poured Into them.
"Bloody Williamson" county, so
called because of several riots, tonight was outwardly calm but there
was a noticeable
undercurrent
which kept everybody on edge and
If
further troublt might
wondering
be expected.
talked with
The correspondent
scores of miners today and about
half ot them were certain there
would be no further disorders if
there was no attempt to reopen the
mines, while the other half said
they were afraid some of tho men
might not be held back. Officially,
the situation was reported by counto be quiet.
ty officials
The scenes ot death today were
as gruesome as any in a real war.
Bodies with many parts shot away
lay along roadways or were strung
from trees, men wounded and dying were stretched out on roads
and In fields with none of the hun
dreds of passersby able to lend a
helptng hand. Attempts to assist
the wounded In the early part of
the day brought rebuffs from the
spectators, backed In some cases
reelby drawn pis to is. i.aier tne some
ing quieted down and at least
of the wounded were taken to hospitals.
It is understood there will be no
attempt to reopen any of the mimes
until the strike is settled.
When the attackers went over
the top Into the besieged mine this
morning there were some fifty or
sixty workers and guards there.
What has become ot those not in
the known dead, and wounded list
cannot be said! Some were seen
today in fields, running as fast as
they could with miner sympathizers
them with guns. How
pursuing
many escaped could not be told.

Hundreds of men, women and
children, some as young as 4 veara.
surged the morgue today to view
the bodies, which lay side bv side
on the floor with no attempt to
straignten tnem out. Most of them
bore no identification marks. All
were mangled.

FREDERIC J. HASKIN,
Director.
Tne Albuquerque Journal Information Bureau, Washington, D. C.J
I enclose herewith two cents
In stamp for return postage on
a free copy of the Laundry
Booklet.
. v. . . .v. . . . .
Name
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Phono 305

First and Copper.
"If It's Hardware, We Have It"

Street
City
Stat

....... v....
.', .v.

.'. . . . .v.

Bring Your Roofing
Troubles to Raabe and
M&uger's or Phone
305,

New-Fangl- ed

Judgment of 1892 vindicated by world's approval of Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin,
a simple vegetable compound for constipation So safe thousands give
it to babes in arms Now has largest sale in the world.

FAimiNGTON IS TOLD
41 MEN LOST LIVES

w

Press.)---Forty-fo-

ur

COAL

"DUPED"

tried to run, but
down as fast as

"One miner asked who was
the machine ewt operator,
home ono pointed him out and
lie was shot In his tracks and
his body laid over the machine
gun. They tied five men with
me. took us out on the road and
told us to run. We ran and
hundreds of bullets followed
on, but
us. We
staggered
fell,
.finally three of our group
pulling the others with us,
tied down, several bullet holes
being in me alreafty.
"I laid there while men came
np and fired more shots into us
from three or four feet.
Then everything went black.
I woke up later ard begged for
water, but there was not any.
dragged
I remember being
along the road, lint I don t
know what by. Then they
brought us to the hospital."
O'Honrke's Story Confirmed.
O'Rourke's story was confirmed
8. P. Williams and Ed Green.
by
A ..1.1
txan nf the men tied
with him who are still alive. The
other three were KHiea. ins
were the six found by the Assothis
ciated Press correspondent
to
morning and whom he tried
refused
be
to
take water to, only
permission to help them.
James E. Morris of Johnstown
atCity, 111., a young miner in the
tacking forces told the correspondent that the attack had been spontaneous and that when the men
went to the mine they did not
bloodreally stop to think of theHe was
shed that might follow.
wounded early in the fight.
"I was on my way to Herrln,
he said, "when I met a gang of
fellows.
They said they were on
their way to run out those scabs at
the strip mine. I Joined them and
others kept Joining us until there
must have been 5,000. Most of us
were armed and those that were
not soon got their guns. When we
out
got to the mine we spread
around it. We had no real leaders,
everyone was working for himself.
It was Just one big mob out to got
the man who were running that
mine." I am not sure who fired the
first shot, but after it was fired
there was real war. The fire kept
up for hour, I guess, and several
of our men were hit. Late in the
evening I was shot in the arm. The
wound was not serious and I
wollrori liarb tn whprA A. BTOUD Of
our men were standing and they
sent me nere in a car.
i wmi i

--

head-ache- s,

lip

from constipation was entirely
by means of simple vegetable
laxatives, herbs and roots.
These are still the basis of my
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin,
which is a combination of
Egyptian Senna and other mild
laxative herbs with pepsin.
Recently new medicines
have been brought out for
constipation that contain calomel, which is mercury, salts
of various kinds, minerals, and
coal tar. These are all drastic
purges, many of them danger
ous. and the medical orof
ess ion
.

(Continued From Page One.)
Some of them
they were shot
they moved..

the 83rd

mental depression,
indigestion, sour stomach ana
other indispositions that result

HIRED
IN

is in

biliousness,

stipation,

-

MINES

a man

teach him. The basis of treating sickness has not changed
since I left Medical College in
1875. nor since I placed on the
market the laxative prescription I had used in my practice,
known to druggists and tho
eublic since 1892, as Dr.
Syrup Pepsin.
Then the treatment of con-

ies.

MEN

HEN

year of his acre, as I am.
there are certain things heJias
learned that only time can

Cincinnati, Ohio, June 22 (by the
Associated
persons, two of whom were union coal
miners, were killed in the mine
disorders at Herrln, 111., according
to the statement tonight of Frank
Karrington, president of the Illinois
district organization of the United
Mine Workers of America.
Mr. Farrlngton declared he had
received his information from an
official of the union at Herrln. He
also said that he had not agreed to
permit the mine, where the trouble
ocoured, to operate, which, It was
said, was possible under the union's
general strike policy to permit
mining of coal to fuel publio utilit-

;..

1

fc

From ft recent portrait of
DR. W. B. CALDWELL
Founder of Dr. Cildwell's 87rnp Peptia
Born Shelbrrillo, Ho., ISM

nf

m.,iij

p
'

1

vnin
I up aPpncm r f

UJf

half-oun-

Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 314 Washington St., Monticello, III. Do not postpone this.

TO STOP COUGHING AT NIGHT

FOREST FIRE IN THE

Bummer bronchial cough keeps
the sufferer but other
members of the family awake. Alfred Barker, 1061 Avondale St., E.
Liverpool, O., writes: "I consider it
(Dy Tho Aiiocloled Frn.)
my duty to write and tell the reTucson, Ariz., June 22. The for sults of Foley's Honey and Tar,
est fire which raged all day yester which' I used for my boy who had
been
from a bronchial
day on the eastern elope of the cough suffering
for 7 or 8 weeks. Foley's
mountains
northeast
of Honey and Tar has done him wonCatallna
here, was brought under control derful good, and I shall always rectoday after it had burned over ommend it." It soothes and heals.
about 160 acres of timber, accord- Sold everywhere
ing to Acting Forester C. W.

CATALINA MOUNTAINS
IS REPORTED CHECKED

A

not only

Boy Scouts encamped In the
mountains gave the alarm and
when rangers arrived on the scene
of the blaze yesterday they found
fifty Boy Scouts working in relays
in their efforts to battle the blaze.
The forest service's road and trail
crews of 16 men Joined the boys
and after a hard fight throughout
the night, the blaze was brought
under control.

Wind Shield
i.

We

blieve it is a fact

That
We

Glass-Lumb-

at from 20 to 33
leu than the tame goods
are sold for in Los An-

That
The same applies to some

the great department
tores of Chicago.

HEFRAUTION

Fourth.

Phone

423 North First Street

1057--

Come in and Inspect
Our Modern Safety
Deposit Vaults

a

giving

beautiful

clear,

For a moderate charge
per year you may secure
a box in this vault pro-

com-

plexion that It is sold under guar
antee to. refund the money if It

THE ONLY BREAD
TO SERVE
For dinner Is Betsy Ross bread.
It Is wholesome and nutritious.
Our bread saves work, saves
fuel, saves wear and tear and
you g6t better bread. Tou can
always get it fresh and know
that it suits you.

,

CuticuraSoap
'
SHAVES
1
Without tMug PIONEER BAKERY
First
207

South

GENUINE
BARGAINS.
Strong Blk, Copper at 2d

viding ample storage for
jewelry,1 valuable papers,
bonds and other securities, to which you have
access at all times during
business hours.

First Savings Bank
and

Trust Company
ALBUQUERQUE,

N. M.

Street.

These Wonderful Specials
Sale Friday Only

Bath Towels, 2 for $1.00
Fifty dozen splendid quality Bath Towels, large and heavy; a 75c value. Special for Friday, at 2 for.... ,...$1.00

Pepperell Pillow Cases, 33c
42x36 size, ready hemmed Pillow Cases
perfect in every way, nicely hemmed.
Limit 6 to a customer. Friday Special,
33c
each

Come Early

Men's Pure Linen Handkerchiefs, 3 for 75c

Women will eagerly buy these except,
ional quality pure Linen Handkerchiefs

for their husbands, brothers and fathers.
It is not often that such splendid Linen
Handkerchief values are shown they
are full size with one quarter inch
hemstitched hems. Friday Special, 3

fr

75c

Bloomer Cloth, 69c Yard
Bloomer Cloth of extra quality
in pink, green and purple. Friday Special
36-in- ch

Women's Gauze Vests,
3 for 95c
A nice quality lisle gauze, nicely made
and cut full. Eibbon strap or built-u-p
shoulder style. All sizes up to 44. A
limited quantity on special tomorrow
only.
,

Curtain Nets and Curtain Swiss '
1

We are on an equal basis
with the large retail
tores of Kansas City and
St. Louis.
Our prices are more than
reasonable, in fact:

PAINT
PLASTER

Albuquerque
Lumber Co.

C,H. CARNES
SPECIALIST IN OCULAR

of

And That

GLASS
CEMENT

LUMBER CO.
BAI.DRimiE
Phons 402.
South Flril StrMt.

This preparation for the treat
ment ot freckles is usually no suc
cessful in removing freckles and

3

geles.

LUMBER

er

Don't Hide Them With a Veil:
Remove Tlieiu With Othiiie
Double Streugtb.

are telling furniture
1--

Want Ads Bring Quick Results

FRECKLES

On

STRONG
BROS.
furniture

Duke City Cleaners

Phone 446. 1209 North Fourth

C.

421

107 8.

Other miners confirmed Morris'
statements.
.V. .... X7v.ui(,tn,l
, . T Ira
....... . .a
4j...to live,
O'Rourke Is not expected

DISCOUNT HATE REDUCED.
Boston, June 28. The federal
reserve bank of Boston today reduced Its discount rate from 4 M to
4 per cent.
The old rate had pre
vailed since November 4 last.

They Can't Beat Us

For Service, Quality and Prices

s

thn

pltal, Morris being the only miner
and seven of the imported miners
are expected to die, physicians said.
was caraiuiiy
xne
nospuai
guaraea, an aoors Dei rig locKea to
nrevent anv tmssible attack on the
wounded men. Only persons who
could prove they had business at
me nospiiai, were aamntea.

ple want to use them no one can
deny them the privilege, but
they should never ba given to
children.
The simpler the remedy for
constipation, the safer for the
child and for you, and the better for the general health of
all. And as you can get results
in a mild and safe way by
using Dr. Caldwell's Syrup
Pepsin, why take chances with
pills and powders and strong
drugs, even if disguised in
candy? My remedy, too, cpsts
less than most others, only
about a cent a dose. A bottle
such as you can find in any
drug store, will last a' family
several months, and all can use
it. It is good for the babe in
arms because pleasant to the
taste, gentle in action, and free
from narcotics. In the proper
dose, given in the directions,
it is enually effective at all
ages. Elderly people will find
it especially Ideal.
The formula of Dr. Caldwell's
Syrup Pepsin is on the cover

Is warning the public against
them. Certain coal tar products
of every bottle, and the
will depress the heart; certain
salts give rise to intestinal
ingredients have the endorsement of the U. S.
poisoning, impaction and rupture
of the intestines. If grown peo
'n """"prance 0 my 8rd birthday I have set aside the sum of Ten Thousand
Voftfl
Dollars to be given away in
bottles of my Syrup Pepsin. Only one
ree na' k"'e to a fam''y- - All are constipated now and then, and here is an
oMwrmnity for you and others to try Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin FREE OF
CC CHARQE. Ask for your free bottle today, simply sending name and address to
CIMU 1 AA

falls.
Don't hide your freckles under
a veil; get an ounce ot Othine
and remove them. Even the first
few applications should show a
hut T itnriArntiinil mniit. nf wonderful Improvement, some of
the killing was done after the mine the lighter freckles vanishing
surrendered.
It was terrible, I
Be sure to ask the druggist for
know, and I'm sure soma of those
ennhs renllv warA innocent men. the double strength Othine; it is
that Is sold on the money- Its just the old story of a mob get- - this
back guarantee.

'

AA

Doctor at 82 Finds Mothers Prefer ;
His Formula to
Salts
And Coal Tar Remedies for Babies

escape.

Me-dil-

e,

Make your own ice cream this summer.. Then
you can try all those
you'll know what's in it and time
to time. 'When
from
read
good recipes you
make
can
better, richer
a
freezer
own
you
you
it.
can
than
less
buy
you
cream

est, smoothe s t ice
cream you can imagine.
The White Mountain is guaranteed by us to be as
.well made as freezers can be made.
1 quart size
$ 7.75
$3.75 6 quart size
2 quart size. . . . . 4.25 8 quart size.... 10.00
5.25 10 quart size.... 13.25
3 quart size
4 quart size...;.. 6.25 12 quart size..... 16.25

non-uni-

.

We Have Freezers to Meet Every
requirement at prices to fit every purse

The triple motion of
the White Mountain
Freezer reduces your
effort to a minimum.
The triple motion feature produces the fin-

(Continued from Page One.)
down the men as they tried to flee.
The governor has received no request for troops rrom the officials
of Williamson
county, and said
that, In' fact, the officials did not
want troops sent to the scene.
Three companies of state guards
have been held in readiness to go
to Herrln for two days, the gover
nor disclosed, but he added that
there apparently was no necessity
of sending soldiers unless rioting
broke out again.
While the governor was talking
to General Black over long distance
telephone he received a telegram
from Sheriff Melvin Thaxton of
Williamson county, in which the
sheriff reported he had twenty to
thirty deputies at work and that
everything possible was being done
to restore and maintain order.
Everything was quiet at the time
the message was filed, the sheriff
said.
Although tho telegram was timed
5:30 t. m. at Marion, the county
seat, the massacre of the
men is reported to have taken place
between daybreak and until 9
o'clock this morning, the sheriff
made no reference to it, or to any
one having been killed.
Despite the Tact mat uoionei
l.
Hunter, Major Black, Robert
director of mines and miner
officials
had
state
als, and other
been sent to Marlon and Herrln to
watch the situation and assist in
the peace negotiations, the only re
an aay
port the governorwasreceived
furnished him
of the massacre
by the Associated Press over the
telegraph wire toonthe court room
trial.
here where he is
when shown the lirst oispatcn
telling of the shooting and how
women and children Jeered at dyfor water,
ing men as they begged
Governor Small was inclined to bebelieve they were exaggerated
cause his own observers had re-

ported nothing.
As the circumstantial story of
(Continued from rage One)
In
the massacre continued to come
ment of the Irrigable district, as telegrams were dispatched to
and
Williamson
county
nf
power can be furnished cheaply
by plants that may be located In to Colonel Hunter asking for veri
wem
the coal districts.
fication, but for 4noure mey
"It is anticipated that the out- unanswered. At o'clock General
put of coal will be limited only by Black reported from Springfield
the amount of territory we can that he had no word.
The governor had planned atabsorb," said Mr. Weil, "as the
a
available supply is immense and so tending a circus here tonight with
located as to further economy of family partv but at 6 o'clock, when
the Associated Press bulletin was
production."
The development of the railway received quoting the editor of a
saying the death toll
project began In 1916 when Mr. newspaper as seventy-fivthe party
.irrh rench
Weil reopened the copper fields In
the Cuba district. In 191D the de- was held tip and more telegrams
mes
velopment of the coal fields to be and long distance teiepnone
reached by the railroad was begun. sages dispatched.
was
unable
he
Th irnvernor said
In the following year, after an inthe official news
vestigation by Santa Fa railway to understand why
should be so many hours
source
experts, the Canon de San Diego
grant timber became an important hahinri the oress service.
If it Is necessary to send troops
factor. A. B. McMlllen of this city
owner of the grant, who had stead- into the Herrln district, the force
and
fastly refused for some time to per- probably will have to be large said.
mit the sale of the timber, became well equipped, the governor
Interested and brought his price Not only the entire native populato a figure satisfactory to lumber tion but the county officials also
While the deal was are opposed to interventionandby the
producers.
the
out,
pending, Mr. McMlllen, although militia, he pointed no
active local
receiving higher offers, would give troops could expect nave
to
carry
them no consideration.
In 1921 G. support. They woujfl
A. Porter, an associate of Col. all their equipment ana iooa
and operate over a rough and
O. E. Breece In the McKinley Land
and Lumber company, came and broken territory.
The character of the country,
Investigated the timber possibilities
and a deal was closed giving an as- the governor pointed out. Is adsured output for timber production. mirably adapted to sniping by guerIt would be almost
Mr. Weil stated that as soon as rilla fighters.
for a small body
reports made by government engi- suicidal, he said,
to
of
try and clean up
guardsmen
neers have been approved, a Unitmiles of
ed States chemical
experimental the more than 200 square
station can be located here. The territory covered by today's disorders.
coal of the Cuba district Is rich In
Members of the governor' staff
chemical value, he stated, and predicted that New Mexico will some Intimated today that he is consid-If
chemical ering going to Marion next week,
(lav become the great
the trouble continues, for a perstale of the union.
A corporation under the name of sonal investigation.
the White Pine Lumber company,
CHECKING DEATH LIST
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75
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EXCEED

Associations
Representing
40 Counties in New Mexico and West Texas to
Attend Meeting.
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29c

Ecru and ivory color, Curtain Nets and
Swiss; 40c and 45c values. Friday Spe29c
cial, yard...

......69c

Satin
Petticoats, $5.95

DouHe-Pan-

el

Only a limited quantity of these heavy
white" Satin Petticoats, double panel
front and back. All lengths to S6inche?
Hemstitched ends. Special tomorrow
only ...
$5.95

....v...........

Children's Stockings, 3 for 65c
Sizes 6 to 8 12 children's hose in black
brown and cordovan. Friday Special,
3

for

T..v.65c

The Growing Store
Phone 283
ill

I
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'S A TOUGH LIFE, INSPECTING BANKS
WITH COUPLE 0' MOVIE STARS AS AIDES

MALL ORDERS
MOBILIZATION

W

"

DEAD

Infantry and One

1IG

Ma-

v

chine Gun Company to Be
Assembled in Chicago to
Await Further Orders.

r&h

Sheriff and Deputy Are Shot
and Killed By a Rancher
Who Blows Out His Brains
With a Rrfle.

2

telc;-aphe-

(O

wJL

DEMANDS A

KEI'LY IHOJl SHERIFF
Waukegan, 111 , June 23 (by the

SHERIFF DID

NOT ASK
FOR TROOPS, CLAIMS

(

Herrin," III., June 22 (by the
Associated Press) Sheriff Melvin
Vrhaxton tonight told the
d
Press that ho did not ask
for troops to quell the rioting
Biero because he "did not see any
Aieed of It." Colonel Sam Hun- iinr nr t no aiiinn n r irnn ovo a ni'
nice stated ho did not ask for
as he was here on his
the
own intiative and was without
authority to ask for state aid
unless requested to make such a
lequest by county officials.
Colonel Hunter declared that
Asso-Viate-

i

Jtule

Srore-y- ,
J)
NEW SPIRi

ALBUQUERQUE, N.MEX.
STORE WITH A

AN OLD

Mi.

Waukegan, 111.. June 22(by the
Associated
Press) At midnight
d
Brigathe governor
dier General Carlos E. Black, ad- jutant general of tho state in
assemble tho 132nd Infantry and
(
iho machine gun companies
the 130th and 131st infantries
with
uch other companies as
necessary to make a force of at
least 1,000 men and hold them
at t:.e 132nd .Infantry armory in
West Madison street, Chicago, to
ho moved
under further orders
from him. Tho governor directed
that the troops should be given
full field equipment.

Associated Press) At one o'clock
the governor telegraphed Sheriff
an
Melvin Thaxton
demanding
immediate reply to hia telegram
asking for information about the
situation, insisting upon prompt
action for the apprehension of the
men who are reported to have
killed 26 'or more non union
workers, and notified the sheriff
that troops are being held in
readiness.
In a third telegram addressed
to the states attorney of William- nun i:uuuiy, liio guvcinut ucuittim- pn Hn immpn an reinv to urev- Ioub messages and' Insisted that
the persons guilty of the murders
must be brought to justice.
He told tho states attorney to
telegraph him at once whether
the circuit court of the county
is now in session and if not., what
steps have been taken to. convene a grand jury, to investigate
the crimes committed and return
indictments.

P ROM

MQ0N5HIN E RAID

yv

(By The Auoclated I'reM.)

GOYEKNOIl

Golden.

"

OF GUARDSMEN
One

Page Three.

Baron James

H. de Rothschild seated between May McAvoy

and Lila

Lee.

Baron James H. de Rothschild seems to have been sidetracked in
California. He came to America, by way of New York, to study American banking methods. Now every one knows that such a study can be
made right in the metropolis. But somehow California banks attracted
the baron or let's be honest was it the movie queens who brought him
to the golden west ?

1

at one of the conferences he cal- ESCAPED CONVICT IS
led in an effort to prevent the
SLAIN BY PATROLMAN
outbreaks, W. J. Lester, owner of
the strip mine where the outbreaks occurred, when asked if
Kl Paso, Texas, June 22. A
he would closo tho mine replied:
feud between police and a
"I'll be damned if 1 will."
Mr. Lester was reported to be in hand of alleged white slavers ended
Herrin tonight but could not be today when Patrolman Juan Escon-tria- s
shot and killed Luis Bahena,
located for a statement.
known as "The
escaped convict
Handkerchief
Man," and arrested
MEXICAN STRIKE SETTLED.
called "El
Mexico City, Juno 22 (by tho As- Francisco Rodriguez,
sociated Pressl) Tho strike of the rieardo."
said to have police recBoth
are
Mexico City Tramway company's ords in Kl Paso and to have been
employes was settled last night. for two months past the terror of
The strikers withdrew their three the
Mexican underworld here an 1
main demands.
in Juarez.
two-mont-

LITON WINS RACE.
Macon, Ga., June 22. Bob Luton
won
the
southern automobile
championship race ten miles, this
afternoon at Central City park.
Three children were seriously hurt
after the races when John Lott, a
driver in the races, crashed into an
automobile and a motorcycle.

On May 28. Kscontrlas and Mrs.
Virginia Mendez,
police woman,
were xhot at, they allege, while attempting to arrest the dead- man
and Rodriguez, Ten days ago the
same two and tnrir partner are al
legeil to have again escaped arrest
when police stormed an east San
Antonio street house and found the
kidnapped girls.
-

Thr Auochiled i'retl.)

Albany, Ore., Juno 22 Three
bodies torn by gunshot wounds
were brought here today. They
were those of Itov, rtoy Healy,
pastor of the First Christian
church of Albany: Sheriff C. M.
Kendall of Linn County and Dave
M. West,
old rancher and
trapper. Their deaths were the
result of a raid on West's moonshine still yesterday afternoon by
Sheriff Kendall, accompanied by
the Kev. Healy. The sheriff and
the minister were shot and killed instantly by the aged rancher
who, after barricading himselt
in his house and holding off a
posBe for hours crept from the
building when night came and
in his barn ended the episode
by blowing oft tho top of his
head with his rifle.
The killings of Sheriff Kendall
and Rev. Healy occurred at
o'clock and until the body of
West was found in the barn, the
bodies of his two victims lav
where they fell inside the West
yard, members of the posse fearing to enter the premises and remove them.
West threatened
one with
death who should anyattempt to
approach except the coroner wh .
he said could remove the bodies
of the men he had killed.
For fear, however, that West
might mistake, the coroner for
a would-b- e
captor, no
ii
remove the bodies was attempt
made.
West, un expert shot with the
rifle, from his long experience In
hunting wild animals, shot and
killed both Kendall and Healv
without warning while they were
perhaps fifty yards from him.
fired onljr twicci
Sheriff Kendall, armed with a
search warrant, left Albany yesterday for tho West ranch,
by Kev. Mr.
who desired to see a raid Healy.
on a
sun 10 obtain material for a sto y
he was intending to write. The
minister went merely aa a spec-

tator.

During the day ho barricaded
himself in his house and defied
the possemen to capture him, but
when night fell, he bade his wife
who had remained
with him'
farewell, telling her to go awav
where harm would not befall her.
"This is the last
no
said as ho kissed goodbye",
her. Shortly
afterward he reached the bain
where he killed himself.

CHILDREN'S
HOSE

WOMEN'S "BUSTER
BROWN"
HOSE

"BONDED"

Very fine rib, made from
first quality yarn, dyed fast
stainless; black and
cordovan, sizes 6 Vk to 10.

Buster Brown Hose, dyed
with the latest process that
doesn't injure the feet or
fabric; cordovan and black.

and

4 Pair, $1.00

3 Pair, $1.

FRIDAY, JUNE

TWENTY-THIR- D

Listen in on These Dollar Day Items; They Will Make You Want to Attend This
Sale as There Are Many Extraordinary Values.
Good

3i

36-inc- h.

36-inc- h;

81x90 SEAMLESS SHEETS
Made of good fine quality bleach- ed sheeting. Limit two to a (PI
cutsomer. Each

quality, fully bleached Bath
J

Towels; hemmed ends.
Six for

L

SILK JERSEY VEST LENGTHS
Flesh and orchid, lace stripe ancl
drop stitch effects,
tubular woven, each vest lgthvA

$2.75

BATH TOWELS

LONSDALE CAMBRIC
This well known brand Cambric,
soft finish for underwear,
Three yards. .. P-etc;

I

Jumper

d--

Vl

69c BATH TOWELS
Extra heavy weight, double thread,
bleached; size 22x45.
J).l- Two for

85c Children'. EZ UNION SUITS
This well known brand of Union
Suits, bleached; size 8 to 9
and 10 to 11 only. Two suits

&t

.

Dresses

MADE
OF RAMIE
LINENE
IN
ROSE AND
COPENHAGEN

WITH SASH
AND
POCKETS.
PEARL
BUTTON
TRIMMED.

Each $1.00

APRONS.
$1.39 line, including Perky Peggy bungatrimmed. Kach..$l
low style, rick-rac- k

$1.75 WOMEN'S RUBBER APRONS
Guaranteed water proof, fancy cretonne covered. Each
$J

GINGHAMS

Silks and Silk Mixed Fabrics

32-INC-

H

Including georgette, taffeta, eponge, brocaded repp,
figured kimona fabrics, silk grenadines, silk and
wool poplins, figure silk mixed crepe,
tf "
etc. Yard

Good quality Ginghams in checks,
stripes, plaids and plain colors;
1regular 35c line. Four yards.. J) -

d1

tX

OUTER EARS
THREATEN ED IN

Silk Floss Pillows
size; square or round
box pillows. Each
18-in-

mining

j"t

REGIONS

"Spirit of Lawlessness" Still
Prevails in Illinois, Is

As-

serted By Operators'

As-

$3.50 CREPE KIMONA
Fifty Crepe Kimonas,
made of serpentine and

sociation.

Men's Hose

Values to $2.50 Brassieres

Good quality men's Cotton Hose
in black and brown; all
sizes. Seven pair

$1

Bandeau Brassieres in heavy
silk jersey, wash satin, etc.
size 36 to 44. Each

WOMEN'S WHITE BATISTE
BLOOMERS
Made of extra fine quality white
mercerized batiste.
Each

75c WOVEN STRIPE MADRAS
Beautiful quality,
white
grounds, fancy colored
stripes. Two yards . . .

$1

32-inc- h,

$1

Windsor plisse crepe on
(By The Amm lated rreni.)
Chicago, June 22 bv the Assn.
Children'. Muslin Drawers
75c IMPORTED FRENCH
elated Press). That a "spirit of
of light blue.
grounds
and
GINGHAMS
Bloomers
lawlessnessIlliin
still prevails
ITtv
nois mining regions and that new
Made of good quality muslin,
h
Real fine quality,
checks,
rose
gray,
Copenhagen,
outbreaks are threatened despite
and
colors.
embroidery
trimmed;
plaids
plain
"the frightful fatalities" at Herrin,
assorthelio, pink, etc. ;
sizes 2 to 10; .4 pair
111., yesterday,
Two yards
was asserted in a
J)A
telegram sent by the Illinois Coal
one
ed patterns. Limit,
Operators' association to Governor
Small tonight.
50c PRINTED KERCHIEF
WINDSOR LINGERIE CREPE
to a customer. Each,
Another telegram sent to Frank
Farrington, president of the Illinois
Windsor Plisse Crepe in
Genuine
LINON
miners, and signed by the Illinois
Beautiful patterns on light, medium
colors and figured patCoal Operators'
plain
association, the
and dark grounds. 40 Inches wide, Just
J
Coal Operators' association and the
terns on white grounds.
the weight for summer
(p-Central Illinois Coal Operators' asdresses.
Three
2)JL
Three
yards
yards
tp A
sociation, read In full as follows:
"Word cornea to us that automobile loads of men are going from
C.
mine to mine in southern Illinois
and notifying company men and
mine bosses who are In charge of
must stop
properties that they
work in forty-eighours. We are
reached the federal lines, 4 8 were society that established the
notifying the governor and shall
direct individual companies to give
R. H. M.
recaptured and two were drowned.
Answers to Questions.
F AGES
A. Established in 1920, Liberia
similar notification to the sheriffs
There were other escapes at times. was
in the several counties with respect
first
designated as the ComQ. fan a verbal statement be lito these threats. Meanwhile, we
monwealth of Liberia in 1838. but
belous?
L.
i.
J
as
answer
the
are anxious to know what you
(Any reader can get
A. Spoken words, however op- It was not until 1847 that it severed
to any question by writing the Althe executive head of the miners
or injurious, do not con- all relations with the American
probrious
and
In
can
Information
Journal
state
this
buquerque
organization
society and adopted 4
a libel, but are classed as Colonization
will do to prevent the possibility
Bureau, Frederic J. Haskln, Di- stitute a and
declaration of independence and a
being more limited In constitution.
of anv recurrence of such demon
rector, Washington, D. C. This of- slander,
fer applies strictly to information. their publicity the offense is not
strations as occurred yesterday at
Q. How many vaudeville honse
III
The bureau cannot give advice on so great as in a case of libel: which arc thcro in the Initcd States? J.
the mine of the Southern Illinois
ters. It does not attempt to settle is made public by means of writ- J. R.
Coal company. , Illinois operators
ing, printing, or pictures.
A.
are shocked at such an occurrence
legal, medical and flnaniul
The Vaudeville Managers
troubles, nor to under- Q. What Is blushing? G. S. P.
years ot joint
(D The Auociotcd Freat.)
following twenty-fiv- e
association says that
A. Blushing is redness due to Protective
the
the
22
on
with
June
research
exhaustive
any
(by
take
collective
Ohio,
Cincinnati,
bargaining '
there are approximately 1,000
Associated Press.) One of the subject. Write your question plain- suspension of the action of the lominers of Illinois."
theaters operating during
most formidable fields of thorough- ly and briefly. Give full name and cal vasomotor nerves, allowingthe the
regular season.
breds ever to face the barrier was
address and enclose two cents in arteries and capillaries to dilate so
toYOUNG MATRONS AND
quartered at Latonla race track
stamps for return postage. All re- that there Is an Increased flow of
ENCOURAGED
night awaiting the call of the bugie plies are sent direct to the in- blood to the parts that redden. It LUNACY COMMISSION
GIRLS
specUl
Is usually" attributed to
for the $50,000 Kentucky
quirer.)
DECIDES THAT WOMAN'
SLAY1NGS, IS CHARGE race on Saturday.
occasioned by mental
Poise is necessary In order
treasshock.
Pillory, R. T. Wilson's winner ot
for
can
How
the
letters
Q.
IS MENTALLY SICK
Preakness:
and
the Belmont
this habit.
(By The AifoclaUfl FreM.)
Los Angeles, Calif., June 22.
ury in Washington Iks received in to eradicate
wns the beginning of Mrs.
Herrin. .111.. June 22. Young Whiskaway, the only horse that Los
What
Q.
Ella B. Heil, former wife of a
Angeles two days later than rell)?;oH freedom? T. C.
matrons and girls encouraged their ever defeated Morvich, and OlymChicago capitalist, arrested hero
A. The first attempt to grant several
men in the slaying of captive mine pus, which will be coupled with their postmark? D. E. B.
months ago on a charge of
the
Payne
as
Harry
Whiskaway
A, The postoffice
department and try out religious freedom must
employes.
robbed a residence wherti
In the
specia'.
of Whitnev entry
in the case ot Liberty he credited to Constantine In the having
"Let's make soap of 'em," one
that
says
she
was employed as a maid, ana
reached the track today.
313
of Milan,
Edict
D.
A.
This
(he women suggested as six men,
war
checks
penwho
risk
and
was
were
accused of similar offenses
bonds,
given
Morvich and Deadlock
banded together with a rope, were oasv
edict granted "both to the Chris- In Chicago, today was found "menworkouts this morning, and sion vouchers the supervision of tians
to
and
all
shot downvwlth one volley.
others
frea power tally sick" by the IjOs Angeles
another contender, was which comes under the treasury
An examination showed that one Thibadaux.
whatever religion each county lunacy commission.
a mile and an eigntn in department, the following practico of following
have
of the six still breathed. An exe- sent
to Mrs. Jean
may
be
She was paroled
preferred."
Is
tho
if
2.K.
second
of
observed:
For
a
two
1:M
fifths
example,
Q. Is tho government of Liberia McCracken, a county official, an-- t
cutioner, with a ready knife, comlow the mark set by Morvich over interest on bonds, checks, etc., was
unleft
bullets
had
the
what
s9.ll
tho
a
under
eontrol or In any ordered placed in
pleted
private sanitdue on the fifteenth of June, in orthe tame distance yesterday.
finished.
Morvich and Pillory never nave der to
it so that every per- way connected with tho American arium.
One of fpur men found under a met In a race and there are many son in arrange
United
the
be
would
States
tree in Harrison Woods, where the among" the horsemen here who informed of this at the same time,
body of a fifth was suspended from think the Belmont and Preakness letters containing such bonds and
a branch, offered a gold watch and winner will
the "wonaer checks intended for western states
give
$25 to his tormentors when he saw horse" a stiff battle.
would be postmarked
ahead of
all was about over for him.
time so that persons there would
"You're a good scout," taunted
IXJCKED.
know about the Interest the same
rCGIMST
one o his tormentors. "Make
Tuma, Ariz., June 22. Ralph time those In Washington or Balrun for it."
a. pugilist of Bakersfleld,
timore would.
Romero,
The fellow was shot down by the Calif., suffered a raotured collat
Q. Is thcro
preparation thai
men who jeered at him.
bone and other less serious injuries will dt.ve flicsanyout
ot a stable?
"Be one ot us, keep moving and tonight when an automobile over A. D.
ask no questions," seemed to be turned near here. Three compan
A.
rep'ellant: Three gallons
the order in the theater ot opera- ions were slightly hurt. All were crude Fly
1 gallon
crude
tions about Herrin. A few women brought to a Yuma hospital. Ro- carbolic petroleum,
acid; 1 gallon fish oil.
ventured to take camera snapshots. mero was on his way home from
as
Who
is
known
the
father
Q.
The cameras were trampled- under Phoenix where he boxed a draW of Greater New York? A. D.
foot and the women were roughly with Young Mike Doyle Tuesday
A. Clarence Lexow, who was
handled.
night
chairman of the famous Lexow
committee
that investigated ylce
ISSUES CHALLENGE.
BODIES WERE LOOTED.
Million
conditions In New York, Introduced
New York, June 22. Mrs. Carrie
Herrin. III.. June 22. Most of the bill
creating tne city of Greater
Keelley, who claims the woman's the bodies of the mine war victims Xew York.
at
boxing championship of the United bore absolutely no marks of identi
.
How many prisoners escaped
States, has challenged Mille. Yvon- fication, the empty pockets indicatfrom
H.
B.
3.
Llbby Prison?
ne La Mar. the French claimant, to ing, county officials said, that the
A. On February 9, 1S64. there
the European title,- It was an- bodies had been looted.
was
a
largo delivery of Llbby prisnounced
todav.
Mrs.
Keelley
oners, inn escaping through a tunboasts a . strlne . of twent.v-fiv- e
Results
Ads
Want
Quick
59
knnrlcntltt..
nel. . Ot these
Bring
ultimately
-

Aril

32-inc-

$1

T)

JLJLVVVAll 1UU1

A J. Will

CllIU Lll

Sun's Blistering Rays

1

$1.00

NO PHONE ORDERS, REFUNDS, EXCHANGES OR

ht

An unpainted board, exposed to the sun'3 rays, checks
and cracks; rain seeps in, the wood swells and the
cracks grow bigger and deeper. In a short time the
board is worthless. '
This is why careful people paint.

An infinitely thin
film of McMurtry Mixed Paint turns back the sun's
rays and keeps the wood beneath from decaying.
Homes painted and properly protected with McMurtry
Mixed Paint retain their value years and years longer
than unpainted ones.
Pure linseed oil, a high percentage white lead, the correct proportion of zinc oxide and knowing how are the
basic reasons for the, goodness of McMurtry Mixed
Paint. Our 33 years of paint making experience is
your assurance that we know how to make and" DO
make good paint. ,
Sold by Reading Dealers
Manufactured by

TMurtryMfg.Co.

...

Paint and Varnish Makers
'.

.

DENVER, COW).

,

McMurtry Mixed Paint
McMurtry Paints and Varnishes for Sale By

The Albuquerque Lumber Company
N. M.
:

f

Albuquerque,
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FASTEST
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FIELD

HIS CAREER

io

vau-devil- le

........

Bone Colored Whiskers
EVER HEAR ABOUT 'EM?

PREPARE TO
SHED YOUR LAUGHS

EVERETT KEMP

"The Man With a

Dollar Laugh"

CHAUTAUQUA
n

SUPERBAS CHASE

it

Ruether Chalks Up Twelfth!
Victory of the Season!
When. Brooklyn Defeats
Giants, 3to2.
(By The

r

w

:

I

1

is J

yy

r

A

5

;.

.a

PUB

m

I

New York, June
Brooklyn's star
his twelfth victory of the season
here today, defeating New York In
a. fast,
name, 3 to 2.
While New York outhit Brooklyn.
Euether always had the Karat in
hand.
Ryan was knocked out in
the fourth inning, hits by Mitchell,
first baseBrooklyn's substitute
man, being largely responsible for
on
the two runs scored
Ryan. A
diving catch by Outfielder Myers
featured the game. Score:
Brooklyn,
AB. R. It. PO. A. E.
2
0
0
0
4
0
3b
High.
Johnston, 2b . . 6 0 01 23 30 0(I
6
0
T, Griffith, rf..
,33 02 01 22 00 00
Wheat, If
Myers, cf
1
0
2 10
4
0
Mitchell, lb
3
4
0
1
1
3
Olson, ss
0
1
1
4
2
0
DeBerry, c
1 0
0
0
2 0
Ruether p
hard-foug-

'.,

p .
,

"V

7
'

1

1'

I It $ ,

r

31

6 27 11

3

Bancroft, ss . . .
Rawlings, 2b . .
Arisen, 3b
Meusel, If
Young, rf
xShlnners
Kelly, lb
Cunningham, cf.
Smith, c
Ryan, p
J. Barnes, p..
jncSnyder . . .
xxxRobertson
Causey, p

....

n. IT.
ab.
4
0

4
4

0
1
0
0
0
0
1

8

0

4
4
4
3
1

P't

?
J,--

t

1

3
8

2
1
0
0
3
1
0
0
0
0
1 15
1
1
2

xxx
Ti- -

4

0

2
n

Norman McMillan.

Due to the presence of' Babe Ruth, Bob Meusel and Whitey Witt in
the Yankee lineup a mighty sweet young ball player who would look
(rood in any big league outfield is warming the Dench. He is Norman
McMillan.

In ninth.

Brooklyn
000 100 1002
New York
e
hits
Summary
base Olson.
chell. Bmith
Double Play Rawlings. Bancroft
and Kelly. Base on balls Oft.
Ryan. 3; Barnes z; Kueuin,
3; Causey,
Struck out By Ruether.
J.
1. Hits Off Ryan, S in S
0 in 2.
s
3
in
Causey,
Barnes,
Losing pitcher Ryan.
Pittsburgh, 8; Chicago, .
Pittsburgh, June 22. Pittsburgh
and Chicago played off a postponed
game here today, the Pirates winstarted the
ning S to 8. Barnhart
locals' scoring with a homer In the
second inning, and Alexander gave
after
way to Osborne in the fifth runs.
the locals had scored four wild
his
and
was
hard
hit
Osborne
pitch let in two runs. Score:
Chicago.
AB. R. H. PO. A. B.
4
ef
Rtatz,
Hollocher, ss. . .. 5
4
Krug, 3b .
0 12
4
Grimes, lb
3
Two-bas-

3;

ON

Miller, If
Terry, 2b

rf

vKelleher ' .
Heathcote, rf
Wirts, o ....

Totals

.

38

NATIONAL LEAGUE.
6.

New York, 2; Brooklyn, S.
Philadelphia, 6; Boston, 4.
No other game scheduled.

6 13 24 13

1

COAST LEAGUE.
Vernon, 7; Portland, 2.
Los
Angeles, 9. Salt Lake, t.
Pittsburgh.
Oakland, 5; Seatle, 4 (ten inAB. R. H. PO.A.E.
2b.. 5 1 1 2 80 20 nings).
1
0
4
San Francisco, 12; Sacramento,

x Batted for Terry in sixth,
xx Batted for Osborne In ninth.
Maranville,
Carey, cf
Bigbee, If
Barnhart, 3b
Traynor, ss .
Rohwer, rf
Grimm lb
Gooch, e
Cooper, p
Carlson, p

...

. . . 3

....

....

Total
By Innings:
Chicago

4
3

I
2
4

4
0

31

,v)

Club

1

1

3
2
0
0
0
0
0

3

2
0
4

3
1
0
0 10

0
1

0
0

4

0
0

0

0

0
0
0
0

18

0

000 010 014

6
8

1

B

1
0

8
0

8 11 27

0
1
1

5.

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION,
Columbus, fi; Kansas City, 2.
Toledo, 6; Milwaukee, 4.
Indianapolis, 4; Minneapolis, 8.
Louisville, 4; St. Tuul, 2.
WESTERN LEAGUE.
Des Moines, 2; Omaha, 7.
Sioux City, 8; Denver. 7.
St. Joseph, 10-Wichita,
Tulsa, 8; Oklahoma City. 1.

AMERICAN LK AG
W.

St. Louis . .
New York .

Detroit
Chicago

.

Cleveland,

,
.

. . .

...

Washington
Philadelphia
Boston

,

..38
..37
,.34
,.31
.
,

.30

.30
.23

I K.

L.

Pet.

26
2S
29

.594

32
33
33
32
35

..r0

.540
.492
.470
.476
.41S
.417

Maranville,

and Grimm;
Base on balls

Traynor

Frlberg and Crimes.

AWARDED

Santa Ve, June 22. Two additional contracts for the building of
federal aid roads have been awarded by the state highway engineer's
office.
C. E. Mauldln, of Clovis, secured
that contract for the 10.586 miles
In Grant county, between Silver
City and Cliff. Contract price,
867,139.77.
O. C. McElrath Construction com-

pany of Mesa, Ariz., will build the
9.318 miles in San Miguel county,
between Pecos and Rowe. This
stretch is on the Albuquerque-Sant- a
Contract
Vegau hlghwiy.
price, $78,681.84.

Fe-L-

AgiLDi?a

TTlL'ilf

I

IRQ

feltlub ,
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
N'ew York

'St, Louis

W.

37

L.
22

"
an

25

29
28
29
23

27
30

&v

AS

THE m&ATW&g

the readiness with which gasoline gives uP its Power)

VoLa-tilit-

It vaporizes completely.
And immediately.
Your motor gives you action at
the touch, on the instant
T

Boston-defeate-

Pet.

.62 7
.576

.flj- -

.BIS
.483
.475
.41 1
.352

SIX DAYS EACH WEEK
Mines of the St. Louis, Rocky
Mountain and Pacific company are
working six days a veek, according to Attorney D. K. Sadler of Raton, who passed through here last
night on his way homo from Socorro, where he had been on business in Judge H. P, Owen's court.
For tills time of the year, six days
a week work in the mines is better
than normal, Mr. Sadler said.
All northern New Mexico Is now
in good condition because of the
rains that have fallen recently.

COAST INFIELDEB"
011 210 30x
Pittsburgh
e
hits MiSummary:
STARRING AS RED
hits
ller, Heathcote. Three-bas- e
SOUTHERN ASSOCIATION.
Home
Bigbee. Barnhart, O'Farrcll. Tloublo
Birmingham, 7; Atlanta, 7 (14
runs Barnhart,
Krug.
and
Hollocher; innings, called account darkness).
plays Frlberg
Mobile, 4 ; New Orleans, 2.
Barnhart. Maranrtlle and Grimm;
7.
Two-bas-

CONTRACTS

...

002

Pittsbuigh
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
Chicago .,
32
Boston, 6; New York, 2.
Cincinnati
33
Boston
Chicago, 3; Cleveland, 0.
35
..20
Detroit, 3; St. Louis, 2 (eleven Philadelphia
innings).
No other game scheduled.
RATON MINES WORKING

Alexander, p .
Osborne, p ..

xxO'Farrell

SUITS

Pittsburgh, 8; Chicago,

4

l

It

JOHN M'ORAW

ELK

DAYS

0

5

31

v.

10

Wrtherff.

The

Philadelphia, 6; Roston, 4.
Philadelphia. June 'il. Walker's
and
Parkinson
double, scoring
innTne
In thA

seventh
Willinmn
gave Philadelphia a 5 to 4 victory
today over noston in cue opening
game of the series. Aside from the
first inning Ring pitched effective
ly.
It. H. E.
Score:
300 001 0004 12 1
Rnsfnn
5
1
7
20x
001
200
Philadelphia.
Miller and Gowdy;
Batteries:
Ring and Henline.

j

-

PLANNED TO

14

iva

2 MORE ROAD BUILDING

1

-

AMERICAN LEAGUE.
Cleveland at Chicago.
St. Louis at Detroit.
Philadelphia at Washington.
New York at Boston.

....

3.

Ran for Snyder

9

110 2
Sweetwater
Wetzel and Shaw;
Butteries:
Fleharty, Anty and Lowry- H. E.
R.
Score:
2
0
0
Ranger
B
4
1
Stamford
Batteries: Roberts and Clayton;
Appleton and Schmidt,
R. H. E.
Score:
Abilene
..1 8 1
S
1 IS
San Angelo
Batteries: Hayes and
Burch;
Cocke and Alexander.
R. H. E.
Score:
2
4 10
Amarlllo
Lubbock
...2 7 2
Batteries; Hill. Bmlth and Doug
las; Woolridge and Allen.

NATIONAL LEAGUE.
Boston at Philadelphia.
Brooklyn at New York.
Cincinnati at Pittsburgh.
Chicago at St. Louis.

...

4.
Off Osborne,
2; Cooper.
Struck out By Osborne, 2; Cooper,
4; Carlson, 1. Hits Off Alexander,
6 in 4; Osborne 5 in 4; off Cooper,
13 In 8
Hit
Carlson. 0 in
2 by
pitcher By Alexander (Tray-nor- ).
8 27 19
2
34
Totals
Cooper.
pitcher
Winning
x Batted for Young in ninth,
Alexander.
xx Batted for J. Barnes in the Losing pitcher

1,1

Lev-erett- e,

DDAYS
GAMES

4

Clovi

TRAFFIC

TO. A.E.

15

BT TIGERS

WEST TEXAS LEAGUE.
R. H. E.
Score:

PREVENT

o

....
....

New York.

DUE

set-re-

...

Totals

Stolen base J. Collins 2. Double
plays Pittenger, Pratt and Burns;
Menosky. Pratt and Burns. Base
on balls Off Hoyt. 3; Quinn, 1.
Struck out By Hoyt, 1; Murray,
Hits Off
1; Jones, 1; Quinn, 3.
Hoyt, 8 in &; Murray, 0 In 2; Jones,
2 in 1.
Losing pitcher Hoyt.

Chicago, S; Cleveland, 0.
Chicago, June 22. Gorman
the big rookie pitcher, obtained from the Fort Smith, Ark.,
club, held Cleveland to six hits and
shut them out for the second time
Cutshaw's Triple Followed this season. Chicago winning 3 to 0.
The
put Chicago In fourth
By Rigney's Single Gives nlace.victory
The locals won the game Dy
their
hits off Coveleskie
Detroit the Long End of bunching
in two innings.
K. H. Wa 3 to 2 Score.
Score:
Cleveland ..000 000 000 0 6 2
(Br The Auoclntrd FrrM.)
Chicago ....000 010 20x 3 6 0
Batteries:
June 22. Cutshaw's
uoveiesme,
t,inasey
Detroit,
triple, followed by Rigney's single and O'Neill; Leverette and Schalk.
an
eleven inning pitching
ended
duel between Ehmk and Pruett
here today, and allowed Detroit to
beat St. Louis 3 to 2 in the openof four. The LftW
ing game of a
league leaders held a two run advantage until the sixth inning,
when Pruett weakened momentarHUMAN
ily, allowing the Tigers to tie tha
score. Both pitchers received effective backing, Pruett particularly
getting airtight support in pinches.
Score:
GLAND
St. Louis.
AB. R. II. PO. A. E.
6
0 2
1
0
0
Tobin, rf
4 0 0
(By Th Associated PrtM.)
2
2
0
Gerber, ss
1 14
5 0
1
0
Chicago, June 22. Legislation
Sisler, lb
0
4
2
2
2
0 to prohibit traffic In human glands
Williams, If
McManus, 2b .. 4 1 1 4 4 o will be introduced in tne nexi ses1
1
4
0
.
.
o
,
cf
1
Jacobson,
sion of the Illinois legislature, ac3
1
1
3
Collins, c
0 0
members of the gen
4 0 1 3 8 0 cording to two
Ellerbe, 8b
Representative
assembly
0 0
5
0
3
Pruett, p
0 eral
Thomas J. O Grady and Lawrence
memdemocratic
39 2 9x30 18 1 G. O'Brien, both
Total
bers from Chicago districts.
Detroit.
that persons
They declared
AB. R. H. PO. A. E.
should be prohibited by law from
1
6
o
g
Blue, lb
0
i
bodies or
of
their
any part
6
1
1
2
1 selling
1
Jones, 3b
from buying tissues or imoui
2
0
2
Cobb, cf
2
0
0
the body of another.
5
0 1
o
g
Veach, If
an
0
O Grady
Hellmann, rf . . 3 0 0 E 0 0 nounced that his proposed measure
5
1 2
4
Cutshaw, 2b
0
0 to make gland transplantation IlleRigney, ss ..... 5 0 2 1 3 0 gal has been drafted and that he
Bassier, c ...... 2 0
2 0 win offer the bill as soon as the
4
0 1 0
Ehmke, p
3
0 general assembly meets next Jan
uary.
Totals
3
36
12 33 9 1
When the two legislators learned
x None out when winning run of each other's similar plans they
scored.
decided to confer on the matter.
By innings:
The tentative draft of RepreSt. Louis
010 100 000
sentative O'Grady's proposed measDetroit
000 002 000 01 3 ure, in part, follows:
"Whereas, the public press has
Summary: Two-bas- e
hits Sisler
Tobin, Cutshaw,
Williams recently given an account of a
Three-bas- e
hits Cobb, CutRhaw
glanduar operation performDouble plays Ellerbe. McManus" ed in the state of Illinois by an accredited surgeon, said operation
and Sisler (21- - MrMm,,.
and Sisler; Gerber and Ellerbe. having Involved the cutting away
of a vital gland from the living
n cans urr JShmke, 4. pruett. 6 Struck out By Ehmke,
body of a citizen of this state and
3;
its transplantation into the living
Pruett, 3.
body of another citizen, and
"Whereas, the aforesaid operaBoston, 0: New York, 2
tion is said to have involved a peBoston, June 23.
consideration
the
cuniary
New York 6 to 2
in a individual from whose whereby
living body
game Interrupted three todav
times by me vital
part was cut away
heavy showers v,n
ni..
John Quinn again beat his former received a sum of money from the
individual in whose living bodv th
tne league cham-pion- s
..mi, tonoiaing
and
five hits. Hoyt was hit gland was transplanted;
"Whereas, the purchaser of said
hard in thn a&rlv lMlnn.
rr,
is
to
be
gland
reputed
possessed of
Li?
? visitors made only one a large fortune and the seller of the
uu viiiiii. score:
sam giana is understood to be a
New York.
man In dire need of money and
AB. R.H. PO.A.E.
an
hungry and
4
Witt, cf
S
1
0 desperate for
work;
8
1
0
o
McNally. 3b
4
0
be
"Therefore,
enacted
it
by the
If
4
M'"er.
1
1
3
o
1
people of the state of Illinois, repo 1
Meusel. rf
2
0
0 resented In the
general assembly,
o 1 11 "l
3
PiPP. lb
j0 that it shall be a felony, punishable
3 0 0 1
Ward, 2b
2
sentence to Imprisonment of not
by
o
ss
1
0
Scott,
0
2
0 less than five years and not to exHofmann, c . . . 2 1 0 4 l n ceed fifteen years
and by a fine of
1
0 1
0
0
"oyt. P
0 twenty times the amount of
money
0 0 0
0
3
Murray, p
0 expended in such
glandular pur0
0 0 0
Jones, p
0
0 chase, or by both such
imprisono 0
xSkinner
1
0
0 0 ment and fine, to purchase, sell,
1
xxFewster
0 0, 0
0
0 give or take
any gland from any
living person for the purpose of
Total
29
2 B2415"l
transplanting such gland Into anx Batted for Hoyt In sixth,
other
person, It being unxx Batted for Murray in eighth. derstoodliving
that the removal of the
Boston.
involves
mutilation or the
gland
AB. R.H. PO. A. E. depletion of vital
powers."
1
0
3 0
0
0
Smith, rf
B
1
3
1
0
0
Menosky, If
FIRE DAMAGES VIADUCT.
1 10
4 1
1
0
Burns, lb
Salt Lake City, Utah, June 22.
3 1
0
1
2
4
Pratt, 2b
3
2
1
2 0
0 Damage estimated from $150,000 to
Dugan, 3b
J. Collins, cf . . . 4 1 3 2 0 0 1200,000, was caused today when
4
1
0 2
6
0 the viaduct crossing the Denver &
Ruel, C
railroad
Pittenger, ss , . . 4 0 2 1 5 0 Rio Grande Western's
4
4
0
1
0
0
tracks at Fifth West and Fourth
Quinn, p
South streets was practically de32
10 27 17 1 stroyed by fire which is believed
Totals
to have originated from the aparki
By innings:
000 001 100 2 of a locomotive.
New York
010 130 01X 6
Boston
Journal Want Ads Bring Results.
hit Dugan.
Summary: Two-bas- e

IN

l'rrM.)
22. Ruether,
won

Acufx-lntc-

III

ELEVEN

1 1

I

ill

AND

TIIE BENCII

A MIGHTY GOOD BOY ON

!

RYAN TO DUGOUT

IN 4TH
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lubricants and are distinguished
Texaco Motor Oils are heavy-bod- y
by their clear, eolden color. Light, medium, heavy and extra heavy
they fit all cars and all conditions. You will find them wherever you
see the Texaco red star.

...

$8.70

a?

The Total Comfionj, U. S. A.

Diamond Tire

Tixan Petroleum Productt

the News From Home Every Day

Get

For Your Ford
'

Will Be Mailed to You Regularly, Including the Sunday
Edition, for 85c Per Month.
ADDRESS CHANGED AS OFTEN AS REQUESTED

Phone 823

Use Coupon Below and Mail With Your Check
--

X
MORNING JOURNAL, Albuquerque, N. M. :
Please mail Daily and Sunday Journal to address below for

GARDEN AND LAWN HOSE

Genuine Goodyear Rubber Co.'s
Five-Pl-

MAN
THE
KEEPS COOL AW LOOKS COOL
WELL-DRESSE-

BabeHnelll.
Babe Pinelll, the Oakland third
) baseman for whom the Cinci Reds
Tou can keep cool this summer and be well dressed at the same
paid $30,000 and eeverai players
time.
last winter, is making good. Hit
The summer suits we are selling this season are cut along the
same lines as the suits for other seasons. They are tailored In fielding at the corner vacated by
Heinie Groh has been spectacular
such a way as to hold shape as well as suits of heavier materials.
and his hitting acceptable.
And you may have your choice of either the light summer colors,
or your favorite patterns, in summer weaves.
GOOD HELP IN SUMMER.
The prices start at $15.

IHfflffiEN tKELEKTIV
218 West Central

till
MM
'M m if

m.

i.

w

Phone 335

j

........................

lengths
lengths
Reel Hose, any length, per foot..........
(Guaranteed Two Years)
60-fo- ot

weeks.

RUDDER HOSE
'

WITH STANDARD COUPLINGS:

D

Indigestion causes worry, nervousness, sick headaches, biliousbad breath,
ness, coated tongue,
bloating, gas, constipation and constant distress. Henry C. Thome,
1002 Harrison Ave., Boston, Mass.,
writes: "Since taking Foley's
Tablets I feel fine." They
cloanae the bowels, sweeten the
stomach and Invigorate the liver.
Cause no pain, no nausea.
Not
habit forming just a good, wholesome physic goli everywhere.

y

25-fo- ot

.$6.50
.$3.50

& Go,

Albuquerque' Big Hardware Store.
Juit Acrois from City Hall.

Enclosed find remittance of S. . .

Address.

Name
PoStoffice

.

....

'vS'
..

.v. . ..

....

rr.v.Vf

16c

Also Boston Woven Hose & Rubber Co.s at
Above Prices.

I Korber

j

ALBUQUERQUE HOMING JOURNAL

BUSS
Fifth and Central.

TEXACO MOTOR OILS

TEXACO GASOLINE

Going On Vacation?

Is the Wholsesale Price for a

Memphis, 10; Chattanooga,
Little Rock, 3; Nashville, 6.

Save it with Texaco Motor Oil

Run it with Texaco Gasoline

'

Give Your Albuquerque Address Here.

Street

No.

at Albuquerque address during
:
No..

Do you wish paper discontinued
your absence?

Yes

Phone

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL1
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ROTARIANS EXPRESS
CONFIDENCE IN THE
CITY SCHOOL BOARD

oman's Daily Magazine Page
PARIS WEARS TIIEM r
HIGH THIS SUMMER

FOUR DANCING FEET

EFFICIENT HOUSEKEEPING
By LAURA

BX JANE PHELPS.
TOM

IS INTRIGUED
WITU GKKTIIi

NORTHS

i

too late to ask to

com

in."

"Why I there li no place to
have company." Gertie thought of
'
j,i
Chapter 4.
the two little rooms, the mother
beyond and four children, even her room
"i The dancing, ordinarily
'
the
claimed,
across the hall shared with Lilly
expression, scarcely
of the people at the tables.
no, she could not picture this
wYet to Judge from the rapt look young man with the good manners,
the refined speech In her home.
Pavlowa
been the incomparable
"Then will you go out with me?
herself who, in the rose dancing Go
riding? I will bring a car for
eown of theatrically demure cut.
If you
you tomorrow at lour
engaged his attention.
to trust my driving."
"There he is again," Lilly Ar-- f aren't afraid
I
"I'm not afraid." She lifted se
nold whispered to Gertie. "He sure
:
"Goodnight."
is hipped on you, Gert. And that rious eyes to his.murmur
Before
he could
his refellow with him, he's rich. One of
He listened unshe
had
fled.
ply
the girls told me about him, and
til he heard her steps stop at the
top of the second (light of stairs,
"Sh s, the boss is looking."
a door open, then shut.
and
Tom Norris
could not tell
' whether or not Gertie had seen
"Pretty hard hit, Tom?" Edgar
lilm until, when the number was bantered when Tom came into tho
' finished, she looked
straight at apartment where his host sat
him, while a slow blush mounted smoking and awaiting him.
to her cheeks. Had he known that
"No, not so very. She's a. peach
'it that glance was the result of though, Edgar. And the is all
was
it
caused
Lilly's teachings, that
right Don't look o doubtful! 1
.by Gortie's attempt to be a "good can't tell you how I know, but I'd
'fellow and Jolly him along"
he stake my life on that gtrl'a
might not have been so pleased.
' But he did not know, so he bowed
"Going to call, I suppose?"
gravely, then smiled in answer to
"No I asked to, but she said she
.. the smile she sent him.
had no fit place to receive callers.
Walton returned to his bachelor There is a large family
and, I
quarters alone. Tom had waited Judge, few roomi.
But well,
until the last number, then gone laugh If you like, but l asked ner
o the sidewalk and waited
for to go motoring with me tomorrow
f Gertie. Lilly enme out with her, afternoon."
Aut a tall thin fellow stepped
"I'm not laughing. Don t gt
her and tucked her hand Into serious with her, that's all. Have
i the crook of his arm at the same your good times, Tom I aruess you
f
M time that Tom stepped up to Ger-- i feel the need after living- - a year
tie.
the ranch but atop short of
J "May I walk home with you?" on
It doesn't pay to get tanhe asked. "I have seen you danco danger.
with that sort. Breach ot
gled
before."
promise or blackmail usually fol"Yes, I saw you." Gertie took lows."
the proffered
arm. Would she
"You haven't much faith In
hint for some thin silk stock-- i women, have you?" Tom wondered,
like Lilly's? The girls in th as he asked the question,
what
dressing room had rather poked made the young lawyer so skeptifun at her because she didn't have cal.
i
any. They nil dressed together, so
"Not in girls ot that class."
when sho took off her tights they v "But man,
there are
foolish
saw her thick stockings, her ugly, girls in every class, aren't there?
ffy plain cotton
undorthhigs.
One has to pick and choose even
uc wnnt
ji:
iney man t see, or from the best society. Why not
j.K know, was that most of her small
believe a girl Is good until she is
M salary went to help the widowed
proved bad?"
Mb mother, to give the younger
"Recause It is too late then."
the schooling they must have
"Deliver me from a hard-hea- d
Uertio never talked of herself, her ea lawyer who analyzes emotions
family, as did so many of the eirl:
and people."
sometimes making their helplessWith much yawning and lauch
ness the excuse for actions which ing the two tumbled
no
Into
only dire nerd of money could ex- - more being said on the bed,
subiect.
cuse even if that could.
f
be- late as It wa, it was
J
At the door Tom stood a moment But,
rore xom Norris closed his long
eyes be
holding the little hand Gertie had cause of the memory of other eyes
t laid in his.
aarK serious eyes that looked
"May I come and see you? It is trustfully into his.

A- -

The following knitting directions
for baby garments have been sent
to me by two reader friends with
the request that I publish them for
other women to use:
balls
Stockings Two
"Baby
d
white
Saxony, one ball
pink, steel needles No. 15. Cast on
52 stitches of a color (pale pink or
baby blue). Knit four ribs (eight
times across). Always count with
end of worsted on the right. Now
take white yarn and knit two ribs
(four times across). Fifth time
across knit two. thread over, knit
two together; continue across like
knit back plain. Knit one
from
more rib ot white (two times
across). This strip should be the
same width as the colored strip.
Now with the colored worsted
again, knit four ribs (eight times
across).
To make the knee: Take white
worsted and knit 27 stitches, turn,
Vnlt thrpe and turn knit four.
turn knit five, turn continue this
till all the stitches are knit oft.
Knit 18 ribs (or 38 times across).
Narrow next row by taking two
stitches together at each end. Narrow again and knit five ribs. Knit
five ribs (or ten times across). Thismakes 15 ribs and three narrowinM. Knit across and leave 1
stitches on needle: knit back and
two-fol-

t

.

,

KIRKMAN.

stiches on the other
needle; knit this center piece for
IS ribs (or 38 times across).
Knit over once to opposite side
theiKwith left needle take up the
stitches on side of toe part (or center strip); knit across to the end.
Knit back and take up stitches on
other side of toe with left needle
and continue knitting across to end
(the side where worsted begins).
Knit five ribs (ten times across).
Knit two together on each end and
every other time across for three
ribs, and bind off. Sew up leg and
foot. Crochet shells at top."
leave 14

SOME KNITTING DIRECTIONS
FJtOM READERS.

i

Confidence In the city school
board and an expression of dissatisfaction with somo statements recently published by State School
Auditor John Joerns was exRopressed by the Albuquerque
tary club yesterday in the adoption
of the following resolution:
statement?
certain
"Whereas
have been given to the preps of
Albuquerque criticizing the board
of education of Albuquerque and
tending to give the public the Impression that said board Is careless or neglectful ot the Interests
of Albuquerque in regard to its
public schools and wasteful of the
public funds In its care,
"Be Tt, Resolved by the Rotary
club of Albuquerque that we resent
the criticism of the board of education Implted by the recent published interviews of John Joerns,
school auditor. In so far as said
statement distorts the facts and
tends to create the Impression that
said board of education is extravagant and careless In the expenditure of the funds In Its charge.
"We fee! that the fact should be
accentuated that with three new
school buildings and the necessary
additional features that the 1922
requirements for teachers are but
J80 mors than the same requirements for 1921 and the total budget is $1,625 under the total biul-irfor 1S21.
"Be It Further, Resolved: That

Two balls four"Baby Slip-o- n
fold Saxony, white; two bone needles No. 3. Cast on 72 stitches. Knit
two, purl two, for one and one-four- th

inches. Knit 32 ribs. Cast
for sleeve (each
IS ribs. Knit 57 titches
Knit
side).
and leave on pin. Bind off 20
Knit three
stitches for neck.
ribs and cast on 18 stitches for
front of neck. Knit 18 rows. Cast
off 32 stitches for sleeves, knit four
ribs. Repeat from for other side.
Then out all on one needle and
knit plain to within one anil
Inches from bottom (this one
inch should be knit
and
two, purl two, like the back ot the
the little garment
When
sweater).
sweater
is finished it is a slip-o- n
(nnt open in front).
across
stitches
Collar: Pick up
back and reverse; knit 22 ribs."
on Tl stitches

et

child-ifere-

',

By ELOISE.

not skirts they are
high in Paris this year. Indeed,
skirls are even longer than they
have been tor some time.
It i'

1.

collars which milady has decided to
wear even for tne summer months.
Several tailored frocks shown by
leading Paris designers feature the
high collar.
Here is a smartly tailored gown
which will 'serve nicely on the
The gray cloth
cooler evenings.
of the skirt is combined with a
The
blouse of striped material.
sltlrt has two huge pleats at each
of
belt
tho
and
a
wide
hip
strlpea
when a and so my ancient tile is
material. The high collar goes to siles do I throw. Andwhich
costs against the grand stand roof.
the extreme for summer wear when player muffs the ball,
It adds a bit of fur at the neck. The
final French idea is added in tha
KENT GIVES FOURTH
sleeves which have the magic touch
given by the "ragged" ribbon
IN SERIES
LECTURE
' YOUNG

TEACH CANNING
TO FRENCH WOMEN

WAVING

aim is neitner painrul nor
uncomfortable.
In another chat
the x wm go into details.

For a long time I resisted
permanent wave.
Having hair
that is naturally almost entirely
Octavia: Tou are not odd In!
straight I either dreswd It so having this trouhln with D1 .t ...
Us stralghtness
was becoming, fluous hair, as many women lo
or, in weak minded moments, had and succeed so well In
it slightly waved with a warm it from offending that It keeping
is
1

iron or rolled it on kid curlers.
course I had studied the
permanent wave process and had
watched it done, but that was
different from personal experience and every week I received
letters from readers wanting to
know exactly what it felt like
to have the hair done this way.
Most of them had been terrifid
by descriptions and photographs
of the process. I certainly do not
blame them.
So, though I didn't In the least
know whether I wanted my hair
tightly waved for the next half
year or not, I finally decided
the only thing to do was to go
through the process personally.
Watching it done was not enough.
I will be frank enough to admit
that there was a certain amount
of curiosity. In any case one day
I walked boldly into a shop, paid
ever a great deal of money and
submitted myself to the variation
of the permanent waving process.
And let me say here that tho
process is always changing and
lmpi ving. It is only some 16
years old and quite a different
method now from what it was
In the early experimental stages
Indeed that was a great deal of
difference In the method I had
studied and tho method that was
used upon me.
It's a most Interesting process,
and If it seems terrifying to
hear about or to watch. It is
much i .ore terrifying to go
through. But it is perfectly harm
' Of

observed.
Stop using the pUm- -'
Ice stone as that has tho effect
of shaving and will strengthen
the growth. The onlv thina- f.ir
jou to do is to extract the coarse
r.airs with a blunt end tweezer
as fast as they ahow above .hei,'
skin and bleach the fine hair
with peroxide of hydroaren. rfany
women have kept their faces clear
of any blomlsh from this anno
urowin ior yaars ana huve
never done anything
different,
hnnt
Stop feeling
it for this wHl relard your f.'os-resJust keen it from liointr no.
ticed and forget all about 'fc.
Dimples: ,At 17 years, height
I ft. 6 in., your weight
hou'd he
about 125 pounds, As you are 20
pounas
It Is possloio
that your pimples are the result
of overeating.
Eat less starchy
foods and mors green vegetables
and your skin will clear.
s.

over-weig-

albuquerqueansIn
frisco are cheered
Albuquerque was teen

and

heard

at the Shrlners' convention in San
Francisco, according to George H.
Thomas, special officer for the
Santa Fe railway, who has just
returned from tha coast where he
went with, the nobles from this

city. The advertising that Albuquerque received through Its entertainment of the Shrlners special
trains here, said Mr, Thomas, cannot be estimated. He met many
Shrlners in Frisco who had stopped
here, and they were enthusiastic

about the

Albuquerque

spirit.

Cal-

band and

delegation.

The

Albu-

ifornia people made the visitors
welcome and took them In automobiles to all the show places, Mr.
Thomas said, and kept them supplied with fresh fruits, candy, and
The big procession of
cigarettes.
Shrlners took an hour and thirty-fiv- e
minutes to pass a given point,
The
Albuquerque section was
cheered by the spectators. Two
San Francisco committeemen were
detailed to escort the Albuquerque

j

I

High Quality

iilSiilflgv

luxuriant hair,
glistening with
life and beatify.

W1

- use

7&ivbrofe3&rpicide

niljli is lUm

Kirrv

Washington, June 22. The house
bu t'MiUtt front that
today, by a vote of 22 to 26 took
titrculoiis ran be stated la all ellnutas up the
r
bill to
Remits
1,, TUB INHALANT METHOD.
Fnr Mrtner particulars amend the future tradincr act, but
r natlnn.wirt.
almost
for
aside
laid
Immediately
it
..ldlW THX INHALANT METHOD IU
the consideration ot an appropriaaot Union Latrut Bid!., Kay N
tion bill.
Callt.
,
12, Loa Aagclaa,
TTr. Buird

111-

-

Capper-Tlnche-

Wholesome

BAKING POWDER
Large Can 12 Ounces, Only 25c

SPECIAL!
a

lI.'.Wl

Phosphate
BdMng
Powder

NOTE Some grocers may
have a few cans left of Dr.
Price's bearing the label with
the special advertising offer
recently announced for a
limited period. Ask your
grocer about this unparal- leled bargain.

i

J

CONTAINS NO ALUM!

Here is a Clearance Sale of Hart, Schaffner and Marx Spring and Early Summer Suits From
which you may choose a suit which will be found serviceable now, in hot weather, and desirable for early fall use as well. The entire stock of Hart, Schaffner and Marx suits is includ
ed in the selection that is yours at these three prices:

$49.50

COPS KEPT
BUSY AS CITY GROWS

H. E. Chaves, who tha police say
was driving without a license and
who made a Jay turn at the corner
of Second and Central, was cited
yesterday to appear In police court
by Officer Hogan,
A woman was reported Injured
by an automobile yesterday afternoon at Broadway and Central, A
physician called to the scene was
told that the woman had left and
that her injuries were not serious.
Growth of the city and increase
In the number of automobiles
owned here and brought in by
tourists makes an Increase in the
traffic police necessary, according
to Chief Galusha. Provision for
the increase may be made in the
city budget.

s.

PHOSPHATE

TRAFFIC

an abundance

program Suno'clock in Robinson Park. Bandmaster
Ellis
announced yesterday that severl
new musicians have joined the
band.
Whether the concerts will he
given In Robinson Park only has
not been decided. Ellis said yesterday that he hoped to arrange
for a concert at each of the
He said that the programs would consist, as usual,
largely of popular selections.
S

-

1

of soff .

will give its first

day evening at

lows:

querque people took a daylight trip
to Los Angeles and visited Catalluu
islands.

wins icr

season of

the city band

In his fourth talk
yesterday
morning in the series of lectures on
vocational training he is giving at
the state university, President H.
U Kent, of the New Mexico A. and
M. college, spoke, in part, as fol-

"The matter of acquiring skill,
in the performing ot the duties
Mexico
New
in
Opportunities
of a vocation is one which usually
have made an appeal to five requires considerable thought and
young dentists this spring from attention. While we still use som-various parts of the United States. of the old laboratory exercises for
Of the six applicants who are specific objects, we have in the
taking the state dental examina- main put the work on an entirely
tions which started yesterday at different basis. For trade and Inthe chamber of commerce undsr dustries, we are trying to put in
the direction of the state board,
mm m'hnols reeular shops,
i or
five come from other states. K. home economics and agricultural
onis
the
J. Brentari, of Gallup,
we are trying to have as
I work
ly New Mexico resident making much of the work as possible done
application ror ucense 10 prac- In the home or on the farm under
of the teacher.
tice in the state.
the supervision
The other applicants are C. L.
"This is being accompusneu
Bryot
St.
Louis;
call home project
we
Harry
Thomas,
what
P. through
ant, Torre Haute, Indiana; W. H.
work. For illustration, when a
are studying baking,
Melanson, New Orleans; Paul
of
H. group mavgirls
undertake to bake thu
Bennett, Atlanta, Ga.; and Inthey
A. Wilson, of Indianapolis,
bread and pastry for the family
diana. Most ot the applicants for a month or six weeks. When
stated that they would practice they are studying home managetheir profession in Albuquerque. ment they may undertake to take
Members of the board are C. charge of the cleaning and some
A. Eller, Albuquerque, president; other problem in the home for a
J. J. Clark, Artesia, vice presi- given length ot time.
1
dent; C. C. Clark, Socorro, sec"In tha agricultural work the
retary and treasurer; F. E. Mor- boys are required to take charge of
ton, Hurley, and F. A. Gaines.
a certain project, such as raising
five acres of corn, or of some other
TO IMPROVE MOVIES.
crop, taking complete charge of a
Miss Ola PowelL
or taking
New York, June 22. A commit- part ot an orchard,
Miss Ola Powell, who spent last tee of three chosen from fifty, the charge and care of a certain num-to
addition
In
edcows.
ber of dairy
summer in France demonstrating
largest philanthropic, welfare,
the most improved methods of pre- ucation and labor organizations of doing the work, buying the Supa
at
was
named
the
plies, caring for and repairing the
today
country
to
return
serving and canning, will
with Will Hays, head of equipment, the boy learns the work,
that country this summer al the conference
and
also how to keep records and acthe motion picture producers
urgent request of the French minof America, to nomi- counts. It is apparent that this isa
ister of agriculture. She will as- distributors
the work on Just as near
nate a nation-wid- e
board to present
sist in teaching the art of canning a program for the Improvement of putting
real basis as it Is possible to do.
under the auspices of the Ameri- American movies.
can Committee for Devastated
Carpets measuring two miles are
France.
The glass roof of Victoria sta- required for the fourteen staircases
tion, London, covers a space of ten of Farnham castle, seat of one of
the English bishops.
Journal Want Ads Bring Results. acres.

MEM

Opening its summer

outdoor concerts,

5. Dependability Unvarying perfect results.

AT STATE 'VARSITY

CHANCES

o,

SUMMER CONCERTS BY
BAND TO START SOON

materials.
2. Economy 2 5c. for a large
can, 12 ounces.
3. Purity Contains no ingredient
that is not in itself wholesome.
4. Gives Fine Food Flavor Leaves
no bitter taste.

o.

ftRE GOOD HERE

By Edna Kent Forbes.
PERMANENT

T

Tokio, June 22 (by the Associa-ate- d
Press.) The Yap treaty with
the t'nited States today bore the
approval of the privy council and
The pact was
the prince regent.
approved formally yesterday. It
fixes the rights of each nation on
the Island of Yap under the Japanese mandate there.
The government's position on the
Tap question was deemed unsatisfactory by tho committee which
investigated the treaty for tho
privy council and the committee
requested the government to use
greater care in the future when
dealing with such grave negotiations. However, the committee reported the treaty favorably to the
council through desire to respect
the foreign relations of the empire
and the spirit of the Washington
conference.
apThe council unanimously
proved the treaty wuich then was
sanctioned by Crown Prince Illro-hltthe regent to the throne. Letters of ratification, it was said,
would be signed and dispatched to
Washington within a few days by
official messenger.

morning. The police made an effort to find tho driver, but so
far have been unable to locate
him. Slusser suffered a broken
arm and other injuries. He stated
after the accident that he had ro
warning and never knew a car
was near until ho regained consciousness in a hospital. W. B.
Lybarger, who lives at 1001 North
Fourth street, picked the boy up.
Hn saw the car speed away but
did not. get the number.

high-grad- e

DENTISTS

TO

BEAUTY CHATS

boys the game, I feel no
SIGNS OF AGE.
!jour
spasm, large or small, go sizzling
I know I'm in the yellow leaf, throueh my frame. a The south
hit, but 1
soon like the leaves I'll fall; paw pitcher makes seen
so many
I've
can
yawn;
is
brief
only
time
remaining
my
that
I have no doubt at all. For I can come and flit they shine isanda
watch a baseball game as calmly then they've gone! There
as I'd view some woman at a chorus now of yells, throughout
tho baseball lot; the shortstop,
quilting frame kick up their
At baseball parks I spend who is wearing bells, has stopped
some time, and yawn and slumber a grounder hot. But I have seen
of players in their
thero, and when the umpire pulls so many shunts
since sailed, in
a crime I do not seem to care. I pride, who long across
the dark
do not long to see him banned ghostly punts,
as in the long ago; though bricks Styx tide. And still I would not
aloof,
and bottles are at hand, no mis- be a frost, from life remain tossed
how-dyd-

:

(By The Amovlntrd PreM.)

Five easons Whyl

By WALT MASON.

.

who got

An unknown motorist,

away from the scene as rapidly
as possible, knocked Howard Slus-seYAP TREATY WITH II. S.
boy, from his
APFR0VEDBY JAPAN bicyclea messenger
on North Fourth street
MO
o'colck
about
yesterday

th

RIPPLING RHYMES

No, it is

MOTORIST HITS BOY
AND HURRIES AWAY;
POLICE SEEKING HIM

one-fo-

f

'A

the Rotary club express its confidence, in the board of education
and its appreciation of the zeal
and care exercised by said boanl
in moeting and caring for the needs
of the Albuquerque public schools."

comprising in the lot suits originally priced up to
$40 with a wide range of styles and good fabrics.
The size range, too, is adequate for satisfactory

buying.

f

in this lot are included many silk lined and
suits and a fine assortment of styles desired by
men of mature years who want long service along
with style. The lot comprises suits originally priced
up to $55.

Usually such' a clearance as this comes at the
mined that not a suit from the Hart, Schaffner
line shall be carried over, and have priced the
quickly. Dozens of men have found the biggest
since this sale began. You too can find

super-valu- e

nt

end of summer, but .we have 'deterand Marx spring and early summer
wliole stock so that it will move out
clothing values in their experience
by an early inspection.
EC

In this lot are included Hart Schaffner and Marx
suits worth up to $65, which means the finest productions of the famous makers of the best men's
clothing, suits that are beyond compare for style
and careful finish.

U
p

i
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SLUSH FUND
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By

WHASSA MATTER!

15

us;
...

Frnm 100 to 150 Mi linn
Dollars Spent to Secure
Adoption of the Prohibition Amendment.
I

(lit Tlie Amwtated I'reas.)
Washington, June 22. Declaring that Wayne 15. Wheeler, general counsel for the
conleague and "The interests he$100,-- ;
trols" had expended from secure
to
000 000 to 5150,000.000
the
of
prohibition
adoption
TinU-- v
amendment, Representative
Massachusetts,
republican,
ham,
:
attacked the department of justico
'
today in the house for lruime i"
act against the league under the
corrupt practices net.
Mr. Tinkham's attack brought
from Representative Gallivan,
democrat, Massachusetts, criticism
Commissioner
of
stand reIfaynes for the latter's
of
liquor on American
garding sale
act
ships at sea. In refusing to
against such ships Sir. Gallivan
' declared
Haynes
commissioner
'
-'
made himself "particeps crimlnis."
The two Massachusetts members were classed among "friends of wine and beer in direct vlola' tion of the constitution
of the
United States," by Representative
Michigan,
republican,
Cramton,
' who gained the floor after the
'
league.
attack on the
There was an' uproar when
democrat.
Connally,
Representative
state-me'
Texas, demanded that the
by Mr. Tinkham ns to what
should bo said of a "member of
the house whose political bills are
paid not by himself but by those
seeking legislation through him,"
be stricken from the records. A
point of order against that part
was overruled,
of the speech
however. Referring to published
reports that representatives fromn
states attending an
, eleven
league meeting at M.il- ' waukce had
promised their aid to
Volstead of the
Representative
Seventh Minnesota district and
it as "legislative
characterizing
bribery," Mr. Tinxham said:
"Hero again we have the outrageous situation about which I
have protested. Hero we have tho
n
dependent
league,
of the
upon tho representative
Seventh Minnesota district for its
of
restrictions
intended further
the personal liberties of our people, proposing to purchase that
preferential treatment it has re
ceived heretofore by support with
money, a campaign for
of Mr. Volstead."
Anti-Saloo- n

i

HEAR

YOU

THE

CLOCK OR ANYTHING?

ALARM

BARELAS STAR s
BEAT ATHLETICS

i

TINKHAM STATES:
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CAN'T

K?
6k0
-

If Hill?"
?
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Anti-Saloo- n

nt
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S. A. T.

.Athletics

Wildcats
Dragons

$3,500,000 IS
SPENT IN U. S.
FOR GASOLINE

AND

conference with W. S. Carter, president of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen
and Enginemen,
here today. H was understood the
mission was for tho purpose of securing financial aid fur the striking
miners. Mr. Lewis was understood
to have an engagement with Warren S. Stone, president of tho
Brotherhood
of LocomotlveEn-gineer- s
this afternoon.

V

....

1
2

0
1

0
0

0
0
2
0
1
1

1.000
1.000
.000
1.000
.000
.000

I'lemy liCactir.

I5Y riUODERIC J. HASKIJf.
GREEN IN
Washington, June 22. On the
basis of the
dally consumpPARLEY WITH CARTER tion for the average
year 1921, figured at
the recent prict. of 28 cents per
Cleveland, Ohio, June 22. John gallon, tho annual gasoline bill of
and William the people of the United States
Ii. Lewis, president,
of the United amounts to almost $3,500,000. An
ireen, secretary
Mine Workers of America, were in advance of 1 cent in the price ndds

LEWIS

...

Harelas Tigers

Anti-Saloo-

J123.726.38 to the daily gasoline
bill of the nation. A few months
ago the prico of "gasoline was as

is doubtful that that prophetic
genius had a vision of the modern
light fuel that would make possible the flight of heavier than air
machines.
When tho demand for more gasolino began to press upon the petroleum industry it was met at first
by the recovery of more "casing
head gas." Petroleum and natural
gas come from tho same wells, and
usually on tho first flow tho gas is
in the excess, for it is simply the
vapor of the oil. Much natural gas
is lost from new wells, but it is
possible to save a large part of tho
lighter product at tho casing head
or mouth of the well, and much ot
the light oil, in a stato closely apthe
proaching gas, is now retained in discasing head ana erawn off for
tillation into gasoline.
About 1913 the "cracking" process of producing gasoline camo
use, being first exploited as a
secret process. However, Its prin
ciple has gradually become known
and it is now generally adopted by
oil refiners. Crude oil. which has
yielded its products of gasolino and
other of the lighter distillates by
the ordinary method. Is confined in
a vessel and subjected to both heat
and pressure, which breaks up the
or "cracks" the oi.
It is a peculiarity of the process
that it can be repeated many times.
and more gasoline it formed every
time. Kven tho heavy oil paraffine
can be cracked into crude oil, and
the crude oil cracked into gasolinf.
The cost of tho process is not prohibitive, and It appears to have
settled the problem of gasoline
supply as long as there is an abundance of petroleum.
The gasolino investigation by th
restate coinmittco will necessitate
tho expenditure
of considerabij
money. It will cost the govern
ment a neat sum, and it will cost
the producers many times as much
for they will bo fighting for their
profits and will spare no expense.
The government has no way of recouping Its outlay, but those who
produce and sell gasoline have onlj
to add a cent, or a fraction thereof,
to tho price and the public will
pay the bill. That Is one of the
things that tho public does most
pays.
frequently

of attorneys and experts such
as is seldom brought together and
the Wisconsin senator has said that
ho wants the best legal assistance
iu the country in order to make
sure that the public interest is safeguarded.
With millions of automobiles,
motorcycles, trucks, tractors, motor
boats, airplanes and stationary ga.5
engines of various kinds in operation in the United States, and with
the owners of them all buying gasolino every day, it is obvious that interest in the IA Follette investigaMoreover,
tion will be widespread.
the use of gasoline enters Into the
of a largo
and
recreations
pleasures
part of the population, as well at
into their business activities. Hence
anything affecting it or tho price of
it is doubly important.
Onco a Waste
Gasoline, like all other products
of crude petroleum, was for a' lorn,'
time disposed of as waste In the
effort to make kerosene. It waG
there and it had to come out.
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hydro-carbo-

Franco-Prussia-

a,

gas-driv-

svaporated

Pet.

COOD

BUTTREACHEROUS
Next Dose may Salivate, Shock
Liver or Attack Your
Bones
Tou know- - what calomel Is. It's
mercury: quicksilver. Calomel Is
It crashes into sour
dangerous.
bilo like dynamite, cramping and
sickening you. Calomel attacks the
bones and should never be put into
your system.
If you feel bilious, headachy,
constipated and all knocked out,
just go to your druggist nnd get
a bottle of Dodson's Liver Tone for
a few cents which is a harmless
vegetable substitute for dangerous
calomel. Take a spoonful and if
it doesn't start your liver and
straighten you up better and
quicker than nasty calomel and
without making you sick, you Just
go back and get your money.
Don't take calomel!
It makes
you sick the next day; It loses you
a day's work. Dodson's Liver Tone
straightens you right up and you
No salts necessary.
feel great.
Give it to the children because ll
is perfectly harmless and can not
salivate.

TO KILL RATS

1

rich

creamed
dishes.

the

craun

HichlandPharmacy

in!

polos

V Vaporub

ftt

RUGS

i

OLD MONK
OLIVE OIL

Eu-ro-

NAWlSCEA

.

v

-

n$r ml

Couc' Diarrhoea

V

y

t

general

at the National

Head the Announcements
of California's Famous Motels, Health,
Beach and Mountain Hcsorts nnd Solve "That Outing Problem"
Literature nnd Fnll Information by Writing Direct, or at Frco Information Bureau ut Office ot the Morning Journal.

Fifth Near Main, Los Angeles
A Room and a Bath for a
Dollar and a Half.
Rates $1.50 to $3.00
Every room a cool outside room
N

ment

nn?ie

g!

Gar-

Company.

some one else hasn't
There are
paid for,
no such things as
credit losses for there
is no credit extended.

It isn't

!''

.v.

I.n Anc-l- rs
Wllnliire Boulevard.
A MIIDKIIN Al'A KTMLNT
HOTEL
Exclusive Residential District, within eaiy reach
uilnesa ard itiopplug center.
Maid Service Commisiary Oarage.

No

one pays for anything

necessary.

Price, when coupled
with quality, is the1 attraction. Tf It is easy
to see how this works
for the general good of
our customers. You'll
notice the difference in
the merchandise and
in the prices of the National Garment Co.,
403 West Central.

mm IIM
OF THE CALIFORNIA BEACHES"

"QUEEX

g
resort on the entire Coast. Visit
popular and
"The Walk of a Thousand Lights" Long Beach's famous "Pike" the
Coney Island of the West. Five miles of safe, white sandy beach,
mammoth indoor plunge, golf links, splendid hotels, apartments and
million dollar
cottages to suit all classes. Home of the world-fame- d
hotel Virginia. Long Beach is a beautiful residential city as well as
a resort. Finest of churches, schools, clubs, etc. Cool and delightful
summer climate. Write for literature.

Most

fastest-growin-

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE,
Long llriich. California.

Cable Apartments
1(110 Shnlto
Street. I.os Anjeles,
California.
Uth Street Car to Union, Slnitls anil
d'.uble apartments.
Three blocks from
ParU.
7J0.
WeetlaVs
Phone Wllshlrs
E. C. WARN AS, Manager.

.i
MOIIOMEHT
Memorials of the Better
Kind.

"We Pay the Freight"

j-

Makes

extending

1.000
.000
.500
.000

low as 21 cents.
The increase of
7 cents has meant a dally toll of
$866,084.66 levied on the consumers, which amounts to the tidy sum
of $316, 120,500. 90 in a year.
During the first three months of
lh lirrhlnsr pnm- the present year the total average Iponent of atmriHf
crude oil, gasoline is ex
dally consumption of gasoline, in tracted
by a distilling process, Just
cluding export, was 11,883,833 gal
is produced, and in much
DEMOCRATIC CHAIRMAN lons, while the daily production as whisky
same
sort of apparatus. It is o
the
1 4,C
7
S
On
2,4
gallons.
average!
VISITS LEADERS HERE March 1 the reserve stock on hand a highly volatile nature, so nearly
a gas that when exposed to the air
amounted to approximately
it rises In an invisible
and
George II. Hunker of Las Vegas,
gallons. During the year will quickly evaporate. vapor
It cannot
chairman of tho democratic state 1921 tho average consumption was be confined for
of
time
any length
central committee, arrived In the 13.884,313 gallons per day, while in
barrels, even it they have been
city last night for a conference production averaged 14,119,313.
coated
insido with wax
repeatedly
with leaders of his party In AlJust why there should have been
make them
Mr .Hunker stated this advanco In the price of gaso- and painted outside to tho
buquerque.
coldest!
Even
in
trfat his visit had no particular line when there was an abundant airtight.
will
the
weather
it
through
pass
significance. He was accompanied supply ofi hand and production was wood.
to the city by Arthur Seligmun running steadily ahead of conUntil about fifty years ago practiof Santa Ye. national committoi
sumption may be explained in the
for gasolino
man from New Mexico, and for- course of the Investigation bv the cally the only market was
in Europe and It
was
exported
mer stato chairman. Albuquerque senate committee on manufactures.
Xo one dream
democrats are known to favor It may develop that there was good in small quantities.
ono
become
was
to
it
ed
then
the establishment of state head- and sufficient reason for tho ad- of the that
indispensable necessities of
quarters In this city.
almost
which
every
hits
vance,
daily life. Generals who directed
man, woman and child in the Unit- the civil war in this country ana
MARIO IS NOT DEAD.
and MICE
ed States directly or indirectly.
n
war in Europe
the
Mexico City, June 22. Mario
On tho other hand, the inquiry would have been
amused at the
Ferrior, the rebel chieftain In Oax-ac- may prove that there is ample suggestion that the time would
v Always Use the Genuine
reported recently to have been ground for tho nuspiclon in the coma when a great war could not
killed in a battle
with federal minds of some members of the con- be fought without this fuel. Mhey
ELECTRIC PASTE
STEARNS'
troops, is not dead, according to an gress thnt tho price has been moved could not have visualized the deforce these r"t to run from the build-in- s
It
official statement quoting Governor upward because the producers of
of
of
motor transport,
for water and fresh air. Rata, mice,
Garcl Vigil, of Oaxaca. The body gasolino saw their opportunity to velopment aircraft and
seaeraft,
waterbusrs and ant destroy food
of the, supposed dead leader was profiteer and have been taking full and of the
tanks that
and property and are carriers of disease.
fighting
that of General Vicente Ramirez. advantage of it.
for Use Better than Traps
reReady
played such a vital part in the
Directions in 15 languages in every box
At any rate, In view of the gen- cent world war.
3Sc
15 os. siz, f 1.S0
2
aise,
01.
A century ago a netwpAPer edieral decline in wages in all indusMONEY BACK IF IT FAILS
not tor suggested
that the time would PRESIDENT SENDS
tries and In all localities, it Isaddicome when the mails would bo
expected that the substantial
ECONOMIC EXPERT
tion to the ration's daily and an- transported through the air, but lf.
nual gasoline bill will be attributed
TO STUDY EUROPE
In
tn inrrenseii labor costs. Labor. inthis instance; may escape the
WOMAN'S
BLIND
TO
MEN
dictment that has been brought
9
wcriurr- neainst It roneatedly in connection
SUFFERING.
UNSWEETENED
with the problem of high prices
How many men,
t,hlnk you,
' "
since the early days or tne Euro- have
'
any idea of the pain enpean war.
own
their
women
in
dured
by
In the Good OM Days.
Tn h
irnnd old days gasoline household, and often without a
murmur?
They have no patience
sold at a third the present price
and It Is no tax at all upon the when the overworked wife and
memory to recall when the .price mother begins to get pale, have
tvna frnm 1 to l 6 cents per gallon. headaches, backaches, faint spells
and cannot
In fact, it was only seven or eight or is melancholy
There Is help for every
years ago that sucn prices
sleep.
Between July, 1914. and every woman in this condition, as
With
evidenced by the many voluntary
July, 1916, however the price ad70
vanced
per cent. This sharp ad-- ! letters of recommendation which
vance was attributed by authorities we are continually publishing In
PHONE 30
to Increased demand, and was not this paper for Lydia E. I'inliham's
nscrlhed to increased production Vegetable
Compound. It will pay'
left
costs. On the contrary, the greater
woman who suffers from
demand was paid to have stimu- any
to give it a trial.
such
ailments,
lated improvements In production
4
methods such that it might have
been assumed that production costs
!
would be reduced.
In congressional circles there are
i
i
ii
. of head or chest ars mors Marly
those who see a direct connection
S treated extsmall- - with
hen-between the high price of gasoline
and the enormous earnings of the
wee uns to
Standard Oil company, together
M4
W
are Informed
Grown folks
with lis subsidiary and associated
and other oil producers
by rug mills thai
interests,
nothing
there Is a great
of tho country. Senator McKcIlar
W If Million Jan Uud Yearly
benefits like
possibility ot our
of Tennessee was the first to Inan
for
next shipment
of
troduce a resolution calling
CoL Michael Friedsan.
was
It
adopted
rugs costing us
investigation, and
on May 13.
senate
tho
more.
conby
If you
promptly
Col. Michael Friedsan, president
i..i.p Sonntnr Ti. Follette of Wis
a rug
templated
of B. Altaian & Co., will make a
consin, who is the chairman of the
In
the
purchase
economic conditions in
of
study
with
conducting
committee charged
near future it will
at the request of President
"From Perfect Olives"
tho inquiry. Introduced another
pay you to see the
Harding. He sails shortly. Fried-ca-n
resolution which Klvcs the Investiruga In the shipis chairman of the National
greater
First Pressings
gators wirier latitude and
ment we have Just
Merchandise fair to be held in New
in order that tho job may
authority
choicest
of
received, while asYork in August
bo a thorough one.
sortments are still
olives from the
The La Follette resolution may
'
one,
complete.
permitbe said to be a drastic
An expert engraver formerly in
ot the government at
ting the committee to summons
the
.I
employ
of Nice.France.
TKI RF.LUF OF
FOR
documents,
witnesses, subpoena
Washington has succeeded In ent
Pure clean
Pain in the Stomach and
papers and records of all kinds, and;
graving a picture of the national
In getting
aid
-- delicious.
to
to employ counsel
H
Bowels.
Intestinal
capitol on the head of a pin. The 11
Cramp
to the bottom of the subject. It Is
dfitnllH doors, windows, columns,
to be taken for granted that the oil
so
on
nro wild to be perfect.
and
III
and gasoline Interests will be rep- SOLD EVERYWHERE 8n sinnll is the picture that It can
ll
resented at the investigation by an
only be seen through a microscope.
1

you

pay cash, when you
buy anything in a store

1

Highland Laddies
Little Tildillos
Kagles
Sawmill Sluggers
Midgets

Anti-Saloo-

?

2

game for the Giants but
made several costly overthrows.
This afternoon at 6:30 the Browns
will play the Firefighters.
In the Junior league game the
Highland Laddies defeated the Little Tildlllos 12 to 10. The Little
Tildillos led until the end of the
fifth when the Laddies gathered up
everything loose. This afternoon
at 5:30 the S. A.' T.'s play tho
Midgets.
Tlie Pigmy league game resulted
in a score of : Barelas Tigers 39;
Athletics, 4. The Athletics went
into the air In the sixth inning.
This afternoon the Athletics will
play the Wildcats.
STANDINGS.
Senior League.
W. L. Pet.
0
1
.000
Rrowng
1
0
Tildillos
1.000
n
1
St. Mary
1.000
He Molay
1
0
1.003
1
0
1.000
High School
0
1
Duke City White
.000
1
0
.000
Firefighters
0
1
Giants
.000
Junior League.
W. I,. Pet.

:

Even though

California Hotels, Health
and Summer Restors

credit, you pay a porHigh Scores Feature Games tion of all the bad
in
the Boys' League; debts on that store's
Good Contests Scheduled
books. If your neighfor This Afternoon.
bor don't pay her bills,
High scores were the features of
yesterday's games In the boys' you help pay them, for
league.
In the Senior league the High such losses are regardschool beat the Giants by a score ed as
part of the cost
of 15 to 2. The scoreboard read
In favor of the Giants until of
to
doing business.
the fourth inning when the Giants
Everyone pays cash
went to pieces. Santiago pitched
a good

Prohibition

,

JH SCORE

BT

fesr" ill

June 23, 1922

G. E.

Fletcher
WORKS

MONUMENT

EUROPEAN
Rales Per Day:
100
100

Rooms

:00

Rooms,
Rooms,

400

rtonma

XWESTI
Single
Lloubl

Our Travelers' Cheques
are cashable everywhere,
are safe from theft and
may be replaced if lost.
Let Us Equip You For"

the, Trip.

Trust Company
ALBUQUERQUE,

N. M.

.60-S.- 0
3.00-4.0- 0

t.SO-S.-

00

S. 60--

8.U0-1.V- 0

CORNER SUITES.
to tS.OO
17.00 (o 18.04

All

This Sea Trip is One of
California's Big Attractions!
In summertime, California's greatest charm is the
blue Pacific, with its cool, refreshing breezes and
its fascinating shoreline. There's no better way of
enjoying these delights than by taking this voyage:

BETWEEN SAN FRANCISCO and LOS ANGELES
Dancing in Veranda Cafe Ballroom, radiophone programs and
other pastimes. Meals, service and sleeping accommodations
equal to those found on the finest hotels and ocean liners.

'

Ticket, ene
1

First Savings Bank
and

Double.
JJ.OO

Trains.

MONEY ON YOUR

Money May Be
Lost or Stolen

fj.60
f.00

Free Auto Busses Meet

DON'T CARRY
TRIP

PLAN

Sinejle.

toilet..
batlr...

The Journal is
exclusive Resort
Medium of New
Mexico . . , .

way and round trip, may be routed
A. S. S. Co. between San Francleco and Loe Angeles
Sams fart aa all rail. Meals and berth extra.

Ask your local B. R, ticket agent, or write for folder.
A.

LOS ANGELES STEAMSHIP CO.
SAN FRANCISCO
R. V. Crowtier, Q.P.A.
OSS Market St.

A

LOS ANGELES

R. F. Cullen, D.P.A.
817 So. Sprlno St.

Don't Be Fooled
me once," says the proverb, "and it's shame
you. Fool me twice and it's shame on me."
Don't be fooled when it comes to spending your money.
Patronize the merchants who have a reputation for fair
dealing and honesty. Such motives, must actuate the
consistent advertiser. The man who invests real money
in building a reputation for himself and his merchandise
cannot afford to risk any of it by taking unfair advantage of his patrons.
The consistent advertiser pays money to tell you about
his goods. He knows they are good he backs them
with his money because he believes they will satisfy.
Only merchandise which is consistently good can be
consistently advertised.

FOOL

1

-

So advertising protects you against fraud and, inferiority.
It tells you what' is new and good, making you a wise
buyer. It saves you money by pointing out for your
consideration only the best products and the best, places
"
to buy them.
Thrifty men and women read tlie advertisements. To
business proposition a duty
them it is a plain every-'da- y
and
to their pocketbook's.
to
themselves
they owe
'
Don't be foole'd.
,

.

Don't Spend Your Money Blindly Read tKe AdvertisementsRead them in The Morning Journal The Popular Classified Advertising Medium in the State

u

1
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ROTARIANSWILl

automobile manufacturing center
of the world. Let us show the Detroit Shriners that Albuquerque is
also a city of boosters and that
while we are not the center of the
manufacturing automobile world,
DUE HERE T OD
we are prosperous and appreciate
the automobile industry."
The two trains will arrive within
a few minutes of each other. lo-A
to
Arrive
Detroit Delegation
special effort is to be made by
Shriners and other city boostin Two Special Trains at cal
ers to have enough cars available
12:50 This Afternoon, that the onentire 600 visitorsthecan be
city
started
trips through
Automobiles Needed.
at one time.. Cars should be parkstreet
ed in the vicinity of First
Two special trains carrying 500 near the Alvarado hotel.
Shriners
1,000
Shrlnera and their families from
Approximately
and were
Detroit will arrive here this after- were in the city yesterday of
them
Hundreds
noon at 12:45 o'clock. They arc entertained.
were shown through the city. Many
the last delegates to the national of the- visitors
took advantage of
Shrine council, which was held on the "T" swimming pool, others atthe coast, who will pass through tended the reception at Masonic
the city on their way homo.
temple, where refreshments were
At least 100 automobiles will be served.
needed to take the visitors on trips
Cannon loaded with sand are
through the city and to the Uniused to break up swarms of locusts
versity of New Mexico.
"Detroit has the reputatinn of in Costa Rica.

SPECIAL

PRESERVE JEMEZ
MISSION CHURCH
Miecinn Mac Rnilt in 1fi17r
One of Most Historic
Pre-datin
America;
es

,

rwtjdlr.

a.vk

4mnr

California Missions.
Rotary club
tmnnmt t a P('llrUV flf SI. 500
'f
'with which to do enough recon
struction WOl K 10 preset yj mosecondo
de Jemeas mission, the
'oldest mission in the United StateB
g
by at least 152 years
and
the missious in southern California
which attract thousands of tourists
each year.
The Importance of saving the old'
mission was brought to tha attention of Rotarians at the luncheon ata
Miramontes yesterday noon by
from Santa Fe composed
' committee
of Dr. Edgar L. Hewett, - director of
01
the museum, and the-Col.School
R.
American Research;
.Twtcholl, secretary of the chamber
Dan
of commerce of Santa ofe; com-1
Burg, also of the chamber who is
merce and T. Bradford,
museum.
connected with the state
m
The old mission was erected
The Pilgrims landed at Ply1617
mouth Rock three years later. misg
the California
the
sions by more than 100 years,
mission is one of the richest
Jemcj
d
b
ing
.'. In historic Interest ofany
still in
,Jn the United ofStatcs.lt is
but
preservation,
state
a fair
once
some work must be done at tne
tii .nimhle and
iL v.u
a
Mnr
01 interest aim ""'","-,'"- '
rv
Jittlo restoration work Istime. lh
'to preserve it at this
erection of a concreie m
strengtnenms
7.li .. !) thnt will be neces- it indefinitely.
" sary to preserve
With the morreywiUappropriated,
immediately
""the state museum
'start the reconstruction work. Thby
I mission was recently purchased
but no tunds are nov.
J the

.V

.The Albuquerque

Wfill

being a booster city," M. I Fox,
manager of the Chamber of Commerce declared yesterday, "and It
Is due to this spirit that It 1 the

PROBE ELECTION
OF CONGRESSMAN EAST OF SHRINE

Vl

nil

o..-tiag-

Pre-datin-

jn,

TRAINS

ALVARADO
rp. Thomas

r;;

J
I

Hes Satisfied
EVEN

W. Harrlaot.,

The elections committee of the
recomhouse of representatives
mended that the seat of Thomas W.
Harrison from the Seventh Virginia
district be forfeited to his opponent, Jaul Paul.
STATIOV IS SEIZED.
Londonderry, June 22. Irregu
lars took possession today of the
much raided Burnfot railway station in Donegal, holding up all the
trains.
Londonderry - Loughwilly
They hosted, a republican flag and
notice
that
any perposted
stating
son offering Interference would be
shot.

FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY
To

A regular $1.00 package of
Genuine Yeast Vitamine Tablets
with every package of
Nuxated Iron Tablet -

prove to you

what they will do
IMPORTANT

run-dow-

i

(A

Colorado Corporation)

Great Falls

i

Pueblo

Denver

SET"

Two for the Price of One

i

Salt

Lake City

Boiie
Cheyenne

Conoco is balanced gasoline. Have you
learned what that means to the motorist?

value for

Week End Specials

I

.n...;.,.

h saiisfled

ofla

THE CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY

I

jl-

ffa

the dealer who handles ottFct

selection when you ask for olarine...
in
the
mechanic
The
shop is satisfied when he has jPolarine
his
to finish up
tuning jobs. Polarine, in fact, is a sort
of standard which sets the pace for others and ia
accepted without question by experienced motorists,
chauffeurs and mechanics everywhere. If you will
check up with one of our representatives on the grade
of Polarine best fitted for use in your car and then ust
it you can forget the little annoyances and the expense which always trail along with faulty lubrication.
Be satisfied!
.
.;;

Great Week End Special

lis

Seven.

h

PHARMACY

NOTICEr-Do- n't
take Vitamines unless you want to
increase your weight Vitamine Tablets (one of the most remarkable
scientific discoveries of recent years) are Bimply wonderful for women who
are scrawny and angular in appearance and men who are thin and emaciated
and everyone who wants something to help increase weight and put on flesh.
Where it is simply desired to gain greater strength, energy and endurance and increase the firmness of your flesh and tissues, we recommend
DEATHS AND FUNERALS that you take Nuxated Iron only. By helping to create millions of new red
blood corpuscles, Nuxated Iron greatly helps weak, nervous and
n
often in two weeks' time.
fiinriA ..Tneo T Ann flavMa people
Call at once for your free $1.00 package of Genuine Yeast Vitamine
aged 67 years, died Inst night at his
..late,
resilience on worth First street. He Tablets together with bottle of Nuxated Iron.
'
OVallaOie lor
? TOnri.--.
A Kuide is now employed is survived by one son, Andres, and
one daughter, Mrs. Pablo Gutierrez.
m
by the state to explain
The body was taken to Crollott's
,,,. funeral
( tiion 10 VISUUin.
parlors pending funeral
arrangements.
amount win oe ral3C","y
j"
was
Rotary membership. The
$1.10
; on
$2.10
SANDER A. H. Sander, aged
Started by Herman Schwelzer
37 years, died last night at his
behalf of Fred Harvey, and Sidney
o0
at
M Weil, each of whom gave a un- apartments in the highlands after
It
the meeting yesterday.
oe a short illness. He is survived by
derstood that the fund will j- - one brother, who was with him at
rnii
the
wee,
within
raised
are
the the end. Funeral arrangements
cles. of Bernalillo, stated tothat
Croliott is in charge.
Berna-- ! still pending.
was as important
a
-to Albuquerque and madethe
DURAN Napolion H. C. Duran
onation of $50 He esprse misi-y son of Mr. and Mrs.
Duran,
Bernalillo
joe
that other
afternoon nt hi3
neL" men would undoubtedly mako died yesterday
at 801 South Third
!
similar donations. Jemez mission Is home
For two days beginning today we are offering a
The
illness.
after
short
a
very
Ti e Santiago de
to
mountains
will
be
Springer.
shipped
body
Jeme2
I
in the
large assortment of'
miles from N. M., this afternoon on No. 2.
e
! located
i. about The
Garwhere
will
burial
take place.
road is goou
aVd
he distance is traversed by cia & Sons will have charge.
L autos in about three and halt hours.

..?."

Pap

sixty-thre-

MEN'S WORK CLOTHES

P -- AOnilND

PLANS NEW REVOLT

THE
r

at Greatly Reduced Prices

AGAINST OBREGON

The assortment contains such bargains as follows:

.

HOXJSB-

G1 AA

Men's Hose, Regular 15o pair
9 pair for
Men's White and Blue Overalls, Value

-

ririrnrr

the
r, m Wanna, receiver forcomLoan
Stockmen's Guaranty
$1,250 yesterpany, filed suit forcourt
day in the districtsuit Is based upon
The
M
Harper.

aPor,rer;Snerfiled suit

D

$1.75

fgj

Men's blue Chambray and Khaki Workshlrts
Extra Special
Men's Moleskin Pants. Regular price $3.50,

f

QQ
UOC
QQ

d)

lDl,OV

for

ft

Men's Khaki I'ants.
Special for
Children's Khaki Koveralls.
Special
We have many other bargains that we cannot
Call and be convinced.
account of space.

against
in the
B M de Romero yesterdayis startaction
The
court.
district
Bernalillo
ed to quiet title to some
county real estate.
started
company
The McGaffey
a court action
collect
Sanchez, seeking

l.UU

(J-

-

A

D.Ll)e

QQi
tOC
mention

on

:

yprdaVg

jl.

J

for a Bf

Eastern Bargain Store

judgment for $2,911.55 was given
yesterday In
hy the district courtNational
batik
favor of the First
Hur- against Joe Golub and Irving
Taiarriago licenses were issued
yesterday as follows:
Albuquerque, Wil
liam- W. Carlson Pierre, S. D.
Charlotte New of Albuquerque;
'John Archer Talley. Albuquerque.
Eunice
Rogers, Albuquerque;
'Carpio Padilla, Albuquerque.

PHONE

318 SOUTH FIRST 6T.

984--

n,ft

Geo. Felix Diaz.
Gen. Felix Dial has collected
followers on the Guatemalan
Russians who are religious do
of the border and is prepared to march
not eat pigeons, because dov
in
into Mexico and proclaim himself
sanctity conferred on tha
the scriptures.
president of Mexico in opposition
to President Obregon's government
Friends of the Obregon regime say
that such a coupe by Diaz, if successful, would mean a return to the
militaristic monarchy which prevailed under Portflrio Diaz foi
..
thirty years or more.
,

SAVOY HOTEL

ELMS HOTEL

Opp. Santa Fe Depot

304 North First St.

FINEST

V

f

ROOSIS IN THE STATE. STEAM HEAT. HOT AND
COLD WATER. ALL OUTSIDE ROOMS.

Transient Rates: Single,

$1 and $1.60; double. $1.60 and $2.00.
With bath, single. $2.00 and $2.50; double. $2.60 and $3.00,
Weekly Rates: With or without private bath, $4.00 to $12.00
per week.

CORNS

Lift Off with Fingers

A.

MUM

I I U

I

'

I

II

ioesn i nun a

JTIMf
Die:

Vow Want M
ran
i
GET QUICK AND SURE RESULTS

t

M

a utue
ln-

on an aching corn, -'
stantly that corn stops hurting,
then shortly you lift It right off

"Freeaone"

People still ride around till midnight
on hot summer nights burning gasoline
and missing sleep. Hunting for a cool
spot that will stay right there when
they leave it What such people want,
whether they know it or not, is a

ft

I

m
t rrm h
:

ions fir aFonj

with fingers. Truly!
Your druggist sells a tiny bottle
of "Freexone" for a few cents, suf-- ,
flclent to remove eveiy hard corn,
soft corn, or corn between the toes,
and the calluses, without soreness

No matter what you want to buy, sell, rent or trade, write your want
ad on this blank tear out and mail to The Morning Journal, Albu
querque, New Mexico,
.
Name
'"Classification
moms.
km.

!7.

............. ..Number

Street .
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is reflected by the condition of the
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cent more than was produced by the
rules.
The effort, therefore, is not to relieve publishers of
the burden of war tuxes, but rather to adjust the
postal rates to yield the greatest volume of revenue
consistent with good postal service.
The services of Iho post office arc so important
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of niakins money fur the government.. TIhtu aic
other forms of taxation less detrimental.
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below
cent
the
to
22
S.
peak.
Bureau
of
Its
June
the
per
(V.
loss
Cliiencro,
regain
large rooms and exceptionally comfortBuilt under some trees was a disposition
Chicago.
Cattle
but
of
extensive
the
able:
day,
Receipts
previous
"In the cotton manufacturing Industry conditions Or is it all illusion? Do the years
water free. 1.10t
Markets)
modern,
garage,
narrow
hill
of
long,
white,
slip turnover resulted In a net gain of
Chicago, June 22. Potatoes
North Fifth. See Mrs. Strung. Strong'!
Market fairly active, beef
Cover with glamor what was tawdry then?
are uneven. In the northern branch of the induspery birch bark, 'i he hill sloped little more than one
firm on sacks, weak on Book store, after 10 a.
Chand
steers strong to 10c hipher. Top Market
Did moralists and such like thunder when
down, and then it turned up. ler was especially point.
harrelB.
cars.
101
Total
FOR
9.35
Receipts
KENT House and barn on farm,
she
$8.2.")
j
ff
try a strike Thas tied up most of the plants In New Antigone got drunk on Attic beers,
Sales $10.00:
bulk,
heavy.Then it sloped down once more
two miles from town; arto 900,000 shares.
Mock steady to 15c higher; bulls U. S. shipments, 320 cars. South-HI- less than
amounted
England. The loss in production by the strike un- And danced too freely mid tho eager leers
and
litlike
or dairy;
turned
the
up
cm
Uliss
ranged
saucy
sacked
every convenience:
Blockers
Triumphs. $2.75
Call loans opened at the recent and calves slow, weak:
Of Plato's seniors, who bought up tho glen
til the middle of May was about 180,000,000 yards.
nose
electric
tle
of
some
light,,
little
running water, silo, milk
S.00
jolly
Arkansas
sacked
Bliss
cwt.;
cows and heifers.
men- 2
minimum
rate
cent
to
of
but
like
lived
fat
bulk
To
dull:
that
Athens
per
they
prove
house,
for
about
little
storage
The long, sloping
fifty tons of alchap.
Nevertheless, the market has shown
cent at noon and 3'& $5.00(0 7.2 3: canners and cutters Triumphs No. 1, $2. 753. 10 cwt.: falfa; atanchions for twelve
And gave Antigone the college cheers.'
cows; rent
hill of smooth, slippery bark rose to 3 per
Alamaba
Rose
sacked
Spauldlng
in
around
Mrs.
Aside
reasonable.
cent
the
hour.
last
bidding
per
Strong, Strong'! Book
mostly $3.004.00;
rested on long wooden legs, like from
No. 1, $2.25(0)2.40 cwt; North Caro Store, after 10 a. m.
90 day money, which $8.00, mostly for veal calves;
30
to
It may be so. I should not think it strange.
stilts, made from tree branches was obtained at 3 ?i
Una Norfolk section stave barrel
bulls mnstlv nt $4.25.
Herodias, Antigone, La Belle
per cent, the
stuck In the ground.
PASSING THE BUCK.
Market Irish Cobblers No. J, $4.254.65
28.000.
WANTED Position
was in no percept!
market
Hoes
money
One sisterhood. Perhaps we do not change
Receipts
"Whatever
have
you
there, ble degree Influenced by the lowercwt.; eastern shore Virginia stave
As much as some pretend to think. Ah,
onenpj steady to 5o lower 5cthan
asked
WANTED
Uncle
as
Phone 1S04.
boys?"
Washing.
Wiggily,
to barrels Irish Cobblers, $5.25(8)5.35.
rate by the Wednesday's averace; later
let me spoil your pleasure in the show
County Commissioner Max Gutierrez, at the
he came out from behind tho ing of the
Re WANTED Housework by the (lay. Phona
rfv 10c to 15c lower than
Eggs Market unchanged,
reserve
the
local
federal
bank.
vision
of
10c
lower
For
ago!
my
me,
long
while
1645.
discussing
bushes.
commissioners' meeting Tuesday,
cases.
David P. Bcrenberg in The Measure.
Although cables continued to the hich time. Top, $1 0.85: bulk, ceipts 17,545Alive,
"This is my roller coaster,"
Bundle washing to bring
the advisability of the county's buying a carload of
higher.
Fowls, WANTED
Poultry
stress better European political $9.85fri10.85; bulk Rood light to
.
home Phone
answered
Billie
"I
made
Bushytail,
conditions foreign exchanges de- heavy butchers, $10.45 fi) 0.85; plf?s 2,H4c; broilers, 32 42c; roosters, WASHING DONE at home.
coal, is quoted as having objected on the ground
14c.
Special fina
tendenIn
more
mostly
office
of
out
$9.7510.25;
would
veloped
1395-board
steady,
fully
reactionary
go
clothes.
Call
the
that
present
at $4.42 heavy weight. $10.40010.65: mecies.
bills
demand
Sterling
a
be
WANTED
It
not
General
"need
might
housework or
worry."
November and
Kansas City Troduce.
were off 1 cent and at lowest fig- dium, J10.5510.85; light. $10.80
half day. Call 1071-of
Kansas City, June 22. Eggs
ures since the first week of the curgood thing for the county if at least
BRITISH PAPERS PLEASE COPY.
10.85; light lishts, $10.4010.80; Market
WANTED Work by tho hour. Phona
unchanged, 20c.
"7
,
rent month, when this remittance packing1 sows, smooth, $9.30i10;
"We hope that hereafter when the British obafter 5:30
m.
,
the present board retired to private life at once, but
.r', tTWMt r '
Butter Unchanged.
Creamery, WANTED Position p.
was almost 10 cenfs higher. De packing sows, rough, $8.909,40;
serve blatant persons on this side of the pond,
commisthe
two
of
the
for
by expert stenogrataxpayers
39c.
unfortunately
to
were
seven
of
four
clines
$9.2510.C0.
points
pher; references. Call 1SR7-killing pigs,
"twisting the lion's tall," they will
Broilers, SCHOOL
sioners seem Inclined to cling tenaciously to their oratorlcally
Poultry Unchanged.
Kheen Receipts 12,000. Market
made by rrench, Italian and Bel
remember that America, too, may have its Horatio
GIRI, wants position as
there25c 37c; hens, 10c; roosters, 11c.
Address L. c., care Journal.
gian bills, German marks were In steady to 15c higher, few spots me
public office and the emoluments connected
Bottomleys. Detroit Free Press.
'
heavy and every 1m higher. Several decks, $12.05;
creaslngly
GENERAL,
with, so it seems reasonable to assume that we shall
Cotton.
York
New
was
613-REPAIR
lower
center
neutral
to
BILL BETTER GO ON A DIET.
good inanos,
ask for W. r.
dium
anything.
portant
of
first
the
fuuntil
them
with
22.
Cotlon
New
to
have
worry along
York, June
HOUSE
by three to seven points, the re- 12.65; choice handy dry fed year- tures closed
cleaning, floor waxing, lawn
Judge Taft will go to England to learn how Eng
July, $22.38;
work.
.
Call J. W. I.owe, phone
versal also affecting-Swisthe new year.
lish courts transact business so rapidly. We fear
Spanish lings, $11.25; sheep very scarce; Oct., $22.38; easy. $22.19;
Jan.,
Dec,
ewes,
he
western
and Greek exchanges.
NURSE wishes permanent position, or
yearling
one load fed
the Judge is in for another round of dinners.
If Mr. Gutierrez has been correctly quoted,
$21.92.
$22.08;
March,
to
breeders,
eases.
confinement
82
oi
pounds,
South Walter.
Closing prices:
weight
has shown an amazing disregard of the duties for Birmingham
45
WANTED
American Beet Sugar
Position by experienced man
$11.10.
New York Metals.
which he was elected to perform. This idea of
46
and meat cutter.
American Can
cook;
ANSWERS IS THEY NEED THE MOXEY.
pastry
16tt i
New York, June 22. Copper
woutn First.
administration
St, Joseph.
American Smelting & Ref'g.. 00V4
Next we hear the European nations will be de
passing the buck" to some future
and fu- WANTED Position a i nurse
Easier.
spot
BuElectrolytic,
2
2
S.
39
- II
(U.
June
comSumatra
American
an
official
Tobacco.,
and
someSt. .Toseph
indemnity from Uncle Sam for
manding
is not our idea of the attitude for a public
7sc.
120
panion; willing to go anywhere; can U
American Tel. & Tel
or other. Nashville Tennessean.
reau of Markets). Hogs Receipts tures,
or
and
Tin
nest
turnisn
nearby,
Mlsa
Easy.
Spot
references.
to assume. The issues should be met squarely as thing
city
. . . . 16T4 7 500.
American Zinc
Few early sales to shippers; $31.25; futures, $31.12.
.
600 North Second.
Baker, phone
unloaded
51
lower than yesterday's
Anaconda Copper
DARN SIGHT HARDER TO GET ONE.
they arise and, so far as possible, not be
steady to BeGood
WANTED Position as housokeeper, In
Iron
unchanged.
Steady,
prices
98
170
of
to
The
office.
fact
Rockefeller
Atchison
Mr.
successors
to
in
says it is hard
give away a
onto Incumbents'
average.
hotel;
reliable,
woman, any- - ,
energetic
4914
ft Ohio
most people it is. Pittsburg Gazette-Time$10.35010.45; packing
where In New Mexico.
Ears!
hogs selling to
Savoy Hotel,
the matter Is, so far as coal is concerned it can be million. For
must Kwe Baltimore
Cost LAUNCH MOVEMENT TO
75
room 67.
Steel "B"
Bethlehem
average
strong:
sows
steady
231.
27
ars : , Ke
purchased now much cheaper than it can be gotten
Butte & Superior
yesterday, $10.08; weight
COAL MINES
REOPEN
63
FOR SALE Furniture
California Petroleum
RELATIVITY.
next winter.
Cattle Receipts 1,600.bestMarket
j
kinds
138'A slow little done early;
BASIS FURNITURE ft EPAIHlVil 'and upholsterON
Electricity travels 11,600,000 miles a minute or It but my brother Johnnie help- Canadian Pacific
OPEN
SHOP
in
37
ed me, and I'm going to let him Central Leather
.
others weak to lower
ing. Phone
nearly as fast as gossip. Hopkins Journal.
Ervtn Bedding Co.
66 Mi steady;
steers early,
BAH TAXATION METHODS.
ride on it."
1,
FOR SALE
Chesapeake & Ohio
spotsDark oak dressing table,
(By Tha Associated Tress.)
mostcows
WAY DOESN'T INTEREST THEM.
$8.75;
"How do you ride on it?" asked Chicago, Mil. & St. Paul..... 26
triplet mirrors.
514 South Sevenths.
$8 95: vearlings,
Okmulgee, Okla., June 22. En
28
It is true, the public doesn't know how taxes sre Uncle Wiggily. "I don't see any Chino Copper
$5.50 down; calves steady, top couraged by the recent decision of duh R A l.b wicker baby buggy, Ilam-Killing the goose that laid the golden eggs has to be reduced, but
30 2 ly
it doesn't alter its conviction wagon or auto in which to ride." Colorado Fuel & Iron
tnond typewriter and table, chiffoniers', 1
court
States
tho
United
supreme
Market holding that union organizations wardrobe,
Ttceclnts 2,000.
, 72'4 '7Shrep
long been cited as an example of bad business that they've got to be. St. Louis Globe Democrat.
"Vou Just sit down on it and Crucible. Steel
desk; largest stock of
2S Suuth First.
16
r.y. are liable for property damage uscdfurnlture In town.
answered
Native lamos ton
Billie. "You Cuba Cane Sugar
coast,"
policy. Congress is having its attention called t3
steady.
SALE
Din".'
FOR,
irVs
Used
climb
duik
furniture:
is
Erie
which
the
members
here,
sorted
enriy,
their
high$11
during
tip
75;
wrought by
some war taxes that are having about that effect.
80
Inbi,.,
ewes,
lug
$11.75;
chairs, 1.75; bed,
est part of tho roller coaster, and Great Northern pfd
coal $3.00;
culls mostly $6.00;
Oklahoma
labor troubles.
11.75;
bed,
Several administrations ago the postoffice
single
mattress,
39
spring
1.75;
?P
then you sit down in the hollow Inspiration Copper
4.00.
$3.50
operators have launched a move chiffonier, $16.00; Ivory dressing tabu.
75 U
Tnt. Mer. Marina pfd
part, of the birch bark slide."
got the ambition to bo
ment to reopen coal mines of the 18.r.0; mahogany rocker, $r.60; wicker
WI1EN THE COURTS DO THEIR Dl'TY.
31
"Well?"
Kansas
asked
Uncle
Kennecott
City.
chair. $H.00; wicker rocr, $5.75; leath-e- r
stato on an open shop basis.
Copper
was
so
bad
not
a
Wiggily,
idea
as
This in itself
it could
long
T?tfS.
118
&
22rLT.
for
Nashville.
rocker. S7.G0. Call at American
Billie stopped
Announcement was maae nero
Kansas City, June
chattering. Louisville
be applied without crippling the service. But durCompany, 523 South Second.
(From the Philadelphia Inquirer.)
183'A
"What else?"
Coal
u...f.
Petroleum
Mexlan
or mh rutin
last night that the Oklahoma
reau
to
It Is interesting to note that there were 58 per
28 4
Bee!
when hunting
etecrs
meet
steady
would
"That's all there is," said the Miami Copper
association
ing the Wilson administration,
3,500.
Operators
celpts
RENT
FOR
Ranches
.
!1
in McAlester Friday to discuss plnnj
Rtoeiters
msiw
sources of revenue was not the least of the func- cent fewer crimes in Detroit during 1921 than in squirrel boy, with a laugh. "You Missouri Pacific
strong:
tho preceding year. The Police Commissioner of just begin to slide, or roller New York Central
In the FOR LEASE 320 acres of good mountain
92!4 heavies.
mines
caivEB
their
for
up
fvhui
2o;
starting
to
was
made
make that city attributes this good showing to the fact coast, and then
tions of government, the attempt
grazing and agricutural land; food
you go all the N'ortriern Pacific
weak: hotter grades vealers. $7.00 near future without an agreement grass
and winter protection; goorl four- -'
4114
the postal goose lay more than one egg a day. The that confirmed criminals have been punished with, way to the bottom. Look!"
with the striking union miners.
Pennsylvania
fffSOO: all otner classes muw
room house: 200 an acre per year. Call
and that young culprits have taken the
Several operators professed to at 1207 Virginia boulevard.
nut mostly oi,v,fj,
Quickly climbing to the high- Ray Consoliflatcil Cofifier.
rates on second class mail, particularly, seemed out mercy 8nd
uneven
73 H
ubandoned careers of crime.
He est
F.i
of tho coaster, which Reading
warning
know of Instructions to Oklahoma
:i.(DM.oo;
COWS.
easy picking; they were boosted four times result- seems to think that the "orgy of spending" had was part
70
fastened to a tree, the squir- Republic Iron A (tol.-.national guard units to prepare for
TYPEWRITERS
i
pijs.ti0iwti;"v:
grades,
In
900
some
cent
33
per
crime wuve, rel boy sat down. Then he be- Sinclair Oil & Tlcfining. , .
something to do with the
ing in an icrease of nearly
dinners, $2.50; better movements In connection wilh the TVPEVVRITEIIS
$7 OOfffilO.OO;
All makes '.ive'rnauiii
it
because
made the unthinking disregard the gan moving, or sliding.
coal pits.
bulls, proposed reopening of
$3,00 0 4.0.0;
cases.'
Faster Southern iPaclfic.
and repaired. Ribbons for every macutters,
grade."
23 T$
chine.
faster he coasted until he Southern Railway
rights of property, which is one of tho funda- und
Albuquerque Typewriter
$3.75415.00.
This extraordinary taxation yielded revenue mentals
AH HIS FRIEND
of stuble government.
121 South Fount
Whether this be w.--a whizzing along like an Eas- Studebakor Corporation ..,,128
B.000.
ItKOOMMENDEP change, phona
Receipts
fiheep
an
was
to
found
unfortunate
have
it
but
47
true or not it is gratifying to notice that the ter egg rolling down the White Texas Company
directly,
THEM
Top' hativ lambs,
classes
steady.
comes
now
"wave"
81
a
has
kick-bacto
subsided
The big end of postal receipts
$12.25
House lawn. And at last Billie Tobacco Products
"Six years ago,'" writes W, H.
"ripple."
better grades
$1 2 50;
Detroit is only one of many large cities which slid off the roller coaster to the Union Pacific
137 4 12 50:
kid
mall. Letter postage also was Inothers, iii.uvwi.uvi umi Shadwell, Stanley Va. "I had
from first-clathe plan of administering drastic punish- soft grass at the far end.
9 14
Steel
States
United
adopted
$6.00.
ney
trouble, and at times was un
around
culls
was
found
the
that
it
discouragement
but
hold-up
creased,
ment to those guilty of
62
crimes, of burg"Now it's my turn!" cried Utah Copper
able to raise myself In bed. Foley
CCOUNTINO
matter soon had Its effect upon the laries and homicides. In this connection it should Johnnie.
of second-clas- s
Pcnver.
Kidney Pills were t commended to
AUDITING, INCOMI
be
not
Re
was
one
of
movthat
"Excuse
the
Cattle
22.
but
me by the Chief of the Fire DepartUncle
June
Philadelphia
it's
forgotten
me,
Foreign RxHinnge.
Denver,
volume of letters. When the letters stopped
TAX
FINANCIAL .
first communities in the country to try the effect WIgglly's turn," said Billie quietNew York, June 22. Foreign ex- ceipts 700. Market steady, lac ment. After using 3 bottles I was
off.
fell
of
the
postoffice
the
department
profits
ing
of making the punishment fit the crime. By ad- ly to- his brother.
Great Britain de- lower. Beet steers,.
"Uncle Wig- change easy.
relieved, and have
t.ouniF.uui completely
choked
was
tho
laid
mirable
being
ofegg
sixty-day
tho
is
between
that
golden
The goose
police, the
company, you know, ani mand, $4.42; cables, $4.42
gily
cows ana
neirers,
ii.bdwb.uv; never had a return ot the sympCHARLES ZANG
fice of the district attorney and the courts, we he should have t!.j next ride. I
bills on banks, 14.40. France
toms." Why suffer when you can
$6.008.50; bulls, $2.60
to death.
SUCCtUOM TO
were able to clear the congested docket and to just went first to show him how " demand, 8.57; cables, 8.57. Italy calves,
ana
rheumatlo pains,
Blockers
$&.b(0i get relief fror
feeders,
M. Clyde Kelly, of Pennsylvania,
5.00;
Representative
1
bring tho accused to speedy trial. The judges of
"Oh,
beg your pardon; go demand, 4.82: cables, 4.82 H. Bel- 6.50.
backache,, swollen, sore and stlif
WIUIAMSfcZANO
2
8.1
has introduced a bill to repeal the last two of the the local courts made It their business to Inflict ahead,
8.13.
;
Uncle 'Wiggily,"
said gium demand,
'4 cables,
bladder
Receipts 2,900. Market joints, sleep disturbing
Hogs
rUMJC ACCOUNTANT!
,
postal rates. He says that heavy sentences upon those convicted of brutal Johnnie.
increases In second-clas- s
Germany demnnd, .30 V2; enblea, 15c lower. Top, $10.20; bulk, $9."5 weakness and other symptoms of
.
(H0NC
4) MrXIW MS
deand
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a
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result
crimes,
Holland
No,
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demand.
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38.50;
disordered
175
you!"
gratifying
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P
everylaughed
government
kidneys?
igi9.90
,:in.
even hi measure will yield the
w
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too old Xor such cables.' 39,55, .Norway demand,
"I'm
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1,500,
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KOLUMN

KINGSBURY

By George McManw

FOR RENT
Two of the most perfectly
built
houses in the
Fourth ward, in the best possible location.
New.
Either
furnished or unfurnished.
There are a number of first
class furnished houses In the
highlands and University
Heights districts for rent and
at reasonable rates. Now la the
time for you to got the right
location at the right rent for
the coming venr.
FIRE INSURANCE, on buildings and contents.
FIRE, THEFT, ACCIDENT
INSURANCE for automobile
owners.
HAIL INSURANCE on growing crops and orchards.
Are you fully protected. We
handle every kind of insurance.
Phono 6 10.
five-roo- m

i

FOR SALE
SOME CHEAP ONES.
For tlio man of moderate
means, who wishes to get away
from thoss high rents. Easy
terms.
2 Rooms
and sleeping
porch, furnished ....$1,250
'3 Rooms, furnished ....$1,000
5 Rooms (in U. Heights) $1,650
5 Rooms (In U. Heights) $1,750
3
adobe,
rooms,
Large
$1,500
new
Room frame, lowlands. $ 900
These
Investigate

ONF.TWO- -

OO-R-

three:

E-

ME - FA

one-

V

-

I

CNVoyHEA,

'

THINVJ. IP

I

CZ.
?SkOU

vourwipe
vo.ee?

fOOt.

I'LL CO ANO

WIPE. WENT TO

1

EUROPE AND
5TUOieO.IT vVOUL0

I

TICKET
NOW.

VOICE.

j

J

7'

i

ll"

FOB RENT.
We have n, number of houses
rent, both furnished and
nfurnlshed.'Tell us your wants.

-

.Cor

at

LLNUOLJS

ADDITION

SOLD ON EASY PAYMENTS,
i $20.00 cash and balance $10.00

t'per

month.

xiZZ

LEAVING

OWNER

D,

T. KINGSBURY

cement house
Will sell
with fireplace, furnace, built In
features, .walks, shade, roses and
a real home. See

Realtor.
i.oani nou
,eia,ie,
Insurance.

tveai
V--

Phone

210 W. Gold.

907--

ACKERSON & GRIFFITH,
Realtors.
Phone 414.
120 S. Fourth.
FOIK

FOR SALE

Read

pebble
dashed dwelling, bath, etc.: alao two-roo- m
adobe In rear, lot 75x142; Third
ward, clnae In.
Borne good buys In Central avenue business property.
white stucco frame
14,500
built-i- n
bungalow, modern, oak floora, outbuildfeatures, garage and other
ings; Fourth ward.

$4,-00- 0.

Realtors.
309 W. Gold.
rhono 670.

then call on the below WELL
KNOWN REALTORS an
worth your consideration.
BETTER THAI 20 PER CENT
FOUR PRACTICALLY NEW
FOUR AT
APPRAISED VALUATION
NOW AND ALWAYS RENTED. NICELY LOCATED.
Owner sick, wants to leave.
For Information, call

COTTAGES.

Accident, Antomiblle insurance,
Surety Dot la, Loans.
No. Ill S. Fourth St.
telephone (74.
Fife,

ROOM
HOUSE
Two sleeping porches. Nicely
suitable
for two
furnished,
families at a bargain.

SIX

SALES

REALTY

CO,

114 South Second St. Phone 669

FRANKLIN & COMPANY
WM. J. LEVERETT CO,
THE METCALF

ONLY

AGENCY

$2,850,

five - room
home with bath and
hardwood floors In all
rooms.
Large front
porch. Full size lot.
Up on elevation; $600
down and $35 per
month.
R

218 W.

Accepts from Its agents
standard business on such a
fair basis that 99 per cent of
the policies are satisfactory to
the applicants.
Issues policies to women 'on
any regular form and grants
double Indemnity to all women
risks and includes disability to
single business women widows
with an income.

contract with the Jefferson
Standard is a valuable franchise and very few If any other companies exceed it in service to its agents. For agency

R

CO,

Gold.

Phone 407.

connections, address

HAWKINS & HAWKINS
State Managers,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

CO.

Routes

HELP WANTED
stale.

Apartment.

3

CHANCES

WANTED

uu u.,u.,

AND FOUND

'

"l

WANTED

Loans.
Phone

Insurance,
228 W. Gold.

....

Real Estate

15.

124 W. Cold.
INCO.M10

..

RESIDENCE
IH'SINESS
LEASES

Phone 857.
PROPERTIES
PROPERTIES
PROPERTIES

RENTALS
LOANS
INSURANCE
Collections Subdivisions.
3
partments to rent,

MONEY TO
'iV

rat.

,

SHOPS

D. Keleher,
Realtor.
rhone 410.
West Gold.

WATCH THE
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
GROW
Buy your lot now, you wlll

J,

$4,000 to Loan.

Make us your REAL ESTATE
man. Thanks.

21 1

OPPORTUNITIES
Double apartment tiouse, briclt,
close In, Highlands. A bargain
at $5,250. Terms.
Five rooms, bath, glassed-i- n sleep-

R.
Kealtor,

As Long As

Miscellaneous

RENT

FOR

Five rooms, bath, sleeping
porch with screened drop windows, stoves set up, built-i- n
features, clean, neat interior,
wall electricity in bedrooms.
Also a quantity of good furniture. , For attractive proposi-

tion,

590

CALL

HERE'S

A

HOME

That
the money that
you can buy on very easy payments.
A nice four room metal lath,
stucco bungalow, oak floors,
bath, large closets. A homey
little home, well built, nice
garage and well located.
Price $4000.00
Let Us Show You This Place.

$10.00
A

Phono

FOR

Realtor.
110.

SALE

Third and Gold.

Miscellaneous

Per Load

Better

Grade

$11.00.

(Of about 1,000 feet)
Call with Wagon
Terms Cash

McKinley Land
Lumber Co.
Albuquerque,

N'w

&

Meiioo,

FURNITURE

AT SACRIFICE

,

Four-rooadobe, white stucco bungalow, and all my furnl-tur- e
Including "Manualo"
player piano, rugs, dining room
set, living room sot, range, etc.
$4,600; $2,500 cash. Call at
Kahn's Store. Ask for George.

FORSALE

Miscellaneous

FOR SALE Good second-han- d
wheel,
FOR SALE Suction
fan, 108 North
cheap. Call after p. in.. 1117 Kent.
r irai.
FOR SALE Three bolte green bu"rla"5!
FOR rALE Double set work harness,
suitable for Interior walls. Address
217 North Third.
TRY BODDY'S MILK; BEST JN' TOWN. JUST arrived
from Navajo reservation
or jvavajo rugs,
,ot,uii
FOR SALE Fireworks galore, at Mann's
Occidental Hotel, phone
prlce''
Cash Store, Old Town.
1066
FOR SALE Two burners. Perfecting oil
mop houtn Kdlth
love.
AUTOMOBILES.
FOR BALE Roller canaries, ills South FOR SALE H
jdson eyeedstar, excellent
inr, pnone job, - j.
condition; a bargain.
Phone 148f-Cflt.A A NIT, ItaOV
FOR SALE
K- -t
BuIck touring car;
THH Great Amerlc. n Drink.
flrat-a'aa- a
eonditlon. Bond-Dillo- n
Co..
FOR SALE Chlckering
city
Brothers
Phone 24H-Jpiano.
FOR SALE Some extra aod used oars;
easy terms. Mclntoih Auto Co, 111
EXPERT guaranteed work, phone I8S4-- J
6
FOlt' ALE Good upright piano, cheap FOR SALE
fi01;'
Light BuIck,
for cash. Call Immediately at 814
Studebaker,
IS50, 111
Wes Gold.
West Gold.
1350 GOOD BUICK touring car: flrat-cla- ss
COLA AND IRON
THH great double tonic, at all soda
condition. Room 7. First National
fountains.
FOR SALE Classiest triple speedster In
UANZANO OINCJER ALE
. tOWn Or Will trnri.
THH home product Is Just a little better;
t.,,.1...
boost It.
ply Mann's Gardens.
FOR
BALE
FOR SALE Two second-han- d
BuIck Four, In first-clas- s
Deerlng
mechanical eonrtitlnn. win
i
uinuers; good condition; bargain
and light spring wagon part payment.
in ;e. j. jvorDer A Co.
wont
FPTt SALE Black currents for making
culver
ig,a
Jellies. Dies. nrpRnrvA, anH
Ford sedan, practically new,
nt- - FORIn SALE
..-.- l.
son Ranch, phone 2417-R.herfanfr
nnlltl,.n
mi, tiauB
eatate
worth
the money. Room 15.
TYPEWRITERS, all makea, 115 and up; i nafc
3 per month.
nnuoiiai tfanK DUUrllng,
Albuquerque Typewriter
FOR SALE Auto parte to one hundred
POUIQ ftOUrttl,
different makea and model cars; largest
FOR SALE Heavy black enamel porch
awing; also golden oak awing, both in stock of used parte In aoulhwest. Auto
Salvage Co., 215 West San Antonio street.
good condition. 710 West Lead.
El Paso, Texas.
FOR SALE 3!x414 Auto GrafiexTBaosh
FOR SALE BuIck light six, 1910 model,
& Laumb
as
Pew
lens;
good
run lesa than 11,000 miles; new cord
, nvriH j.-y- .
ui Kast Gold.
tlrea all around, three extras; can be
FOR SALE Will sell all my fine Homer seen
at the Drlverleee Ford company.
Carmeaux plgeona. Phone S9-Mra. i k norm j nirn.
George Blglhofer. 601 North First.
FOR
SALE Dodge Brothers' touring.
FOR SAIE Used tractors.
and
remodeled; Ford touring with extras;
1J-Swith gang plows. Hardware Ford
truck, large body, and BuIck
light
Department, J. Korber
Company.
tOUrlnc "Six." .T. Ifnrhap A
a A,n
FOR SALE Fresh buttermilk and cot- - Department, phone 781.
cbeeari also fresh milk In gallon
tag
Iota.
S wayne's Dairy, phone 1916-FORD CO.
FOR SALE Pianos and player pianos; FORDS DRTVFRT.ESS
FOR RENT Rates 15o per mile.
pre-w- ar
values. Phone 10. Geo. P.
II Per hour minimum. Special ratea
Lcarnard Plsno Co.. 814 Bouih Walter. week
days. Ask for them; Hso auto reFOR S ALE Standard make used player pairing. 12 North Third,
phone 510,
planog, in A- -l condition; will sell at
on easy payment plan. Phono
bargain
ALBUQUERQUE
AUTO WRECKING CO.
New and Used
FOR SALE Six-fooak directors' table;
REPLACEMENT PARTS
Roll-to- p
desk, letter files and oihof
In Stock fur All Cars:
office equipment.
Star Furniture Co. ALT, parte tested before leaving shop.
phone 409-Radiators, electrical parts, tops, bodies,
SOFT SPOTS Hool and acch cushions lights, horns, Ignition sets, springs, etc
prevent fallen Inateps; oures all foot Parte oarrled for 111 makes of cars. New
trouhlea. tl. Plant
trum axlea, drive shafts, pinion and ring geara
i,.h
F, Keleher Leather Co.. 408 West Central! carried for all cars. Keep us In mind.
NEW MEXICO'S OLDEST WRECKING
ASBESTOS
ROOF PAINT
HOUSI5.
f1OD for all klnda of roofa, II per gal5
West Central.
Phone 434.
lon.
The Manzano Co., no South
18S4-Walnut, phone
5
Tr,
hm no SAVE
per cent on dismantled
roof ; will last ae long aa the building.
parts, tlrea, batterlea, springs, wheels,
USB EFFECTO AUTO TOP and seat bearings, rims, fenders, electrical equipdressing. Effecto Auto Enamel, Vale-pa- r. ment, magnetos, geara, axlea and drive
Valapar Enamel en automobiles. shafa, rtdlators, etc.; a complete line of
Plymontb Cottage Print.
parte (or Overland, all modela; Wlllys-Knlgh- t.
Floor Paint Roof Paint and Cement. Sat- 4, I. i; BuIck. 4; Studebaker.
urecn on assured, i noa. F. Keleher Leath-Co- .. 4, I; Chalmers, Reo 4; Paige, 4; Overland,
4ft
Maxweli. pleasure
Wei, Central
ft; Hupmoblle, L-rhone 10B7-trucks; Chevrolet, 490-- '. B. ; Mltohell,
FOR SALE (By Chaa.
Mann), show and
.
; Saxon,
A complete line new rlnge.
cases, acalsa, eoDvtnw
ureas, niiver
typewriter, Oalton adding machine, three gears, pinions and transmission geara
H. P. electrle motor, four H. P. gasoline and axle ahafta for any car. Mclntoeh
engine, sanitary slicing machine, coffee Auto Co., 111-1- 5 West Copper.
mill, twelve-liggasoline system, two
WHEN IN NEED OF
"oxpprinKB ann two cowa.
TIRES, rims, oarburetora. springs, magFOR SALE A large ahlpment of tine
netos generators, wheele, gears, axles,
corrugated rubber garden hmi which bearings, horns, accessories
COME TO PARTS H EATKjrjARTERS.
was delayed In shipment beyond the season haa Just arrived and rather than WE HAVE SALVAGED TO DATE THE
FOLLOWING MAKES OF CARS:
return to factory we are authorized to
BuIck C24, C25. D4S, Dr5; Cadlllao,
sell below the wholesale price of 11a
Chevrolet 490, FB,
per ioui .rim come, nret served; antici- Chalmera, tbandler,
Dodge, Don,
pate your next year'e need now and ben Baby Grand;10. H. K.t. N.
; Maxwell, Mitchefit by thla eavlng; you cannot go wrong Ford, Hup
The Exchange. 120 Weat Gold, ell Olde I. Overland, every model; Saxon
here.
4
and ; Studebaker 4 and ; Willys-Knigh- t,
phone 1111.
every model.
FOR SALE Closing out my entire atock
you don't see your ear Id the above
It
of Alredalea at bottom prices for the list, remember,
quality: fourteen females, tin to 120; no WB ARE SALVAGING
LATE MODEL
runts In the bunch; ready for delivery
CARS EVERT DAT.
now; one Oorang brooo matron, at IS.
In addition to the largest stock of used
coat me $125 leaa than a year ego; one parts In the state, we carry a COMbrood matron, black and tan, ISO; one PLETE line of NEW geara. drive ahafta.
brood matron, 136; one beautiful black axle ahafta and general aoeeasorlee, for
and tan dog, weight seventy-fiv- e
pounds, ev.ry car.
OUR PRICES ARB THE LOWEST.
housej and ear broken, good companion,
VIADUCT OARAGE.
price ISO. Papera furnlahed en all.
W. C. Hairston. care Estancla Drug
500 SOUTH SECOND.
company, citaocia, n. M.
Largest parts bouse la the state.

"

li

a......

ing porch. Close in, Highlands,
$3,500, easy terms.
Five- - room brick, bath, Fourth
ward, furnished, ready to move
$500
down, rest(
in, $4,300;
easy.
McMILLIOX & WOOD,
Realtors.
206 V. Gold. Insurance, Loans.

B0

Phono 407
AND
RESIDENCE
CHOICE
BUSINESS PROPERTY. BUSAND
OPPORTUNITIES
INESS
RANCHES

KOBEUTS-TT'RNE-

modern brick,
glass
heat, lawn, garage, near
2

T. A. HAMMOND,

824 E. Silver.

I'hono

want

your new home
Fifty foot lots, $10.00
and $10.00 per month.

HOME

Five - room brick, hardwood
floors, basement, hot air heat,
garage, corner lot, in a good
location and priced to sell. To
see this call

1322-I- t.

side.
$2.250

NEW
FOUR ROOM
with two
bedrooms
and
on
elevation.
porches,

110.

Realtor.
Thlnl snii

down

MOD-or- n
FOUR ROOM
with sleeping porch and
garage, west side.
$4,200 DANDY FOUR ROOM
modern
with all built-i- n
Bleeplnt,-porcfeatures,
glassed
gar.'iRe, etc., west sldo
FIVE ROOM
$1,600 NIFTY
modern with glassed and
screened sleeping porch with
extra built-i- n
features, furniture goes, west side.
GOOD
$4.750 SURE
FIVE
room modern with fireplace
and sleeping porch, finished
in Old English, a real home,
west side.
We Have- Others Ask Vs.

$3,250

r.M

FOR SALE
Good,

modern, 4 loom house,
2
large porches, shade and
lawn, close to Chamber of
Commerce. Price 3,800, $250
cash and monthly payments.
REAL ESTATE EXCHANGE,
4111)
V. Cnnnnr

Rent-Roo-

J

ROOM AND BOARD.

503

EXCELLENT table board.
ROOM AND BOARD,

CO,

Phone 407.

West Conner.
East CoaT

t.

t unrip

-- TURNER

Gold.

XV.

715

15 per month; no
'"OR RENT Giasserl-l- n
b'iard 114 North Ma;ie. porch, with
ROOM with sleeping
purch and board;
.""'!"""' ony- - Phone 1079-ROOM AND BOARD. 135
... par.. month;
no strife
Kit c "uniu
"
ri.umiway.
F01i RENT Room and sleeping porch;
...... . .
hi errl. If
111
-.t

i...gi.on.

ROBERTS
218

with Board

m

THREE ROOM MOD-er- n
furnished, out on west
Priced RlKht.

,2.1150

thee.

Wm, J, Leverett,
Phnna

CO.

n

TWO ROOM ADOBE
plastered,
larpe
sleeping
porch, choice elevation location.
T1.7J0 GOOD
FOUR ROOM
home out on west side, a
snap; $,1ii0 cash.
$2.100 THREE ROOM WITH
rear porch and garage, west

$1,350

porches,
library, $4,200.

For

terms.

side. Easy

foot lot, garage, South Arno,

$2,100.
Four-roo-

CO,

ROBERTS-TURNE- R

21S West Gold.

A

HOME AND

Is worth

WM, J, LEVERETT

It Lasts

Xmzj

Thres rooms, modern, furnished,

month.

30

TO

ROEHL,

HE?

FeAnme Swvict. Inc.

LOAN
On Improved City Tioperty.
Four-roofurnished liungalow
near East Central, $15.00 per
month.
A well built brick home on
valuable lot, east front basement and furnace heat, garage. Close to Central avenue,
only $4,200.00.

$2,000.00
m

Will buy a furnished adobe stucco cottage with four rooms and
nice front porch screened and almost new. Can arrange terms.

sub-

A

select from. Service and satisfaction to both buyer and seller Is our motto.
ROBERTS-TURNE-

Here are some of the valuable tools the Jefferson Standard Life Insurance Company
supplies its agents with:

WANTED
Carpenters ror form work,
W. A. BETTS
long Job. free transportation.
Employment office. 110 South Third.
tional
kalso-minlnRank
building.
For the best painting,
WANTED
Man
In
to
make
adobes,
un
t
SALE
finCenThree
East
fins, kumes.
papering and floor
on lota. Hit
tral. East
Silver and University ton's Store,for first payment
Phono
isher in Albuquerque.
phone H16-.I824 Bast Silver.
te,
A.
J.
Heigh
Hammond.
1591-GET AUTO REPAIRING EXPERIENCE
FOR BALK OR RENT
Modern
this summer. Young Men's Christian
503 West Copper.
and bath, good location, close In; priced
Association Auto School, Los Angeles,
to sell; owner leaving
1932-city.
WANTED
In lively
"i west Lead.
growing grocery
store butcher who haa hla own flxt- FOR SALE Hy uwnei, auuuman home,
ures.
Address
Butcher, care Journal,
four rooms and aleeplng porch, city
RENT.
water, fruit trees, grape arbor. Pnet-offi- WANTED
Trustworthy married man to
1'OR RUNT
box 118. cltj.
take charge of ranch and email dairy
Desirable apartment, close
on
in. jus jortn firm.
snares,
mod-erFOR SALE
partnership or rent. F, O.
Home, Me
FOR KENT
Three room modern brand
presaed brick bungalow; acreened box 48, Ainuquerque.
new apartment.
608 south Ninth. 12!, pnrchea, lawn, flowera. trees. See owner. WiKT
..II K I
1...I.U
accident insurance In the world for
ONE SMALL and one large furnished 821 West Silver, phone 1949-or its
apartment, with hot water. 1215 West FOR SALS: New nunm by owner; uue me muner.
company
largest
noma.
kind in America.
824 West Gold; one
Live agenta make big
four-roo810 Miuuey.
nuucris-iurjie- r
uo., gtato agents,
FOR RENT
Two rooma and sleeping 110 North Maple; one
Maple; term a call 821 West 811 218 West Go'd, Albuquerque, N. M.
Phone North
porch; summer ratea; modern.
er, phone 1949-Z1Z8-Femata.
By owner,
cottage
LINCOLN apartments, newly furnished, FOR SALE
Girl for general housework.
with aleeplng porch, lot 87x143 feet, WANTED
oool and cloae In.
312 South Third,
1021 West Roma.
Call
fenced; modern pigeon loft, hutches and
4
phone
Woman to do housework for
chicken houae; all new; priced to aell. WANTED
FOR RENT Glassed sleeping
a few aaya. 210 Columbia.
porch, Inquire 211 West Gold, or 1923 South
kitchenette, connected with bath, 410 tiign, pnone 410.
WANTED
Girl or woman for aeneral
South Edith.
housework.
1324 East Silver, phone
FOR SALE
Cottage In south highlands;
FOR RENT Modern
three and four-rootwo large living rooms, three glassed-i- n
apartments, with bath; furnished.
screened
water,
porches,
WANTED
llgh'a,
porch,
Laundress.
La Esperanza
Hi west coal
full sized lot, chicken house and yard;
Hotel. Address Charles 11, Clay, Jemez
three-roolow priced and only 8100 down. Phone
FOR RENT
Cool,
N. M,
springs,
1100
!8.
allele.
or
call
South
at
Walter.
apartment; gaa range, bo
WANTED
Girl or woman for geneial
M0 West Tljeras.
FOR SALE Well-bui- lt
by
practical
housework, and cooking; good wages.
FOR RENT
Two furnished rooms, for
builder, 8875 cash, or best offer, buya l'none
and glassed-l- n
sleeping porch.
ngni nouseaeeping; aauiti; no sick.
Girl or woman for general
1H Bouih Second.
Electrlo and city water. The best In WANTED
housework and washing, part time
town
for
Falmer, 1822 nany.
FOR
RENT Apartments
and houses,
1788-Apply 1504 aaet Gold.
furnished or not. phone 1622-r- t.
J. South High, phone
woman for light
Elderly
A. Hammond. 824 Efiflt Silver.
aide handy to WANTED
FOR SALE On south
housekeeolng. for elderlv widower. Ad
railroad employee a five-rooframe dress
FOR RENT Four-roo- m
furnished apart.
care
Journal.
Widower,
fifty-folot
dwelling, with
ment, with piano, July 1; no alck. Inand Improvements. See house No. 418 WANTED A competent American nurse
quire 1S North Second.
on
terms.
82.760
maid for two young children. Apply
FOR RENT Furnished modern outside West Atlantic; price
Realty Co., 20? West Gold, phone Mrs. I.eonold M,v,r 701 W'eaf Tnnnpr.
Averlll City
apartment;
private bath.
7.
1040.
phone
Second.
North
gosifr
Apartments,
FOR SALE
Direct from owner, beautiFOR RENT Furnished front apartment,
Mule and Female.
ful five-roobrick
bungalow.
pressed
three rooma and private bath. Sit ft Just
SHOE CLERKS wanted: must have ex,
completed; hardwood floora through, i p,orm
notei.
Aniu'iuarnug
out; fire place; breakfast nook and all
perience In selling shoes; also Saturday
FOR
RENT Three-roofurnished bullt-l- n
location. 721 extra help; Spanlsh-apeakln- g
features; good
preferred.
apartment; modern, 22.60. 809 South West Lead. Inquire Mrs. Fred Llnde-ma- n, Apply at once. Manufacturer' Sale Shoe
Third.
708 South Third.
Inquire at Savoy Hotel office.
Store, 801 North Flrat.
Two-rooFOR RENT
furnished apartPREPARE!
for a auperlor pnsl'.lm 'y
ment; hot and cold water, lights and
attending our Summer Sessions,
rent reasonable. 421 Vi FOR
phone paid;
Instruction;
rapid progress. aee-la- )
SALE
Small rooming
QUICK
South Broadway.
summer rate. Western School for
316H South Second.
house; bargain.
Three-rooPrivate
FOR RENT
Secretaries.
Phone 901-- J.
orlck building.
8a LB Two-stor- y
hot and cold FOR
apartment; modern:
31 1 Bouih First; location good for any
water. 611 South Arno. Inquire 118
kind of business.
West Silver, phone 878.
Good davenport. Call 'iVi's-W- .'
popcorn outfit, WANTED
FOR RENT Apartment
of two rooma FOR HA4.K Crlspette
with aleeplng porch; modern; private complete; good proposition for live man. WANTED Small ice box, for caah. Phone
hath; atore room In basement, 410 North Inquire 611 North First.
SMALL saw mill and timber proposition, WANTED
eb'xtn, pnone nii-J- :
i;i,
Good horse and buggy, at
on railroad, for sale, lease, let on sharea
once. Phone 2408-JOne large and one email
FOR RENT
or
will consider a partner. 'J. F. Branfor
apartment, furnlahed
completely
CEMENT
CONTRACTORS
Cavolt and
Crane Apartments, 815 son, 289 North Seventh, Albuquerque.
housekeeping.
Pedro.
808 South Seventh.
North Seventh, phone 814.
VOR SALE
Grocery atorea, merchandise. WANTED
on
to
Money
loan
hign-clagood flrat
ft
candy-sodrink and other
AT THE WASHINGTON, 1002 West Cell-- mortgages. McMllllon & Wood.
kuslneea propositions not adverdesirable
small out-sid- e
tral,- very
Uoberta-Turn211
WANTED
Co.,
Sewing,
by the day or at
apartment, furnished. Inquire apartment tised locally.
home.
818
aat Santa Fe, phone
West Gold.
1, or phone 88. J. P. Eakln, proprietor.
1430-117
FOR RENT
(A) Harvard avenue, FOR SALE Indian .trading - atore and
one-ba- lf
also cleaning kalsomlne
KALSOMININO;
ranca, iuusibu
duplex apartment, furnlahed.
and paper;
work guaranteed, John
fencing, e'e; fully
two rooma and bath, two porches,
building, corralla,
3S, InKey at 118 equipped; excellent plaoe for healthseekei ; Good son, phone 634-- J.
cluding lights and water.
Harvard."
Plenty fine water, aaaiesa cox eu. cut.
"e HAVE aeveral gilt-edflrat mortWhe wants them? Mcgage Inane.
Three large, cool rooma and FOR SALE Only fire Insurance agency
FOR RENT
Mllllon
of
Wood.
aeat
town
In
fast
county
bath
growing
glassed sleeping porch,
adjoining,
five-roohome, TRANSFER and scavenger work done,
nicely furnlahed for housekeeping, neat central New - Mexico;
721
and clean; deaffable summer location. business and- all office equipment for
reasonable rarea. E.
buslneaa East Iron, phone 1970-- A, Griffith,
34.SOO caah; office did 83.30(1
618 West Coal.
aick-neof
account
must
sacrifice
last
year;
Fu malted apartments, conFOR RENT
Co 218 UPHOLSTERING, general furniture reIn family. Roberta-Turne- r
venient to aanatorluma; four roomVl
'
pairing, packing. The Art Craft Shop,
Gold.
az North Third, phone 883-glassed-i- n
sleeping porches, gaa; on But West
Central car line. Call 1321 East Central, FOR SALE Only garage and filling alu- - MAX BARGAIN
t (It Suuth
STORE,
or see McMllllon A Wood, ohnne 848.
tl'ii In A- -l town In central new MexFirst, will pay the highest prlcea for
ico, on national highway: modern and
your second-han- d
clothing, shoes and
four-rooLOST
60x100; dandy
868.
In
connection, highly furniture. Phone
On June U. dark bay horae. acar modern home
LOST
RUG CLEANERS
business equipment, atock,
on front foot, grey heirs In tall; tinder furnished:
8x11
ar
on
four-yeRuga Cleaned. 11.23.
lease
with
furniture,
MATTRESSES
notify 1418 south Fourth; reward.
renovated, 13.80 and up;
all. noes for 34,000 caah; must aell Imfurniture
White
OR
STOLEN
STRAYED
repaired and packed. Ervln
English mediately acoount of alckness; no phone
Roberts-TurnBedding Company, phune 818-aoout eight inontns Information.
terrier Dull-noCo.,
old, haa ears trimmed; short tall, and an. West Gold.
WANTED - Careful Kodak finishing.
awera to the name of Soott; reward for
Twice dally service
Remember, satiscorrect Information leading to recovery.
faction guaranteed. Send your finishing
LOAN
.
Phone I948-Jto
established firm. Hanna
reliable,
LOAN Oo watchea,
dia,- - 4k Hanna, Master Photographers,
with .two" white tuNlilif
'LOST
Oval bar-pi.
.
,uw huum
u i"u ki...
aconea
ORCUESiRA AND BAND
white gold In lacy design. Lost between mr. o. Marcus, sis eouip Finn.
SCHOOL
porch of 418 West Mar .uette and alley. MONET TO LOAN on diamonds, watches IF YOU have an orchestra or band In
ooms
or in ironi. ox iruii eianu at iv
and good juwelry; liberal, reliable, eon
strument
wish to learn to play
and
i"7 Poutn First.
!
.'irst: good reward.
fldentlal. Gottlieb Jewelry Co., 10 N. let. correctly and receive claaa Instruction
musical arithmetic,
CONFIDENTIAL loans on Jewelry, dia In sight reading,
monds, watches, Liberty bonds, planus. time, tone, tompi, acales, chorda, trans
lowest
and
ensemble
YOU
have
posing
eulomobllea;
Rnthman's,
JK
uusuieae isruyeny lur saie.
playing, join our
school now. Fred K. Ellis, phone 80
lll It; ttlU McMilJlcn 4s Wood, ,. v. 117 South First, Bonded to Iht state,

'jir

MARTIN CO., REALTORS

Ti

Keal Estate, Fire and Auto

Realtors

$3,700
INSURANCE TOOLS,

FOR SAL. 13 Two-rooiwo
C'tngu,
porenpe.
Hatton'a Store, phono 24H-J- 3
ll.r.OO J3UYS choice of eeveral nice cottages, furnished.
Room 7, First Na-

.

A.

.

HM!1S

FOR SALE

FOR

$4,700

For a nice cozy little home of
four rooms and a glassed in
oak floors, all
sleeping porch,
kinds of built-i- n
features,
clothes closets, nice lawn and
shade trees. Well located In
Fourth ward, good terms, for
appointment call

Insures children from one
day to 14 2 years on any
regular form up to the limit
carried by the company on
adults.
t

It will be to your Interest to
see lis before purchasing
a
home as we have the largest
list In the city to

new

FRANKLIN & COMPANY

Eight-roo-

A. nXlISCMEK. Keillor

ROBERTS-TCItNE-

brick, three blocks
from Central avenue. Fourth
ward. Price $5,000. Terms.
Four rooms, furnished,
four
blocks from Central avenue,
corner lot, Fourth ward;
Terms.
Five-roo-

location; Fourth ward.

34,000

For

WANTED

Dieckmann Realty Co,

SALE

white stucco Bunga16,000
low, modern, hardwood floors, fireplace,
furnace, cellar, Karaite, corner lot, fine

rt Isrrt

NEAR

TOWN

five-roo-

T

H, CHAS,

j

j

til seated on North Fourth street
oli laved road;
laree lots, arood
oil, shttdo, fruit trees, ditch
a'
tl 'rater, wonderful view and a
v landy place to beat the land-- ,
lord on rent days.

BUSINESS LOTS
We have many excellent propositions In clone-i- n
business
and apartment sites.

t ruxER

noRKirrs.

V

rn.

J

irflO-J-

CAt?nAa sleeping porch,

with board.
were,
icy i tian uentral.
K9PM AND BOARD Rates reasonable,
eij aoutn uroadway, phone 197
Jas, M. Johnson
BOARD
Good home cooking, ratee by
Insurance, Real Estate, Loans.
the meal or week. Mrs. Knlg.ht,
SilB v. Uoltl. Thono 240.
and Gold.
GOOD BOARD, room and
sleeping porch
with two single beds. Highlands;
private home.
H20 East Sliver.
I Can Save Ton Money on loop OR RENT Large front room and
v
BtilldlnR and Repairing
aleeplng porch with board. Everything
new and modern.
Call 110 North Maple,
BECAUSE
I do the work myself. I have no or phone 1463-overhead expenses. Phone me and I OR RENT For two, glassed-l- n sleeping
porch, dressing room, with private en-t- o
save money.
'
b,,,h'
arage tf desired.
1207 East Central.
J. L. DTJRL1NG,
Plione
looa-- J
SPECIAL summer rates.
C5 per
month;
excellont board,
private room with
sleeping porch and tray service.
8U
John's
Episcopal Sanatorium, phone 491.
FOR RENT Rooms
HOME SANATORIUM
FOR RENT Furnished rooms. 218 Sou'h FOR convalescents, cool
place for sumwaiter, pnone 1667-mer, no mosqultns, shade, running
FOR RENT Furmstieo rcura. 322 South water, eggs, milk, fresh fruit and vegetables; separate rooms; ratea (45 per
ocveiun, pnor.e iza-vmonth. Tulorosa, N. M.
FOR RENT Housekeeping rooms.
202
MRS. CARL BERGLUND'S
North Edith.
Private
141
South Edith, phone
FOR RENT Several unfurnished rooms. 1365-Private rooms and porches
for
lzt rwutn Edith.
tubercular
FOR RENT Furnished rooms; no chll- - frulta and patients;of fresh vegetablea and
plenty
milk;
tray
aervlce;
mn. in, nouin w ainur.
graduated nurso attendance If
DO YOU wish cool, shady room? 1007 150 and 85 for summer months. desired;
rwirin necono; garage.
FOR SALE Ranches
FURNISHED modern rooms; so alck; no
414 Vjst Silver.
children
FOR SALE A small ranch,
a
FOR RENT Furnished room aud sleep
.
mile weat nt hrlrlirai mnrf
k
3. Jemes.
ing porcn. HJ3 foutn Third.
LARGE, cool room, beautifully furnished, ROBERTS-TURNEcompany, 218 West
tMivHie pain, lau west noma.
Gold, have established a special land
I'OK KfcNT Furnished
room
with department.
415 North Second.
kitchenette.
FOR SALE
3,500-acr- e
ranch, ,n east- FOR RENT Neatly furnished sleeping
ern part of state, 100 stock
cattle.
room, close in. 817 South Third.
Halloa's store, general delivery,
FOR RENT Room and porch, near Alonquerqiie, phone 2116-.1203 North Edith. .
FOR SALE Ranch on North Fourth
boarding house.
street, six miles from town, on main
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms for
ditch; paved road: a. reel car aervlce;
light housekeeping. 517 West Sliver.
sixteen
acres In alfalfa, balance In wheat.
FOR RENT Nice, wean sleeping and Phone 2414-Jhousekeeping rooms. 121 H North Third. FOR
SALE
OR TRADE
Five acres In
FOR RUNT Nicely furnlsned bedrwmi;
Frultvale, near .laved road; fine
private entrance to bath. Phone 2128-or chicken ranch; easy terms to grape
right
115.
party . Phone 93, or apply room 15, Flrat
FOR RENT Furnished
room with or National bank, or lion South Waller.
without housekeeping. 512 North
RANCH
of four acres, entirely fenced
with five-fopoultry wire, three-fourtB'On RENT Two furnished rooms for
mile west of Barelas bridge;
light housekeeping; no sick. 423 West
house, three screened porches:
Iron.
water In house, new garage and chicken
houses; full blooded
and
s,
FOR RENT Front bed room, four
also furniture; terms. Call owner.
close to town; reasonable.
208
24H-JNorth Sixth.
oui-elRUNT Nice
acrea,
FOR
sleeping FOR SALE Ranch, twenty-tw- o
house, garage, fine orchard,
21s 14
looms.
Albuquerque Hotel,
all klnda of fruit, berries, alfalfa. Impleworm Kecona.
ments, hirers, cows', owner leaving
FOR RENT Front room, private
of health; two mllea from
near town, en th ee tin, aw
Town
old
Phone
boulevard.
North Third.
or S48. Postofflce bog
owner, 2417-RFOR RENT Nicely furnished front room 192. Old Albuquorque. N. M.
for ladles. Close In, no alck. 713 West
RANCHES FOR SALE
Gold.
Phone 2133-under culRANCH, forty-fiv- e
FOR RENT Three rooma with sleeping
tivation, thirteen In alfalfa; 1,100 fruit
porch; furnished for , housekeeping. treea, excellent varieties, twelve years
100 North Edith.
old; good water rights; well improved,
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms for commodious dwelling with complete
light housekeeping; reasonable; adults; water system and plumbing; large barn
an Ideal country
and tenant house;
no sick. 613 South . mo.
sanatorium or resort;
FOR RENT Two furnished housekeeping home, suitable for cash.
H. H. Dormai,
110.000,
part
price
rooms, with sleeping porch; no chilbox 903, Santa Fe. New Mexico.
dren. 1103 South Krtlth.
IMPERIAL ROOMS m e, clean rooma; FOR SALE
Poultry-Eg- g
rates by day or week. Over Pastime
Weat Central.
Theater, 211
FOR SALE Guinea enns. Phone 2402-JFOR RENT Four rooma and two BRONZE baby turkeys. Vhnne 2415-Jporches, well furnished, t::o. tos South FOR BALE Rabbits and fryers.
710
High; key at 211 South High.
South Broadway.
FOR RENT Two beautifully furnished
RPINUTON
for
batching;
eggs
rooma in modern home. Apply Mrs. BUFF
Phone 1472-blue ribbon winners.
Fred Hamm, 623 North Second.
SH West Fruit.
Two
FOR RENT
sleeping rooms for
Leghorn hens, spring
two gentlemen, employed: private en FOR SALEand White
month-ol- d
chicks. Phone
pullets
trance: close In. 409 West Iron.

i,

..........

PROFESSIONAL CARDS
A I l OKNKlH.
JOHN W. WILSON.
Attorney,

Rooms

IT

II,

and

10. Cromwell

Phone

Building.

1163--

PHYSICIANS
AND KliROKONg,
UK. H. U ULRXON,
lllseneee of the Stnmarh.
.
Suite,
Barnett Building.
UK. 8. C. CLARKE,
Kye, Ear, Mom and Throat.

Barnett
to

Phone 1st.
Building.
Office Hours
a. m.. and
to I p. in.

1

W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
Practice

Limited

to

GEN1TO - URINARY DISEASES
AND DISEASES OF THE fcRlJ
Wassennaa Lnborntory In Connection.

Bid.

Cltlxens Bank

8.

Phono

F. C. BAKES, M. D.
Diseases of the Eye. Glasses Fitted
Office removed to 114 N. Second St. Ground floor. Phone 842,

MATTRESS RENOVATING
MARtoSRKNVSATlGi5aldupl
furfurniture
Rug cleaning,
niture packing, phone
Bedding Company.

repairing,

513--

Ervla

CHIROPRACTORS
Chiropractor.

IS and SO

ArnU

FOR SALE

Bonding.

Kenl

Estate

VOH SALE
Vacant lot. Just tills side
of university, J2J cash, 1 10 per inuiuh.

Phone

1582-.-

VOH SAlIi:-Tw- o
Iota on East Lead, or
will trade for ama.ll house.
Address
Cheap, care Journal.
FOR SALE One good fifty-folot on
Eaat Silver, near Highland park, on

easy terms.
silver.

J. A. Hammond.

WANTED

Eaat

824

Apartments

uoiiNjtoa uiKJj wants sleeping rucn
and kitchenette:
can ulvm heat of
rtfetencea. Phune 420,

FOR RENT

Pasture
Excellent pasture for dairy
ItlT
rnnne a. w.
luca.

FOR

pegan. ztlu-Kfe- - I:' OS
HAILS STAtlK
To Taos (Read llown)
Leave
7:30 a. m.
Arrive
10:30 a. m.
Leave
13:J u. m.
Albuquerque-Mania-

)

Leave

13:S0 p. m.

Arrive
?oi p. m.
To Albuqoerque
Kiii I p)
Albuquerque ...Arrive... J:00 p.
Santa Fe
Leave... 4:00 p.
.Santa Fe
Arrive. ..13:45 p.
Bepanola
Arrive., .11:16 a.
Taoa

t

m.
m.

m.

m.
7:30 a, m.
ARE TO SANTA FE, 14.60
TO TAOS, 11.50.

Leave...

Albuquerque Headquarters
Rlngllsc
Druthers' Cigar Store. Jlo West Central
Aver, i, rbou
60(1.
Santa Fe Headquarters
Bank Cnnfeo
tlonery. Phone 2.
B " """
"
ST A H A LluTtl MS "'
The orange colored cars, Engle. Elephant Butte Dam and Hot Springe. N.
M.
Meet all trains at Engle. leaving
Hot Springs at 11:30 a. m. and 3:!0 p. m.
Oldest Dam drivers, beat Dam care en
the Dam line. We drive our own care.
Write for reeervatlone at our ei'pe&sev
HEFFERNAN BROS.. Props.
Hot Springe. N. V- -

'TfE

TIME CARDS"

241B-.I-

rooms
ELGIN HOTEL Sleepln
and
houaekecping apartmenta, by the day.
week or month. 502'A West Central,
FOR RENT Furnished rooma with slecp- ng porch for light housekeeping; water
and lights furnished. 710 West Lead.
FOR RENT Front room, well furnished,
adjoining bath, use of phone, close In;
one or two gentlemen. 703 West Silver.
FOR RENT Ground floor, front room,
furnished tor light housekeeping; pri
401
South
vate entrance) adults.
Seventh.
FOR RENT Furnished light housekeeping room; gaa. bath, phone; well peo
ple, no children, Opposite postofflce, 415
weat uoid.
FOR RENT Room with six windows, a I
conveniences, connecting ban. excel1320 3 Ml
lent meals within a block.
Silver, phone 8349-SPECIAL OFFER One well furnished
room, els large windows, bath adjoining; private out side ent .nee; new mod
ern home, close In. Phone 1949-outside
All
OCCIDENTAL IIOTEu
rooma and new furniture, furnished or
unfurnished apartments;
also sleeping
rooms at 14 to 17 per week; hot and
cold water In each room; new management. I22H East Central. W. F, Barnett.
Vhoue

16S3-J-

,

,'.

SALE A" ONCE Two dozen pure- oreu ancui-- s ncua.
nvtiu uiiwu-aphone 165S-d
FOR SALE Milk-febroilers and fryers, alive or dressed.
Swift, Boulevard road, phone 1920-FOR HALK White Leghorn laying bene
and three months old chicks; also pre
mium pedigreed Rufus Red Belgian doe
and six two months old ranoita. rnone
1S93-831 North Eighth.
AFTER July 1, In order to make room
for young stock, will aell at bargain
prices, fifty 8. C. R. I. Red hens; also a
few male birds: finest stock: great lay
ers. C P. Hay. 23a North High.

FC.

Train.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

1

WlgTBCUK.'JDelly.
The

Scout....

Arrive.
T:J0 pm

I Calif. Llmlted.lo:30 am
7 Fargo
Fast.. 10:60 am
I The Navajo. .13:36 am
SOUTHBOUND.
It El Paso Exp
37 El Paso Exp
EASTPDtTND.
t The Navajo.. 1:10 pm
4 Calif. Limited. 5.00 pm
3 a F. Bight.. 1:35 pm
10 The Scot.... 7:20 am

Depart.

1:30 pm
11:S0 am
11:30 am
one
I

t

10:19 pea

ll:l

am

3:40 pm

t:40 pm
DRESSMAKING
1:10 pm
UKsSd'rifCKllU pleating. Wllliame"
S:0 am
171-to South Broadwe). ph.
rscu SOUTH.
II IToni El Paso (:S6 pm .
PLAIN and fancy dressmaking; gingham Ho,
dresses a specialty. 905 North Twelfth. No. 30 From 111 Paso 7:6 aa
No. to connects at rales , ti Nov tt
PLEAT1NO,
accordion, aide and. b.ix;
Clovia, Peoea Valte- -. Kane- - City and
mall orders. N, Crane, til vJlortb for
O
Oast
Seventh, Crane Apartmenta phone 114.
No. 13 oonoeet. at Heloa with Ha tl
FOlt PLAIN OR FANCY SBW1NO at from Clnvtt and Dotnte eat- - and south
i
.v.a
reasonable rates, with quick service and
fg-nt,
Call at 110
satisfaction guaranteed.
South High

Journal .Want Ads Bi'W Results,

Tage Ten."

packed in full quart Mason jars, 2 lbs.
weight of preserves

Y. W. C.

Loganberry, raspberry, and strawberry. Our guarbe pleased with any purchase

Animals in Sections Where
There Are Scabies Must
Be Dipped Twice; Others

back.

Tomorrow we offer you something; unusual, in a
See it in our.
package of candy fudge for 10c.
window.

508

CASH

Central.

West

Will Need No Dipping.

STORE, Phone 28
Orders Delivered for 10c
,

i

PSTIM
"

Theaters Today

I

"B"

Theater

A

!

Playgoers'

drama, "Sunshine Harbor," starring Margaret Beecher, a grandof Henry Ward Beecher;
daughter
"Start Something," a two-reI'ercy
'and Ferdie comedy.

THEATER

el

air-coole-

Let's
1

Go

Today
7:40

5:20,
9:30

:O0, 3:10,
and

two-pa-

William Fox Presents

rs

Pastime Theatt..' -- "A Connecticut
Yankee in King Arthur's Court,"
the Mark Twain great filmed story,
is being repeated at the Pastime
today. Special orchestra music.

Greatest Comedy

"A

MARGARET BEECHER. OP
FAMOUS BEECHER FAMILY.
AT THE "11" THEATER

Margaret Beecher, now at the
"B" theater in the Playgoers' feature, "Sunshine Harbor," brings
more than an illustrious name to
She brings youth,
the screen.
boundless enercv. a vivacious and
and real
wholesome personality,
talent.
of
This granddaughter
Henry
Ward Beecher, and grandnlece of
Harriet Beecher Stowe, is seen as a
southern belle anxious to be something besides a coquette. Ambiti
ous to be a writer, she flees north
from a loveless marriage and finds
refuge In the assumed name of
Smith, and a reporter's position on
a newspaper.
Romance, of course, follows her.
Also adventure, and, to test her
mettle, a little tragedy, but in the
end everything comes out as happily as anyone could wish. It isof-a
charmingly told story that will reIt
fend none and please all.
mains at the "B" theater today and
tomorrow.

Connecticut
Yankee
En King Arthur's
Court

Special Orchestra
Jazzy Music

Peppy,

rt

Crystal Opera House Big crowds
attended the Lorcnz Hypnotic Vau- Ideville company at the Crystal last
night. The professor and his
are still at the Crystal.

Mark Twain's

With

Lyric Tlicn'ter The Renco Film
company presents ".Lavender and
Old Lace" from the great story by
Jlyrtle Keed, with Marguerite Snow,
ixiuis Bennison and Seena Owen;
also presenting a
Christie
comedy, "Exit Quietly."

Starting at 7:40 p. m.

d

By a strange coincidence, laven
der I the favorite
perfume ot
Marguerite Snow, who has the roie
in
and
"Lavender
Ainslio
of Miss
Old Lace," the Hodklnson release,
which Is to be shown at the Lyric
theater today and tomorrow.
And it is interesting to note that
during the filming of the famous
story', which was written by Myrtle
Iteed. Miss Snow used old lace thnt
had been In her family for more
than 200 years.
It would seem, then. and all
who see her In her perfect portray
al of the central character in mis
'splendid production will agree
that the gifted artiste Is Ideally
suited to her role,

MATINEE:

Adults

35c;

Children 15c

NIGHT:

Adults

Children 25c
(Tax Included)
50c;

COME EARLY

AVOID THE CROWD

LOCAL ITEMS
Coal
Lem
has

I

:

I

Yankee In
In "A Connecticut
Supply Co Phone 4 and S. King Arthur's Court,"
by Mark
Wilson, a colored boy, who Twain, William Fox presents on

been

in

West

Copper.

training in the United
(states veterans' bureau, has com- a
his
course
and purchased
pleted
completely equipped shoe shop at
113

Er.

Murray, Osteopath.

Ph.

741.

IJr. B. F. Oopp, Dr. R. L. Hust,
Fred Canfield and Iiay Clark have
returned from a
fishing
ten-da-

to

y

Rio Las Vacas.
trip
H. B. Hubbard, who operates the
motor line between Lab Vegas and
Mora, was here yesterday with Lee
A. Gerard to secure a
new car.
They reported heavy rains Wednes

at Las egas and north.
O. N. Draper, night station master
for the Santa Ke railway here, left
for Wyconda, Mo., where
last
day

nightJoin
will
been

who has
Mr. and
visiting relatives.
e
Mrs. Draper will return to
in about a week.
Factory wood, lu '.ruck load,
four dollars. Hahn Coal Company.
he

Mrs. Draper,

phone M.
Ensign
Las

Caldwell Archibald, of
who was graduated a
ago from the United
States naval academy at Annapolis,
arrived last night for a short visit
Tal-le-

Vegas,
few weeks

with

Archie

his

Santa l"e roundhouse foreman.
He will report for service with the
4.
Pacific fleet on July
vocational auditor
J. A.

Isaacs,

the U. veterans' bureau, has
returned from a vacation trip.

for

Mr.

,

MARK TWAIN CLASSIC
IS A SCREEN TRIUMPH:
REPEATING AT PASTIME

S.

and Mrs. C. W.

McCHn- -

the screen another great literary
classic. A large audience at the
Pastime theater, where this special
production opened an engagement
last night, showed keen appreciation of the work and an enthusiasm seldom witnessed In a i ictura
house. This great picture Is being
repeated at the Pastime today.
Mark Twain never wrote anything funnier than "A Connecticut
Yankee," or anything more representative of the spirit of America.
It is the challenge of the New
World to the old. The principal
character, Martin Cavendish, is a
typical Yankee with a long line of
New England ancestors.
He has
heard a good deal about the glories
of the "good old times," and when
he is suddenly
transplanted to
King Arthur's court he has an opto
out
find
the truth for
portunity
himself.
He finds not only that
the plumbing of King Arthur's castle is bad and that it is awkward
to live without telephones, railroads, automobiles and other useful things, but also that he Is more
than a match for the Knights of
the Round Table In personal courage and fighting ability.
There as many laughs In the
film play as in the book. The mobt
has been made of every situation.
The sumptuous settings presented by the director,
Emmett J.
Flynn, are marvels of beauty.

tock have returned home after a
visit of two months in Michigan THE L0RENZ SHOW
and Ohio.
REAL LAUGH MAKERS
Security Benefit Association
will meet In the K. P. Hall this
at

o'clock.
Mansbacli, who has been
his parents, Mr. and Mn.
Uert Mansbach, at 102a West Central avenue, left lust evening for
Trinidad. Colo,, to visit his sister. Mrs. J. H. Kahn, before leaving for his homo in New York
City.
Trotter
Mr- - and Mrs. Cooper
returned
from ' Boulder,
have
Colo., whero they have been attending: the university thpre, and
are visiting with Mrs. J. H. Peak,
at 1501 West Central avenue.
i
Capt. Richard Guest of the Sa-

evening
A. A.
visiting

lvation

8

Army, wife

and child,

re-

from California.
turned yesterdayattended
the Inter
Captain Guest
national Rotary convention at
Loa
Angeles, After tho convention they visited friends at Long

company of players who
tnelr energies to making
laugh are always welcome
visitors In any community and
that's why the Lorenj! Hypnotic
Vaudeville company now playing
nightly this week at the Crystal
opera house are attracting crowded houses during their stay In this
city. For Dr. Lorcnz the Jolly
prince of funmakcrs Is Indeed a
wholesale dealer in laughs, he
should be exploited as a grouch
chaser, his clever demonstrations
of hypnotism will cure the most
pronounced case of the blue or
A

'1J.

:

.:fc"J

J!

.

Judge Florence E. Allen.
Judge Florence E. Allen, the first
woman in Ohio to be judge of tlw
common pleas court, will run as a
candidate for judge of
the supreme court of Ohio. If
elected she will be the first Woman
to win such distinction.
Judtre
Allen said that the administration
of the courts of the country is a
disgrace to the nation and that the
mam fault is public indifference.

For

Miss Kathleen Landreth, formerly of Nashville, Tcnn., will open
Kindergarten School In the Central Methodist Episcopal church
on July 5th. Will appreciate the
kindness of all mothers enrolling
515
their children. Phone 1001-East Central avenue.
J.

Coping saws just received. Whitney Hardware
Company. Phone 76.
FRANK fj. MacCRACKEN,
DAISY B. MacCRACKE:;,
Osteopathic Physicians.
K. P. Building. Phone Office 89-Residence 89-DR.

hit

'.

..87

THE IMPERIAL

85
85 '4
83 b
82
82 Vs

"THE LAUNDRX

b

I

' OF QUALITY"

81',&

81
80
77

The Little Place

T.I

Dyclns, flats.
Dry Cleaning,
Rug
Cleaned nnd blocked.
latest
process.
cleaned
by

I

APiaydoer

EL ESPERANZA jLHOTEL
Jemez Hot Springs I k;

jbrama

Mondays, Thursdays

and Saturdays

Special

on

Trips

Application.

Fare $7 Ono Way.
For Further Information Apply
Sturges Hotel,

H. CLAY,

CHAS.

Prop. El Esperanza Hotel.
Jemez Springs - - New Mexico.

FRESH FISH

C E

Halibut,

Baracuda,
Sea Bass, Catfish,
Meats,
i
Groceries,
Vegetables and

Fruits.

To shield another from disgrace this plucky girl reporter
covered me cnemicai worKs tire.
',
There was an explosion. Her hands went to her eyes and
then she fell in a heap! j
,
One of the tense moments! in this drama of tears and
smiles starring
'.

Bulgarian Milk

ft

prepared

by
Scientifically
branch of San Diego Sanatoria
Association.
RODDY'S
JERSEY FARMS
Phono 2413-11- 4
Distributors.

201

Margaret Beecher

North First Street.
Phone 199.

Granddaughter of Henry Ward Beecher

Phono Cs Your Order j We Will
Do tho Rest.

"START SOMETHIFIG"

To Dairy Owners :
All dairy licenses expire
June 30. Please call at
the office of the City
Clerk for your new

Two Part Percy and Ferdie Comedy
Regular Prices

Sold at this Store.
WeScI1SOTMNBR"S

ft

' 'nr'l

-

the highest grade Macaroni,
Spaghetti, Egg Noodles and
ther Macaroni Products.

City Clerk

L

ittii.'ii'-'-iS- t

1mm

CERR1LL0S EGG COAL

CONTTNX'OCS

CONVENIENT TO HANDLE

UNIFORM SIZE.

Ilcat Units pe' Poond.
More Founds per Dollar.
The Most Satisfactory, Economical and Convenient
Stove and Ranges. Order a Ton Today.

ICE

CREAM

1

TO 11 P. M.

TODAY AND TOMORROW

More

GOAL

'

ADDED ATTRACTION

NOTICE

HAHN

pff 1f

.

Regular Auto Trips
From City to Springs

YALE

NOTICE

jliill
!f

'

:

C

Guys Transfer will take two
truck loads of people to the
dance ravlllon Saturday and
Sunday, 7:30 p. mr Order your
seats early
PHONE 371

Pat McCaffrey has opened a
Plumbing Shop ot 217 North
Third. Repair work a specialty.
PHONE 1870--

I

Phones 148 and 449.

....73

WISEMAN'

SimiiMe

LAUNDRY CO.

,84

Send a Man

N O

jwwkii. inw ,Jfi i

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

...87
86

six-ye- ar

HARRY J. LOOSE ONE
CHAUTAUQUA LECTURER

m

TODAY AND TOMORROW

904

well-fille-

Let

i

THEAT

Sum-

West Central.
Throe-roosleeping 'porch,
apartment at 1023 West Central. Reduced rates.
1005

88

............ .7777

;

apartment at

m

mer rates

NOTICE.

INVESTIGATION BEGUN.
New York, Juno 22. The committee on business conduct of the
ew york btoclc Exchange late to-- I
day began an investigation of the
event nsiiKiiimwi movements ot
Mexican petroleum stock on the
floor of tho exchange.
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FOR RENT
Two-roo-

.90

To All Woodmen of the World of
Albuquerque Camp No. 1.
There will bo an
W. O. W. and W. C. picnic on July
All are In4 in Tijeras canyon.
d
vited to come nnd bring
baskets and let's have a real good
time. All members wishing conveyances please phone 556 or 722
Henry S. Drinker, Jr.
by Saturday night. June 24.
ARTHUR T. SMITH,
The question of whether labor
C. H. NEAL,
unions can be held responsible for
L. F. HARRIS,
damages done by their members at
Committeemen.
the time of a strike promises to be
before the courts for some time to
come. Henry- - S. Drinker, Jr., of
Us
Philadelphia, who carried the famous Coronado coal case through
To replace that broken window
course through the suits
glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co.
Phone 421. 423 North First.
preme court, which handed down its
decision last week, has just secured
permission to petition tne court for
a reargument. In the meanwhile
the most famous point in litigation
between labor and capital still remains at issue. Drinker, who rep- Which is noted for big" barresents the Coronado Coal Comin Jewelry, Watch
pany, will probably fight the case gains
through another series of decisions. Repairing, etc. .Try us.

Standard Furniture Co.

401 South First St. Phone 019
We buy. sell and
new and used furniture.exchange
Handle

complete
etc.

line kitchen

Fuel for

Phone 91

CO.

The

Electric
Phone 797--

Glldcrsleeve

211 East Central.

Co.,

Orchestra and Band school. Fred
K. Ellis, Phone 302-J.

RHEUMATISM-NEURITI-

S

Treatment.
DR. D, R. MURRAY,
5 N. T. Armljo Bhlg.
Phone 741.
Ostcopnthic-Violct-Ra- y

MY SHELLED P1NON NUTS
will lie delivered from the Fred
Harvey New Stund. Albuquerque,
N.

M

UNTIL

laiinle

TICE,
Tenth.
CITY

I'hone

FURTHER

NO-

S. Spits, 323 North

Bottled whole
Buttermilk.

FOR SALE

PHONE

$40.00.
2 0 9 1

Thank You
Phone 351

Butter.

pasteurized.

Cheese.

.

1

Call Again.
321 North Second St.

I

11

DYERS AND HATTERS
KUO CLEANING
Phone 458. Cor. 6th and Gold

FOGG, The Jeweler

EXPERT WATCH MAKING
Engraving, Jewelry, Repairing.
Opposite Postofflce.
118 South Fourth.

FOR RENT
Ground Floor Office

In Journal
inquire

Irrt

AUCTION SALE
FRIDAY, JUNE 23, AT 321 NORTH THIRD ST.

Sale Starts Promptly

,

at

2:30 P. M.

BENCO FILM COMPANY

808.

gloom.

GUY'S TRANSFER
AND STORAGE

ADDED ATTRACTION

"EXIT QUIETLY"
A Two Part Christie Comedy
Regular Prices

DONT MISS SEEING

Matinee Prices
Evening Prices
included.

TEST

HYPNOTIC FUN SHOW

SPECIAL MATINEE SATURDAY 2:30 P. M.
Children
10c; Adults 25' and 35c.Tax included.
Entire ' lower floor 50c j balcony 35c; children 25c; tax
';

V

'.'..

W A

NT ED

We pay good prices' for fire-arsuch as Rifles. . Shot
Must be In
Guns, Pistols.
Acondition.
213 Bomb First Street. '
,

-l

178 TAXI
35 cents to .Any

I:

1

I

"With MAfiGUIRTTE SNOW- - LOUIS BENNISOM )
'
snd SIENA. OWEN
DirtcW by LLOYD IMGBAHAM

CRYSTAL OPERA HOUSE
LORENZ

"js.j.. r- -

MYRTLE REED

EXTRA

THE GREAT ROCK BREAKING

-

'' From the great rrotylir

3
TONIGHT

iff

OLBIAGE

J. L. GOBER, Auctioneer.

EXTRA

J

AND

C

J.

Jf

LAVENDE

.(

SHOE SHOP '
2IS Kmith Second.
Call and Deliver?.

A

Himnr

Five rooms of A- -l to go to the highest bidder for cash. Note
the following articles to be sold: Old Ivory Bedroom Suite,
consisting of Dresser, Chiffonier and Dressing Table, Library
Table, Rockers. Wardrobe, Davenport; two 9x12 Rugs; ono
6x9 Rug, one Congoleum Rug, Dining room Table and chairs'
to match. Bed Springs and Mattresses, Phonograph and B0
Records, 3 Small Rugs, Sewing Machine, Baby Bed, Baby
Buggy, Oil Cook, Coal Cook Stove, Ice Cream Freezer, and
many other articles not mentioned on aceoirnt of space.
If you want house furnishings you cannot afford to miss
this sale. These goods are all sanitary and in good condition.
Don't miss this sale. For Information regarding this sale
call st Gober's Furniture Store, 216 South Second or phone

Journal Office.

B. CONNER., M. 1. D. O.
Osteopulhlo 8oclnllst.
325-Stern Bldg. Tel. 701--

i

:

KI.Kt'TRIO
G67--

I

.1V

EMPIRE Cleaners

Building,

milk. clarified,

ALBUQUERQUE
DAIRY ASSOCIATION

Practically new kitchen range,
hot water front and stove pipe

at

OF SUPERIOR

QUALITY AND FLAVOR

utensils,

J.

Essex Cabriolet

)r;;tin

92
91

mull

June 23, 1922

J.

FREIGHT KATES KEDLOEH.
New York, June 22. A thirty
per cent reduction in freight rates
on cotton between Gulf and Atlan- tic seaooard ports and a general ten
on all other
per cent reduction
commodities was announced today
by the Southern pacific company
and by the Mallory lines. The new
rates will go Into effect July 1.

Gentry's Eggs, 15c; for sale at
One of the many big features leading groceries.
of this evening's program will be
the great rock breaking test, and
this with an entire change of
UeucTt.
program including new songs by
Vernum, who has become a
Wn ri ted Patients for free dental Art
favorite with Albuquerque
the We innko n specialty on lumber
runic:, today at0 tho Chamber of atergoers
and building material.
Commerce at o'clock. Chas. A. tho usual overnight, will play to hauling
house
crowded
at the Now don't
forget the long trips.
Mler. President State Dental Hoard.
324 S. Second
at Phono 371.
Crystal that has prevailed
V.. works for sale nt 102 Yale every performance.
It was announced a special chil.
ave., 1111 No. Tturth Street, and
at Mrs, Dunmvorth's. Ranches de (lien's matinee would be given
Atrisco.
Saturday afternoon.
for selling
Bargain. Reason
Kale Hiii; Huff
8. Mable Skcclx. D. O.. Ci( liens'
owner
Driven
Incapacitated.
i
uurl nineteen Imhy cliicks fur Bunk building, Ksl-and 2022-- J
2Mi miles. Cull Mr. C had bourn.
I'lwne 151J-1110 South Gynecology mid Obstetrics
1744-ml
DroaUway,
icialty.
'

.93

New Republic

'

MARC.rERITE KNOWS
FAVORITE PEHKUME IS
LAVENDER; AT LYHIC

Admission:

Tinrbacoa

Don't expect Harry J. Loose to
take the time to ferret out crimes
or criminals in your town, but, in
his most extraordinary lecture,
"Crime, Its Cause and Prevention,"
Mr. Loose will bring a vital message to your town.
This lecture is dramatic and
but don't get the
entertaining,
Idea that it is purely entertainment. He will grip the hearts of
every man and every boy In the
audience.
"They never get away," says
Harry Loose, and then he proceeds to prove his statement. Ho
shows the fallacy of crime and
criminal tendencies.
Mr. Loose Is not a "has been."
He is one of the big detectives of
tho Chicago police department.' He
was associated with Jane Adams
in welfare work for years. He is
connected witn some of tho largest welfare
institutions
of the
country.
Mr. Loose will bring with him
a very remarkable array of equipment and implements of all kinds
that ho has accumulated in years
of detective work.
His lecture in concction with
this display will bo as interesting
as a detective, story and as useful as a sermon. "As a matter of
fact, it will prove to be both.

WOMAN WANTS SEAT
ON SUPREME BENCH
IN THE OHIO COURTS

...

..95

,"

of r!ie general
Enforcement
sheep dipping order In New .Mexico
will not be mado by the sheep sanitary board this season, but nil
sheep in Infected sections must he
This decision was
dipped twice.
reached at the conferences here
yesterday.
"The scable pest will be coped
with this year by local quarantine
methods adopted for the particular sections of the stnte which may
break out with scabies," J. B. .Robertson, secretary of the sheep sanitary board stated last night.
The general sheep dipping order
and what decision
might be
reached toward its modification
a
of
has been subject
great importance to the sheep growers of the.
stato this spring nnd was one ot
the
the main questions discussed
executive board meeting of the
New Mexico Wool Growers association Wednesday nt the Chamber ot Commerce.
Dipping is expensive and the
sheep interests lire .just getting on
their feet after the long period ot
As scabies only exreadjustment.
ist in a few scattered communities
of the state, it was felt by the
sheep men that a modification of
the order so that it would only In
areas would
elude the affected
prove a great economy to the
growers. As the sheep sanitary
board is conversant with the situation, the executive committee decided not to make any formal request of the board nnd that it mod
ify the order, but to allow it to
make the decision of Its own
knowledge of conditions. A number of sheep growers, however, attended the open session of the sanitary board meeting yesterday.
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A......
hotel

Alvarado
Liberty No. 2
American cafe
Sturges enfo
Mecca eafe
Liberty No. 1
Santa Fe restaurant
Carl's cafe
Quick Lunch
De Luxe
nnd 10c Lunch
.
Mi'-Lunch
Kver Eat
Pershing cafe
cafe
City
" and 10c Lunch
Ttlco cafe
People's cafe
Albuquerque cafe
Chili restaurant

ORDER

antee that you will

"WARD'S

the high
score on the sanitary report for the
month, with a marking of 95.
Other markings are as follows:

SHEEP

L

oz. net

11

For 58c
money

QUESTION OF LABOR BRACY'S CAFETERIA
GETS THE HIGH MARK
RESPONSIBILITY TO
REMAIN IN COURT
Bracy's cafeteria has

MODIFIES

PRESERVES

or

6

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL

m

Part of the City
Special Rates to Picnio Parties
Large Seven Passenger Cam
Stand In Alley By
Meyer & Mcyrr Tnllor Shon.

